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from Evil,

bles, the Egina

—
Joy ripens where the days make night
‘With bitterest draughts of sorrow;
That ushers in the morrow.

Through clouds, and tears, and angry fears,
- Dead hopes and fruit untasted,
The resurrected spring appears,

Unheralded, unhasted.

also

coffins,

lone days are God’s good ways,
sunny places;
years have many tears,
they angel faces,

Come on, then, toil, and fear, and pain,
That bar the golden portal;

was not the God of his past whom he invok-

vases,

with papyric,

established a reading room, then a sewing-

:

&c.

These

ciety, drawn in

— i —

You would not think of going to London
without seeing the British Museum; but

you will be sure to come away with a feeling of dissatisfaction; for there is so much
_to be seen of the works of God and the
works of man ; of things ancient, and things
are common

and

But let us go and do the best we

can, and

get a glimpse, if we cannot make a full examination.
The Museumis in Great Russell Street,
Bloomsbury; ahd if you get into an omnibus at the Bank, they will set you down
* ‘at Museum Street in Holborn, only a few
rods from the entrance.
Sir Hans Sloane,
who died in 1753, in his will offered to Par-

liament, for £20,000, his collection of antiqwities and other cufoiis, valued at £50,000, on condition
that it should be made

available for national purposes. The offer
was accepted ; Montague House was purchased for £10,250; the Harleian collection

was also purchased

and

added

Museum

and numerous other matters of Assyrian
history. There are the large winged and
buman-headed lions and bulls. There are
the eagle-headed men, supposed to be the
god Nisroch, and numerous other figures,
which are interesting to look at as the relics of past-ages.
The Ethnographical room contains figuresof men and women dressed to show

was

ru, and by the Esquimaux of Greenland and
There are also
other northern regions.
some of the copper relics from the bottom
of the Swiss lakes, which made so much
noise a few years ago; while of British
Antiquities there are porcelain, copper,
seals, chessmen of the 13th century, &e.

But we must go into the Library and
Reading room. For severa] yeas before I
admission to

left London, I had a ticket of

the Reading room, and I have now ubtainBut the
ed a renewal of this privilege.
old reading room'is gone; and we find,
instead, what I think may truly be said to
It is circular, is
be the finest in Europe.
140 feet in diameter and 106 feet high, and
is surmounted by an elegant dome where it

It was erected in 1854—7, and

is lighted.
its

with

adjacent

£150,000.

cost

rooms,

opened to the public. “Other additions were
Against the walls, “all around the room, are
made from time to time, and more room cases, which contain about twenty thoubeing needed, the present building was sand books of reference, which any reader
commenced in 1823, and, although about a may take and use at his pleasure.
In the
million pounds have been expended,it is not galleries above are books which you ask
yet completed; for the ery is still for more for by ticket, and which will be brought to
room. It is a handsome building, in Gre- you by an attendant. In the center of the
cian style, with a frontage of 370

feet, and

a portico which contains forty-four columns.
The Museum

is

open

to

the public, free,

three days in each week, the Sculpture galleries, to artists, who

days a week;

obtain

tickets,

five

and the reading/room

to

readers who obtain tickets,six if: a week;
but not to the public, as

that

would

inter-

fere with those who go there for puTposes
of research.

The

institution

is closed the

first week in the months of January,
and September in each year.

But where shall we begin? Lof
the Natural History collectiong/

inthe galleries, on the uppfr

May.

‘us take
These are

floor.

Ina

case at the head of the staidsStands a gorilla, shot by M. Du Chaillu,
It is nearly

six feet high, and with it are a female awd
some young ones.
There are numerous
other specimens of the monkey tribe, with
lions, tigers, hyenas, bears, elephants, giraffes, zebras, buffaloes, camels, hares, rats,

and every other known quadruped.

There

they stand, and you can examine them at
your leisure, if you have it, without fear or
danger, and they will not run away from
you.
Here also are the walras and various

other seals, with porpoises, &e..
The collection of birds is

very

rich and

extensive ; and so is that of eggs.

sects are innumerable.

The

The

in-

same may be

said of fishes of all kindsy while
serpents, crocodiles and alligators

lizards,
abound.

Here also are sponges, corals, woods,seeds;

and whatever else is ficcessary to complete,
this department. We must not forget the
fossils, for these are very numerous! Here
are the bones of the megatherium, the mas-

todon,

the

hyleosaurus,

mammoth,

the

demosavrus

iguanodon,
and

numerous

others of all kinds and sizes. Hire also
are fossil vegetables as well as animals.
- Ave you interested in minerals? Here you
have them in great variety,
There is also
a very large collection of meteoric stones

which are worthy of atten'ion,
But we must go down

go

stairs in'o the de-

room are the Superintendent's desk, and
semi-circular tables with cases under them,

containing the catalogue in two or three
hundred volumes arranged alphabetically.
Above these are printed

on which

tickets,

you fill up the titles and other

descriptions
the number of

of the hooks you wish, with

the table at which you sit, and hand them
These tables fill
to one of the assistants.
space between

up the open

tables and

will ac-

They

comodate three hundred readers,

each hav-

There are

ing an entire table to himself.

about nine hundred thousand printed books
and about seventy-five thousand are added

:
af
.
iat
every year. There are filteen hundred copies
of the Bible in various editions and lunguagthe Hebrew

es;

books

form

the

largest

collection in the world. The: collection of
American books is very full and complete,
I do not

know

how

volumes

many

of

manuscripts there are; but the list I have,
numbers more than fifty thousand, and they
do not include the wholé. * Among them are
the Cottonian,the
other collections,
ed from general
What a wealth

Harleian,the Oriental and
besides thousands obtainwii
sources.
of intellect is collected in

these rooms ! I used to spend three or four
days

a month here; and now

I should like

to spend three months in examining what is

stored here; but all I can hope

for area

few hasty visits.

Phis institution costs the British nation a
number of thousands of pounds a year; but
It furnishes the
it is money well laid out.
instruction to
and
means of recreation

thousands of perscns, poor as well as rich,
and large numbers avail themselves of the
privilege. Iam glad to bave bad the opportunity of once more seeing this place,

which I was accustomed to visit often in the
olden.times.

~

The Burst into Life,

H. H. Coolidge, as President of the Senate.

Ww. H.

A Christian shoul! neyer plea! spirituality for being a s'oven, If he bea shoe
cleaner, he shoun'd be the best in te pari h,

mountain side, till his

farther

advance was

him and

behind

With good opinion of the. law.”

Jan. 6, 1870.

behind, and the Christian is amid the

Old

fields

of the paradise of God.

¢ MASTERS.”

Age.

All They

Get.-

Sp me
Madam Swetchine thus beautifully pictures that period of life which so many

Mr. Fitch, in his ¢“ Art of Questioning,”
thus sets forth the reasons for fidelity on

shrink

——

thought

of

the part

as something calling for pity instead
reverence.
A true life and the grace

of
of

as have to do

from, and which

‘is often

God are essential to turn thisideal into
actual:
Old age

dome of

is

the

human

majestic

life.

God

and

the

imposing

makes

it the

of such

school

teachers

the children of godless

parents:

In many

classes it is true that all the in-

fluences which are brought to bear upon
the minds and hearts of the children out of

school are

positively hostile to your teachto you from

disorderly,

and ungodly homes, to
in your class. You are
instructors.
It is while
and only then, that their

perfect unity,—where each ‘conviction has
its proof and counter-proof.
His are the

minds come in contact with the realities of
an unseen world,
It is from you only that

treasures of tradition. and those of acquired

they learn

knowledge,—ancient

our Saviour, and that must shape their
fist, and therefore their most enduring con.

facts,

fn their order,—practical truth, and eternal
verity, the relative and the absolute —that

many

cases

IMPORTANT

a place of refuge for thieves and

the name of God and of-his

the

ies of Washington and his wife. Next in interest is the house in which he dwelt. Here the

visitor is shown

swindlers,

other country, in such manner that the steal-

ing or obtaining it in like manner in Cana-

when a surveyor, the harpsichoid of Mrs. Washington, military trappings and equipments, &e.,
&c. Here, too, the memento mania of visitors,
amounting to vandalism, displays itself in the
mutilation of the fine-cut figures of the rich marble mantel piece of the dining room.
Heads,
arms and legs have been broken off that the visitor might have the poor selfish gratification of
possessing some memento of the home of Washington. This disposition to mutilate and destroy
There is no excuse for it
the severest rebuke.
here, as there are venerable darkies ready, for a
consideration, to furnish any amount of mementoes in the form of stereoscopic views of Mount
Vernon, canes, and leavesof the magnolia tree
planted by Washington’s own hand,as they assure
you. “Were these canes cut off from the Mount
Vernon estate ?” inquired one of our party. “Yes
It was sugsar,” promptly responded. Ebony.
gested that the inquiry had better be * Were
they cut on the estate?’ to which Ebony responds
promptness. ‘Have
equal
affirmatively with

you been here since Washington’s

then

On
with
Capt,
New

persecution in

must

through the

been

arrests

SPAIN.

is still without an

General Prim has used every
occupant.
means to secure the appointment of the
Duke of Genoa, but is unsuccessful.
The
Duke is only sixteen years of age, and his
father, Victor Emanuel, declares that the
and

consent.

his associates in the

Prim

and

so

to a

boy for a play-thing,

Houdse,—

administration of Pieree, Buchanan,

of Johnsen’s.

His recol-

lections of these occupants of the White House
were quite fresh, and, related in his quietly humorous way, were very interesting. He said that
Pierce was the most orderly and strict master of
the White House that he had known.
All the
domestic affairs of the White House were re~
quired to proceed with the greatest regularity.
On Sunday morning all the inmates were assembled together, a selection of Scripture was read
by the President and another by Mrs. Pierce, after which the President would offer a prayer
such as he had never heard excelled in manner
or matter. But unfortunately in moments of ex=
citement he would curse a little as well as pray.
On a certain Sunday, a visitor stopping with
him accompanied the President to the stable after devotions were ended.
Among the President’s horses was one that was vicious, and on
this occasion he let fly his heels at the President
‘as he passed by.
Pierce retorted with a.blow
of his dane and a curse.
“General,” said his
visitor, “I think you ought either to quit praying or cursing.”
‘‘A smart man can do a little
of both,” was the reply.
“What sort of a man was Mr. Lincoln? asked
one of our company.
‘ One of the kindest and

were made, and itis hoped that justice will

throne

that for thirteen years hé

Lincoln, and one year

be dealtto the offenders.

The Spamish

death that

entered into conversation
commander of the Arrow,
ascertained that he was a.
not many miles front Jour

editorial sanctum, and

destroy-

have

Several

our return we
the gentlemanly
Stackpole, and
Englander, born

had been the steward of the White

ed the pulpit and burned the bibles found
in the building. But for the interference
alarming in the extreme.

Washington’s

ably some time since

‘our inquiring friend ;
he came, rather nonplussed
but Ebony came to the rescue with an assur~
ance that it was but two years after Washing
ton’s deaththat he came to Mount Vernon, and
had been there ever since then.

Puebla city, Mexico. A protestant congregation, while assemtled for worship in a
chapel which they had recently fitted up ’
were. attacked by several hundred Catholic citizens, and handled in a rough and
brutal manner. The Catholics were led by
a prominent citizen of Puebla, and one who
holds the position of priest in the Holy
he worshipers
Church.
The mob drove

of the Police, the results

death?” asked

the same interrogator. An explosion of mirth, accompanied with the suggestion that it was prob-

PERSECUTION OF PROTESTANTS..
A Vera Cruz correspondent of the New
York World gives the particulars of an out-

from the church, tore up the seats,

withholds his

best men that ever lived.

Shortly after Mr. Lin-

coln came to the White House, as it was known
Cabinet were so fully committed to the Io I was not in political accord with him, my
a
young Duke that they have felt compelled friends anticipated my discharge from the posito resign. It is now thoughtmot improba- tion I held, One of them, an office-holder himble that Admiral Topete may return to the self, came to me and suggested that there was
danger of this, and advised me to secure the inCabinet, This would give a new phase fluence of some prominent Republicans in ‘order
to Spanish affairs. © Even if an attempt be to retain my position. I told him I would conwade to sufisfy the people by carrying out sider the subject. Sometime afterward he came
Prim’s policy, its features will be so mod- | again, and said there were unfavorable rumors
ified as'to produce quite different results. afloat, and that I ought to take immediate stepd!!
Spanish politics are by no means in av en- to counteract them and secure myself. I repliodd
"to him that I had considered what he had spisiteiy
viable condition. There age reports that me before, and had consulted a lawyer relative
both Prim and Serrano would like to sell to the -matter. © Consulted a lawyer! hi he,
Cuba to the United States for cash.
‘What does a lawyer know about ouch 4“ fhafbd

as this?

I told him I did not know

€xXnetiw Hel!

when folks had any difficulty they uboally went)

Son,

DriNk AND
me

work,”

WORK.—¢I
said one;

drink

to see a lawyer about it, a¥d I hadidoneidn
* Whom did you consult? said hey, pb ed Hag ‘

to make

to which an old man

I had consulted a tall, lank lawyer fr
Lin is,
true; thee drink and it who had recently come here ry FCO
Halu ;
which helps our conduct in this world and ness, the examples™pf Saints and Martyrs, will make thee work! Hearken to me a in business, and that he asti¥éd mE HY AE WRIT
that which leads us to another. It death the hatefalaess of cin, the purity and glory moment} and I'll tell thee something that all right, My friend took HEEhet AT Je riow thon
out further remark. Seon #fiéromeifodudawas |
were only the blossoming of life ;—the sub- and blessedness of heaven. That brief hour way do thee good. I was once a prosper- in trouble abont retaining his ou Baton ang:
ous
farmer.
I
bad
a
good,
loving
wife,
spent
in
your
class
is
the
one
bright
and
lime flower of thay plant whose spreading
came to me for advige of ie J
ah
A
Ni
roots underlie the earth ;—if,as saith the hopefal #pot in the history of many a child, and two fine lads as ever the sun shone on. I assured him I did, of
know
»
We
bad
a
comfortable
home,
and
lived
for him to take than to SUHHF
y LR TY il
Apostles, death merely olothed us with im- who, from his birth, is called’ to wander in
mortality ; old agé woul be the apogee of strange paths, and who comes to you in, happily together. But we used to drink are somo of the titrate nslérathe Caprny mut Has
life,—its culminating point, its epoch of perhaps, a desnltory and uncertain way for a ale to’ make us work. Those two lads I has always * one aor eft blithe davelesertl (00g
There is nof 141 gH ap anpt,
wealth and power. But it must no’ be. for few weeks, returning every Sunday into the have how laid in drunkards’ graves. My going. forw
ily
» i"
wife
died
broken-hearted,
and
she
now
lies
midst
of
as=ociations
and
pursuits,
and
every
gotten that death is the wages of sin; and,
the recess I Hap oth ol io
lh
I am seventy years of far as the
ag such, it causes th: weight of our con. one of which ir positively antagonistic to re- by her two sons.
‘
eaanegooldgly enl
fed: d
demnation to fall heavi'y upon oll age.— ligious impress'ons, and tends to neutralize age. Had it not been for the drink, I
Old age is the 'erm of grace—sometimes a all your teaching. This is a solemn thought might have been now an independent genthe - tHtiiftii
grr
little protracted—when ail accounts must and one which, I doubt not, has been often tleman; but I used to diink to make me holly thi
ny
OL
A ezaaq 3
doidw 101
be audited, all allowances confirmed, and present t » your minds ; but the practical con- werk, and mark, i makes nte work now !"
replied,

ception of sacred truth, of the beauty of holi-

“That's

Noth od]

¢

aj

him by his compatriot, LaFayette.
Inthe adjoining rooms are many articles of interest, such
as the surveyor’s tripod used by. Washington

the taking of such property there, or having it in possession with a knowledge of
its being unlawfully obtained, shall be the
same kind of an offense and punishable in
the same manner as-if the stealing or fraud
had taken place in Canada.

rageous case of religious

the chamber in which he died,

the library room, dining room, &c. In the hallway hangs the key of the Bastile, presented to

every object, no matter how venerable, deserves

and has served as an asylum for criminals
of every grade. The present law provides
that if any person takes into Canada, or has
in his possession therein, any property stolen or obtained by false pretenses in any

da would be a felony or misdemeanor,

The front

of the tomb is open, protected by an iron grate,
and here, in marble sarcophagi, repose the bod-

LAW.

crown is not a mere toy to be given

Os

Sabbath

with

sanctuary of all wisdom and justice; ‘the ing.
They come
dirty, ill managed,
tabernacle of the purest virtues.
Experience has taught the old man all things; and spend a brief hour
his personal endeavors have reduced his their only religions
they are with you,
acquirements
to that simple state, Lthat

loreand modern

AN

him—

Mr. Jewell has had much experience as a
and, he might fear, before him.
There was
presiding officer, having occupied that po- ‘no time for reflection or delay. He paused
sition in past years, performing its duties but an instant, and plunged into the stream.
fairly and efficiently. Mr. Coolidge, who
One minute of breathless suspense—a sense
is a younger man, bas served with credit
of darkness and coldness, and yet of swift
in each branch of the Legislature, and he
motion, as if he were gliding through the
enters upon his new duties enjoying the full
shades below, and then a light began to
confidence of his associates and of the public
glimmer faintly in the waters, and the next
in his ability and integrity.
instant he was amid the green fields, and
A petition is being circulated for signathe showers and the summer sunshine of
tures in this city, praying the Legislature to
the vale of Chamouny.
abolish the State Constabulary.
It will reSo it is when believers dic. They come
ceive many signatures of a character that to the bank of the river, and it is cold and
will prove it true that
dark. Nature shrinks from the fatal plunge.
“ No rogue e’er felt the halter draw"
Yet one chilling moment, and all fear is left

interest is the tomb of Washington.

of any

A much needed law went into effect in
the Dominion of Canada on the first day of
the year. This country has heretofore been

seemed to wait for him. What should he do?

was beside

above named as a part of the fare. Nevertheless, the work of reparation and restoration
is
far from being completed.
The chief point ot

was contemplated, and that the strike

in

the estate passed into the hands

When

this condition has been the effort pnd labor of
the association. To this end a capitation tax of
fifty cents is imposed upon every visitor, which
is collected by the owners of the steamboat

rights and interests of the laboring classes
are partially ignored by monied monopolies,
but redress must be generally secured in
some other way than by means of strikes.

stopped by a giant cliff that rose up before
him, while the river rolled darkly below.
He heard the roaring of the waters which
Death

ground.

is owing to the mischief of two discharged
supernumeraries from the San Francisco
office. Nevertheless there isa general stampede along the whole line; but, owing to
the energy and promptness of the company
in securing new operators, the change is
hardly felt. It is altogether singular that
the unsuccessful issue of so many similar
strikes has not yet taught the folly of such
Doubtless

VISIT TO MOUNT VERNON,
alittle leisure a short time since, in

of the Mount: Vernon Association, everything
The
was in a ruinous and dilapidated condition.
prints represent the buildings as they were in
‘Washington’s lifetime, and to restore them to

reduction of wages, but the secretary of the

a course.

_

tal avail themselves of the opportunity to refresh
a visit to this historic
their patriotism by

graph Company. The operators declare
that the strike is to prevent a contemplated

kind

that intoxicating beverages

row plies between here and Moant Vernon
daily, and large numbers of visitors to the Capi-

in the employ of the Western Union Tele-

thatno reduction

N

company with some friends I made a pilgrimage
The steamer Arto the tomb of Washington.

STRIKE, OF TELEGRAPH OPERATORS.
There is a general strike of the operators

rp

There is not only poétry but truth in the

Everything was done to make the fens
a, Christian believer's departure to
attractive, even to the trimming of the hall view of
his
home
on high, which is thus illustrated by
with evergreen and flowers; the tables were
.an
incident
among the Alps:
waited upon by a number of Christian
An
Alpine
hunter, ascending Mont Blane,
circles,
cultivated
ladies from wealthy and
who by their warm welcomes and their in passing over the Mer de Glace, lost his
hold and slipped into one of those frightful
earnestness to serve proved that their symcrevasses by which the sea of ice is cleft to
obthe
was
good
their
and
real,
was
pathy
ject sought. A present of a valuable book its foundation. By catching himself in his
and a pretty handkerchief was handed to swift descent against the points of rocks and
each one who came to the hall. The ex- projecting spurs of ice,he broke his fall, so
periment was full of promise for the future. that he reached the bottomalive, but only to
At the dinner two girls promised to quit face death in a more terrible form. On eitheir evil ways, on assurance that they ther hand the icy walls rose up fo heaven,
would be befriended. Dr. Tourjee and his above which he saw only a strip of blue sky.
friends are devoted to this charity at the At his feet trickled a little stream, formed
There
North End, and are making efforts to found | from the slowly melting glacier.
a House of Refuge for the fallen, when a was but one possible chance of escape—to
temporary home can be found for all who follow this rivulet, which might lead to some
unknown crevice or passage. In silence
are willing to reform.
and in terror he picked his way down the
LEGISLATIVE.

thé> catalogue

the book cases.

of that youth which he felt flourishing and

The Legislature of the Commonwealth
assembled on the 5th inst. and was promptly organized by the choice of Hon. Harvey
Jewell as speaker of the House, and Hon-

oid
Having

:

"company affirms

di
2

Itis no slight step gained here if fashion can be
arrayed on the side of temperance.

He has directed

the Sub-Treasurer dt New York to continue
the sale of one million of gold and the purchase of one million of bouds on alternate
weeks through the month of January. This
isall tobe placed tothe account of the sinking fund. He is also to sell one million of gold
} and purchase two million of bonds on the
alternate weeks for the special funds. This
will secure a sale for the month of four
millions of gold and the purchase of six mil-

of sin

retreats

commendation, was,

were banished, and their places supplied by tea
and coffee. This is a new precedent, and, itis
hoped, will result in accomplishing much good.

Secretary Boutwell promptly. announces
his financial programme for the coming
month, so tht business men. may govern

lions of bonds.

The usual. Presidential reception was

&c., &e.

given, and all the dignitaries, and very many private citizens paid their respects to the ehief magistrate. The’ members of the cabinet and other
'high officials also kept open house. The feature
of these receptions most worthy of mention and

—Oy Wo

blossoming in the depths of his being. For
if the children of light enjoy day in the
midst of night, the children of immortality
keep their youth amid the snows of age.

love and kindness being substituted instead.

the costumes worn in China, India, Australia, New Zealand,South sea islands and Pe-

articles rare; that you will certainly wish
you had sufficient time to examine some
appreciable portion of this vast collection.

their

from

The new year was duly celebrated here in the

FINANCIAL PROGRAMME.

themselves accordingly.

B—

accustomed manner, viz. : by firing guns, blowing tin horns and other musical instruments,

Events of the Week.

ed, any more than the’God of Jacob is the
God of the dead. It was the God of the
present to whom David appealed,—the God

and wretchedness. There was no preaching to them on this occasion, the power of

some of which ate referred to in the Bible,

British Museum,

the

school for girls; taking one’ step after
‘another, until a mission was fairly estabOn New
lished and a good work begun.
Years day, he invited the unfortunate women of this locality to a fine dinner at the
rooms of the mission, at which one hundred
were present and partook of his hospitality.
The scene presented was impressive. There
|, they were, these poor outcasts from so-

Tt

slabs delineate sieges, battles and defeats,

"Through death become immortal.

and

other animals,

here you have a large collection.

Through suffering, garner we the grain,—~

collection,

t as the spiritual principle absorbs all others: As the body sinks into decrepitude,the.
soul is tempered ; and, by the simultaneous
acceleration of these two . processes, the
frame returns to the dust, and the spirit to
heaven. Death for the one is immortal
youth for the other. David was old when
he called upon the God of hjs youth; but it

Besides

at Alexandria.

. But we must passon this way, for here
You
js something you must not miss.
discovhis
of
accounts
Layard’s
have read
eries in Assyria and at Nineveh, and here
I have
you have the results before you.
d
sculpture
the
of
pictures
seen numerous
slabs, and have seen two or three ofthe
slabs at Bowdoin college in Maine; but

But build a bridge of gold across
The river’s sullen flowing.

to the

manage it so as to remain in the old place:
* THE NORTH END MISSION.
In 1867 Dr. Tourjee (well known from his
connection with the Conservatory of music
at the Music Hall, Boston,)bought two
dance halls in North Street, and after repairing them, and making the two one,

these, there are numerous mummies of men;
cats,
women, children, the ibis, oxen,

Such anguish in its going,

of MSS.

found

was

Each star that’s lost, and dream that cost
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WASHINGTON, D. £., Jan. 6, 1870,
‘NEW HEARS.
:

¥

ing on, but liberty and glory,—the perfecHanover street, fo cut off a large portion of tion of a soul which grows ever mofe radiand”
the edifice, but!the church will alter

times repeated in as many different characters, gave the first clue to the interpre-

And yet the rainbow’s silver sheen
Is born of many a Sorrow,
And fields that glow in living green
Are slumbering on the morrow.

These dark,
- Revealing
Life’s dying
Yet cloud

although
he

marbles, and the Bodroum

having

stone, which,

We gather flowers too soon to reap
The harvest’s glad fruition;
‘We blight the fairest hope, theajwee

To find it but a vision.

were made by several of the leading men of er. Ransomed death permits a passage to
the denomination, in which the encourage- the beams of the true life, and our last twiment and successes appearing in the various lights are nearer than any others to the
foreign fields were impressively brought eternal light.
;
:
out. The sermon by Rev. Wayland Hoyt
There is, in Russia, an old and very touchg.
quickenin
and
e
suggestiv
was very able,
ing custom, which our ancestors used faithThe Church of the Unity, of this city, "is fully to observe. In the hour of departure,
the
of
articles
the
making practical one of
when the preparations are complete, all
National Unitarian Conference, ‘by inviting seat themselves,—travelers and by-standincluding
several distinguished radieals,
ers,—making a solemn halt, as if to collect
one of our most prominent Universalist their thoughts
for the last time, before the
preachers, to fill their pulpit during the supreme moment of separation. Is it not a
Mr.
John
absence of any settled pastor.
striking type of old, age, which is itself a
Weiss and Rev. Samuel Longfellow occupihalt before departure ?
ed the pulpit last Sabbath. This pecular libWe say ‘‘declining years;” but, if heaven
Church
Unitarian
erality of an established
be
our true center, the decline of our twois not only a novelty but worthy of note.
fold
being is contemporaneous with its asstill
The Hanover Street Methodist Church
cent.
Soul and body are in almost perpetis
ion
congregat
The
life.
enjoys a vigorous
ual
contradiction.
In the failing of nature,
large and the society nearly free from debt; it is not merely destruction which is hastenwidening
in
the city council have decided,

marbles,
each presenting their several
claims to attention.
The Egyptian antiquities are in three
large halls. . They number about six thousand objects. Here is a colossal head of
the great king Rameses, found at Thebes;
there is the sarcophagus of Necho, found
at Alexandria; and there is the Rosetta

Hope leaps to meet the dancing light
a

thems and

Addresses

discussed.

and home, was ably

has been’ exesrated by Lord Byron snd
others for what was called a sacrilegious
act, it is easy to see that they are of more
value here than they would be, crumbling
and -vncared for among the ruins from
which he rescued them.
Among them is
the frieze from thesRarthenon at Athens,
which consists of s series of exquisite basreliefs, representing the great procession of
the Panathena held every six years at
Athens. Here also are the Phrygalian mar-

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be sent. All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the
8.

Good

RELIGIOUS MATTERS,
:
A Baptist missionary meeting was held at
Dr. Neal's church on Wednesday last; at
which the subject of missions, both foreign

ed by the Earl of Elgin, about A. D., 1800.
He obtained permission of the Turkish gov-

St., New York City, and

Washinton St., Dover, N. =H

ny
fr f—

ties discovers in Lycia, by Sir Charles
Fellows. The Elgin marbles were collect-

$3.00 per you! or, if paid strictly in ad-

‘Washington Correspondence.

clusions from it are very simple. How necessary it is to turn every moment of that

~ Boston Notes.

The Townly col-

lection contains busts of Greek poets, sages
and statesmen, besides other matters of interest. The Lycian room contains antiqui-
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Y
when the invisible Creditor exacts his dues.
Of all the seasons of life, old age is that in
which. the sentence with which man is pereious time to the best possible account!
of
weighted is most keenly felt. The fore cast | How important it isto avail ourselves
every
method
and
of
every
suggestion,
howshadow of death overspreads the close of
ever humble, by means of which the time
life. But death has been redeemed, like all
can be economized and our teaching be
things else. Old age is the central point.
made
more effective !
2
Night is on one side, and dawn on the othT
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Communications,
Spiritual Hunger
REV,

GEORGE

and ‘Thirst,

life and zeal in the Santal department of our
vast field. Like Apollos, he is an eloguent

ual security for their gratification; andany

and fluency. He really appears to be a
chosen vessel, raised up for this very purpose, to be the apostle to this long neglected people. * Most cordially do we ex-

neglect of their claims is’'quickly

HUNTINGTON.

preaches in the Santal language with force

avenged:

They are absolutely merciless. They will
not overlook an injury or forgive a debt.
righteousness.”
JLike Shylock, they demand. the pound of
“+ 1. The spiritual wants which can be sym- flesh ; and when it is "forfeited, they will
“ Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after

bolized by such a figure must

tend to this beloved brother the right hand

of fellowship, and greet him as an earnest,
devoted, energetic fellow laborer; while

intense | have it
het
:
and important. There are desires which
Have we sufficiently considered the fact,
move languidly, which feebly invite, but that what is true of these physical denever eagerly demand, gratification.
Bat sires in this respect, is equally true of the’
hunger and thirst assert their claims with a wants ofthe religious nature? We underpertinacity which must be heeded.
They stand how vital is the connection between
demand gratification’, with clamorous imthe kind and quantity of food and the conportunities which drown every other outdition of the physical life. Do we undercry of nature. Did you ever meet any of

those heroes who,

at the

be

dawn

of

we thank .God,

lam,

Listen, then, to anoth-

something horrible.
vation of the soul?

the bread of

in the
Here
anism
while

What then is the starOh, whata world of

that drops
be

comfort-

ed! There is a message here for you.
Thereis a promise of freedom, an offer of
deliverance. There is a sound of crumbling
prison walls. There is a savor of heavenly banquets. Oh, blessed, blessed are they
which do hunger after righteousness!
And thirst. Go tread the desert sands.
See where the red flames of a tropical sun
make all the earth to glow like a furnace.
Traverse those burning leagues, where
spring or streamlet is unknown.
Pass one
weary day without water;
another, and
another, till the tongue is parched; till the
frame is consumed with fever-heats; ill
the blood rolls through
the veins like

joyable one,

erations, till the marble itself shall crumble
to dust, ¢“ Died of starvation at the hands

good;

are
But

who can tell the sorrow of the Infinite Fath-.
er on high, as he bends over a dying soul,
and writes across the black wall of that
more than sepulchre,—¢¢ THIS SOUL DIED

OF STARVATION!”

~

Our Association,
—

;

The fall term of our semi-annual Association having just closed at this place, a
brief account may interest your readers.
On the 3d, inst., one by one our friends began to drop in, and by 9 A. M., on the 5th,

streams of fire; while, within the whole all were in attendance, and our regular
The meetings were
wide circle of the horizon, not so much as meetings commenced.
a dew-drop can be found to cool the tongue. deeply interesting, and the occasion one
of much sacred joy. All our missionaries,
Ah, that is thirst!
But are there some of you, my readers, male and female, all their children now in
who traverse the saharas of spiritual desola- India, and all our native preachers were
tion, where fires more

lurid

are

glowing,

and where a thirst more dreadful consumes
the soul ? Or are there some of you,—to the
praise of God's grace be it spoken,—to
whom this thirsting of the soul is becoming
a terrible consciousness, and who have that
intensity of desire which David felt when
he cried, ‘“ As/

the

hart

panteth

We were also favored with the

presence

of three

delegates,

one

English

and two native, from the Gen. Bapt. Conference in Southern Orissa. A Norwegian
brother,

after the

My’soul thirsteth for God, for the

converse

an essay,

Hunger and thirst for righteousness are not

the

not to

exceed twenty

minutes in

who flocked

soul so long as

in to see the Sabha.

On Sab-

there is true vitality in it. It is those who bath P. M. we had a crowd, twice or three
hunger and thirst thus that the Saviour calls times as many as our chapel could seat, and
blessed. He does not say, ‘ Blessed are we had preaching in three different places
they which have hungered and thirsted,” inthe open air.
The reports from our own churches, as
hut ‘‘they which do hunger and thirst after
well as those brought by our visitors, were
righteousness.”
They tell of
8. It is a peculiarity of the wants in ques- of an encouraging character.
tion, that they cam be satisfied only with steady perseverance in the work, steadthat whichthey crave.
A starving man fastness in the faith, and additions to the
desires food; and you can satisfy him with number of the faithful,

nothing else.

A thirsty man

Bro.

wants drink ;

and only that will appease him.

Bailey, of the General Baptist Con-

And the

ference, reports that the past year has been
"man who hungers and thirsts for righteous- one of unusual prosperity with them. Alness can never silence the outcry of his though their staff of missionaries still resoul for spiritual sustenance with any poor mains small, the work steadily advances.
husksof this world's store.
Are you try- Bro. Shem Sau, one of tle" hative del.
ing the experiment, reader P Are you striv- egates, and an excellent preacher, has
ing to smother the voice which your soul commenced a new station by himself, and
lifts up in plaintive appeal for life,and hope, is sustained wholly by a native auxiliary
and heaven? Or will you try to cheat the ‘missionary society. This certainly is a
poor famished thing with that which can most encouraging feature of the work
never
its need?It will not be cheat- among our English brethren. The Lord
ed. "Tt wil notbe put off with any pretext grant that the day may not be distant when
or dageit.
From one source alone can its many equally worthy laborers shall go
ats
be
supplied. ToThe Highteoutness for forth, sustained in like manner, by the
wan

prayers and contributions of their fellow

says,

atid

ying bread.”

but, like

The

all things earthly, it soon,

—r

—

after the graces, and hold forth to my acquaintances, and, above all, to my children,

A

. We instinctively shrink from the onerous
duties

of the sick reom,

yet

the lessons

ease, and suffered no afflictive changes, the
heart waxes gross, the ears grow dull of
hearing, and the eyes become closed ; but
when painful dispensations come, the soul
isawakened from its lethargy, and laying
agide every encumbrance, stands naked before God.
The senses, no longer dull, perceive the eternal truths of the Godhead, and

the heart, understanding

its weakness and

dependence, repents of its grossness,
its idol-

at

Christian

that T shall give him, shall never thirst.”

)

Bro. 8krefsrud’s visit, in return for my
‘visit at Ebenezer, in Aug. last, has been
very pleasant, and has stirred us with new

Ministers’

have

me

excused.”

Though, before,

asks, “Lord,

what can I do to promote the

such

stores

least,

in

a terrible

division.

This is

——Some Christians are very much like
the flowers of spring, which perish with
early frosts, and lie buried one-half the
year; butthose who walk with God are
like the plants so often seen in New Eng-

easily
explained. In this kind of labor
churches have generally little or no experience, and the very man to whom
they
would most naturally look for advice is the
party on trial, and, of course, disqualified

land homes,

as an adviser, and interested

frosts, they bloom in mid-winter.

to

secure

an

church is a unit, and form one party to
conduct
the investigation, the danger is

greatly diminished. Butit is not usually
so. Some give credit to outside reports,
and vehemently condemn him, and magnify all the improprieties that they have seen
into evidences of guilt, while others, not
having seen anything wrong in him themselves, so violently defend him that

tion and bitterness are the result.
The church should treat him as

aliena-

innocent

until there is sufficient evidence to condemn

him,and then secure to him #'fair and impartial trial ; but when fairly proved guilty,
painfulas it may be, pass upon him the
verdict of condemnation.
It is not every evil report against a minister that ought to be made a subject of
investigation. It may be so clearly malicious and ‘so universally discredited, that

no notice should be taken of it.

But if. his

influence
as a minister is affected,

reputation endangered,
becomes necessary, the

and

his

so that inquiry
first thing to be

done by the-church is, to ascertain, by com-

mittee or otherwise,

what specific charges

can be made, and on

what

authority

they

rest. They may find that there is no foundation in fact and no necessity for further
action. No council should be called until

this has been done, for itisan
minister

to

have a

council

injury
called

to a
to

try

him, though they may find no fault in him.
Butif

an investigation

is necessary, then,

according to our usages, a council of ministers should be called. In selecting a council, great care should be exercised to secure
those
having
the confidence of
both
parties, and the community also; men of
candor, impartiality and good judgment.

The only object to be sought should be to

where, carefully shielded from

——Apostolic church-building was somewhat different fromours. Then it was of
lively stones, a spiritual building; and so
little importance was attached to houses of
worship, that we donot find a single com-

mand in the New Testament touching their
construction.
No more at Gerizim,
nor
yet at Jerusalem,but in prisons or caverns,

fields and forests, acceptable worship might
be offered. A spiritnal kingdom, neither
known nor loved by the world, had not for
its bulwarks the purses of ‘the rich or cost-

ly piles of brick or wood.
It is expedient that a church have such a
house of worship as tay be convenient,
constructed on just such principles as we
may Suppose Christ would approve were
he the master builder;
but the present
rage for costly church edifices savors more
of Babylon than of the kingdom of Christ.
Think you that Christ, were he here

in per-

son, would assist in laying the corner stone
of a church from which his poor were to be
excluded ?
——Says Christ: “If I be lifted up, I
will draw all men untome.”
Nothing can

really draw men to God but Christ upon the
cross;

and if we would win souls we

preach Christ crucified.

must

~

——Those who were standing idle at the

BY A LAYMAN.
—

The resignation of our late pastor has
thrown us into a great state of excitement
at Wheathedge.
Among other questions
which it has brought up is the one of salary.

“Well, I should

like (to be paid $4 a day

school, and the whole

management and di-

ET

Religion is all in all, or it is nothing.

Dr

Chalmers said :
Unless I make religion my great and engrossing concern, I shall be a stranger to
all solid peace and enjoyment.
I have at
times caught a glimpse of the comfort
which it yields the spirit, when I merge my

will

into

God's will—when I resolve to

have no will of my own separate from God.

I feel quite assured that this renunciation
“of self, and entire devotion to God's service,

would give a simplicity and grandeur to
ascertain the truth, and obtain a verdict
my existence—would throw an unclouded
accordingly. Having prosecuted the investi| sunshine over all my ways—would raise
gation with ¢andor, and obtained the judgme above the cares and provocations of
ment of impartial men, their verdict should
this life—would enhance even my "sensible
be accepted as correct, Such trials are a gratifications,

‘great scandal, and the strife and contention
should be as shortas possible.
|.

Lp,one 1;

Ww.

Cs

"Without duty life is soft and boneless ; I
can no loager hold itself ereot, Sn

not

be

ashamed

of

the

and superadd those gratifica-

tions of a higher order which bonstitute

the main and essential blessedness of heaven.
Omy God, may it be thus with me!
, Call me out of natur:’s darkness into Thine

own

marvelous ligtt.

five per cent. to his next bill of costs. Economize? He has already economized to the
last degree to Jeep within his meager salary. The energies which he ought to de-

vote to his work he is then compelled to

devote to some ingenious contrivance to
make the two ends of his fiscal year meet.
The fixedness ofhis salary! Alas! itis
not always fixed. There
lies before me,
as I write, a letter from a country parson—
’

experiences—Who ‘went to his treasurer on
the last quarter-day, found no money in the
treasury, the treasurer himself ebliviousto
the fact that quarter-day had arrived, and
excusing himself for not advancing the

needed money by saying that the last pay-

ment had been advance by him personally to relieve the pastor.
knew a city
parson who for three years went every
quarter to his treasurer, always to meet
the same thing—no money in the treasury
—and always to be asked to take the least

thing he could get along

with.- At the

close of each year a mighty struggle was
made and the deficit was provided for. I
knew yet another who, similarly situated,
stood bravely on his dignity. He would

take no favors and would
receive no part
payments. He succeededin educating
his

church up to the point-of common honesty.
I venture to say that it was the hardest
work he ever did in his ministry.
We are
Aiating the question of salary
here. I shail not be content unless we can
ve our pastor $1,500 and a
parsonage.
at will be little enough.—Church
Un-

ton.

Atheism and the Bible.
Rev. A. D. Mayo says:
Of course, the atheists demand that the
Bible shall be put out of the public schools.
Every enemy of religion says “it is tyran-

nical” to read the

Ten Commandments

and

the Golden Rule in the common school.
Every man who *‘ don’t care” whether religions up or down,
provided he stands’
rmly on his own feet, is willing the Bible
shall be expelled from the republic of the
children. And it may be that a few men

hopeto get into

office by

trampling

the

Bible in the.dust, and think if a fine th ng to
ridicule its precepts and make fun of little
children at their prayers. I can understand
why numbers of our adopted citizens should
be estranged, not enly from the Bible, but

from religion itself, In the European
house of bondage from which they fled,

they saw the king and the priest in tyrannous league against the people, the schoolmaster a government official, a state eeoclesiasticism forced upon the school; the
Bible, the church, religion, even Almighty

God; perverted to uphold the sinking cange

of tyrants.

I do not wonder that even m

of great giftsand

wide culture,

especially “==

over the

wash-tub,

or Tuesday

ironing-board, or Wednesday

over

the

with a broom

in hand, no one is scandaiized. But my
friend, Mrs. Rev. D., must be ready at any
time to leave her work to receive a.call,
and

them.

a

good

many

afternoons

One best dress suffices

to' make

for Mrs.

Lapstone’s wardrobe, but it will never do
for the parson’s wife. Once a week Mr.
Hardcap puts on broadcloth. His parson
must wear it every day in the week. He
cannot even appear in the comparatively
economical business suit of his wealthy
parishioner, Mr. Wheaton, without being
called eccentric. In short, he must live in
such a style that his ‘‘best families” shall
not be ashamed of him. His children must
be able to consort with their children. His
expenses are kept;by- social requirement,
in the scale of his body pews; his salary is

expense

of his

minister's

every

canvasser,

comes first to the

parsonage.
I wonder if he ever estimated what the }ibrary costs, or rather what it ought to cost,

if the minister had any moneyto buy a library
with,
I know he has not, for when I

reminded him of the library, he confessed
very frankly, “I never thought of that.” I
wonder how many have ‘‘thought of that.”
I wonder if Le ever reckoned the expense
of the table. Mr. Hardeap, who is hard at
work from morning
$ill night in the open
air,

and

and has a stomach

grow

like an ox, can eat

fat—metaphorically—on

corn

beef, pork, or cabbage.’ If his minister
were 1o try the experiment he would be in
his grave with dyspepsia in a year. The
brain requires different food from the mus-

cle.

.

ness and estrange those who should be
one.
For it may as well be said now as later,
that the peopleof this country, who were
born and educated in this Republic, will not
submit to the banishment of" religion from
their civil life; will not expel the Bible
from their school and exalt

atheism,

be

the

national

school-master;

see

the

national

will

not

day of worship made a day of public disorder and deliberate insult of the nation’s
faith ; will not submit to the atheistic programme of operationsin any region of our
national life. And if these men cannot
take warning, and will not understand the
deliberate judgment of the American people, they must go on and learn the lesson
in the way themselves may choose. They
may put out the Bible to-day from the
schools of this or that community, but’ it
will come back with thirty millions of peopleas its body guard,
They may silence
the children’s hymn of praise te God to-day,
but the hymn will be taken up by the voice

-

hk)

-

-

of ¢ a multitude that no man'can number,”

and the people will sing Old Huwdred over
their political graves. The American peole know the priesthood of atheistic socialJism, and they will not have it to bear rule
in the common school.

Time.
te

Time
satiable
to take
por can
world

is the most subtle yet the most inof depredators, and, by appearing
nothing, is permitted to take all;
it be satisfied until it has stolen the
from us, and

us from the world. ' It

constantly

flies, yet overcomes

by

and

flight;

ally,
death.
grave
fools,
wise,

although

all things

it is the present

it will be the future conqueror of
Lime cradle of hope, but the
of ‘ambition—is the stern corrector of
but the salutary ‘counselor of the
bringing: all“they dread to the one,

and all they desire to the other; but, like
Cassandra,

it warns

us

with

a voice that

even the sagest discredit too long, and the
gilliest believe too late. Wisdom walks
before it, opportunity with it, and repentance behind
it. He that has made ithis
friend will have little to fear from its enemies; but he that has made it his enemy
will have little to hope from his friends.—
Colton.
i

The fixedness of a minister's palary is
another perplexity. If my expenses , over- 4 oe Philip Henry observes,
Give me to-aspire| Hrun-some
months it is of no conseq
sequence. | jg well, but thanks-living is better.

LY

under

any fine modern name, to

company.

The carpenter has not a spare room in his
house. The minister's spare room is rarely empty.
:
I wonder if he ever considered what
charity costs a clergyman. Every beggar,
every benevolent cause, every traveling
agent,

irto a collision with American civilization that will plant new seeds of bitter-

Mrs. | lowers

parsonage.

Hardeap may do her own washing.
If by
any chance a neighbor finds her on Monday

the

p—

~

if reared in the Catholic church of Eu
'
should revolt altogether
and teach
that
atheism and democracy are synonymous words. Iam not surprised that ignorant
ple are flung off into a blasphemous
provide a parsonage.
atred of religion by the reaction from a But there are some considerations which ‘bondage like this. We must bearas kindly
escape their attention. My father was a and as patiently as we can this temporary
minister, and I know how ministers and estrangement, especially of a part of our German
their wives have to pinch.
adopted population, from religion.
Their children will see these things in
_Itjs not that ministers’ salaries are made
too small. Any man can live comfortably another way, and will understand that- in
ona small income by simply adjusting his America God does not mean an earthly
king, or Jesus Christ an earthly lord, of
expenditures to it.
But in the case o
ministry the people adjust both salary a
religion a State church, or a minister an |
expenses, aud they do not adjust one to the enemy of the people, or the Bible in the
other.
.
school-room the invasion of any right.
Until within two years I was a member
They will learn that all these things with
of Dr. Dullard’s congregation. My rent us mean the very thing they came
here to
crept steadily up from $600 to
$1,800. find, the largest ‘liberty of- man; that the
Other prices were in proportion.
Teould temple
. of American liberty stands firml
not stand it. Finally, I moved out here.
by education, morality, i
buttressed
This year my income is something more religion ; and that we keep the Bible in the
than it ever ‘was before. My expenses are common school, not to play the tyrant over
reduced twenty-five per cent. Dr. Dallard any man, but to keep the children of the
standard of
cannot follow me.
He must live in the Republic close to. the great
center of his congregation and pay the
education, morality, and religion recogrent. Once, indeed, he followed some of nized by modern times. We warn them
his congregation out to Orange.
But a that there is a clique of atheistic demaprinyear sufficed to demonstrate that he could gogues in our Western cities, whose
not preachin New York and live out of it. ciples are as hostile to our American institutions as the theories of the men who latél
It is not only the rent, itis the whole
scale of expenditure which is selected for sought to take our nation’s life. We tell
them that those men are not safe guides
the clergy by society, and*their profession.
They must generally keep house. They for them or their children; not the men to
must have an entire house. It must bea be put into places of honor and trust in the
people.
respectable looking house. It must be such civil or the educatoinal life of the
a house that members of the parish shall They will inevitably lead their deluded fol-

eleventh hour could say, ‘“
No man hath too often graded by the incomes of the
;
hired us.” They obeyed the first call and wall pews.
I know a city clergyman who always
received the penny. Had they been called | preaches
in a silk gown, though he is pot
at the third hour and disregarded it," we an Episcopalian.
“It saves my coat,” said
have no good reasons for supposing that at he to a friend. ‘I can wear a seedy coat in
the eleventh hour they could bave entered the pulpit and no one is the wiser.” ¢But,”
said his friend, ‘‘the silk gown!"
Ah,”
the vineyard to receive the penny.
said the shrewd parson, “‘the ladies always
J. HAYDEN.
farnish the gown.”
T
I wonder if Mr. Hardeap ever estimated

--One Thing I Do,

little harder next month and make up the

-I wish they would write me oftener of their

Salaries.

the main thought was of personal matters, for just dressing
up in my best and visiJ
—the ruling desire for ease and selfish en- iting, that’s all.
“Not only the calls,” said I, “though
joyment, now that the springs of earthly
find calling anything but recreapleasure are dried, the soul rises to a more you would
tion” if it was your business. But there
correct appreciation of eternal things, and are the prayer-meetings, and the Sabbath-

——As Sherman left Atlanta for his grand

Church.

acquittal. Labor is seldom commenced
with a minister unless he is accused of great
immoralities. A wicked minister is a very
bad man, and can easily manage so as to
have
a party in the church, who are so
strongly attached to him that they are
blind
to hisimperfections. And, then,
there may be some who are disaffected
towards him, and ready to accept any ill
report as true. Hence it is exceedingly
difficult
to approach and conduct such
labors with that candor that is so necessary
to secure a proper investigation. If the

The life countrymen |

given onlyby him who
it panists
which
for
of the water
drinketh
.#ays, ** Whosoever

Selections.

atry and pride, and seeks conversion and There are a considerable number in the
| church who think $1,200 a year isample.
healing at the hand of the Lord.
When the angel of death seems hovering Mr. Hardeap, the carpenter, is one of that
number.
“It is more than I make,” he
near, with power at once to shut from the says.
‘I would like nothing better than to
sight all earthly good, the whole world ap- contract my time for the year at $4 a day.
pears of no account in comparison with the And I have to
getup at six and work
til
soul ; and we are made ready to sell all that sunset, ten hours’ hard work. I don’t see
why the parson should have half as much
we have, and buy gold tried in the fire,
again
for five or six hours’ work. I have
that we may be rich, and white raiment
‘heard him say myself that he never allowed
that we may be clothed, and so obtain en- himself to study more than six hours a
trance into that kingdom where death hath day.”
:
YBut the pastoral work, my dear Mr.
no power.
:
We no longer shrink from labor, nor on Hardecap,” said I. “You make no accountthat.”
~
account of private interest, say, ‘I pray of “The
calls, do Jou mean!" said hea

thee

-—

There is always plenty to do. I work a

difference. If the minister's expenses overthe example of all righteousness. Conform run,
he is in ‘despair.
Additionad work
me to the Gospel economy under which I brings no additional pay. He cannot add

there learned by the soul in a few weeks of sit—that as Christ died for sin, Imay die
anxious watching, may be of more. value to it—that as He rose again, I may rise to
than all the knowledge gained
in a life- newness of life, and feel it my meat and
drink to do Thy will,”
time of quiet self-enjoyment.
When, like Moab, ‘we have long been at

march to the sea, he destroyed

and earnest

intermittent desires, which return five or the time of delivery, read by each. Fora
ten times in a century. They are the regu- number of days the afternoon session was
larly recurring, daily wants of the soul, thronged with visitors, more or less of the
which live because the soul lives, and which time was spent in preaching to thé people
from

and I trust its fruits will be

:

1870:

interests of thy spiritual kingdom, and rection of the Church.”
‘very soon passed away. By the evening of bring men to a knowledge of the truth as | “Prayer-meetings and Sabbath-school mt
replied Mr. Hardcap; ‘‘don't we all work
the 12th, ‘one by one, or in larger parties, it is in Jesus?”
All short of this,—all honall but two of our visitors had taken their ors of an earthly sort,—all the gilded trap- in them? And we don’t ask any salary for
it. Iguess it ain’tno harder for the parson
departure (James and Bro. S. remain till pings of fashionable life, seems like vani- to ge to prayer-meeting than for me.”
Monday to start on a long preaching and ty of vanities.
. Hardcap represents, I suspect, a con-reconnoitering tour among the Santals) and
And do we not often need the sharp siderable constituency. The minister is, in
the large, cheerful family that for a full plowshare ef sorrow to break up the fal- their- eyes, a day laborer. They measure
his work by
the hour, and want to pay for
week gathered around our frugal board
low ground of our hearts?
Then, though it by the arount of muscular toil it enhad scattered away, and we of ‘‘the garden for the present it seemeth grievous, let the tails. Men who never work with their
in the wilderness,” were again left to ourincapable of comprehending
chastened bow meekly and say with David, brain are
selves and to our work. We shall long re- “Itis good for me that I have been afflict- brain labor.
But that is not all.
member” the occasion as a delightful epoch, ed.”
S. 8. C.
There is something plausible in Mr.
apleasant way-mark in our life journey, to
Hardcap's, “It is more than I make.”
which we shall look back with grateful
Doubtless there are salesmen and mechanChips.
emotions of sacred joy and devout thanksics in Dr. Dullard’s congregation who do
not receive over two, or, at the utmost,
giving. Our friends came fully intending to
——One
transgression
drove
Adam
from
three
thousand dollars a year. Dr. Dulbe pleased with their accommodations,and 1
an earthly Eden, and yet, some suppose lard’s salary is six thousand. Iam sure
trust they were not grievously disappointthere are farmers here at Wheathedge that
ed, even though our bill of fare was a very that with all their transgressions they may never in any year handle as much money
enter heaven.
A few brought
plain onethroughout.
as passes every year through the parson’s
——Weare not yet in the land of Beulah, hands. I do not suppose that Mr. Hardtents, and the weather being cool and
Its cap, the carpenter, does, or Mr. Lapstone,
pleasant, it was easy to extgemporize sleep- but are passing through Vanity Fair.
the shoemaker, or Mrs. Croily, the seaming rooms and provide means of comfort merchandise is paraded around us, and our stress, or half a dozen others I could name.
only safety is in placing our fingers to our I do not wonder that they think that $1,200
J. PHILLIPS,
for all.
"ears, and setting our faces as a flint toward ayearis a princely income, and are aghast
Santipare, Nov. 13, 1869.
|
at my proposition to raise it to $1,500, and
the celestial city.

L. Skrefsrud by name, from Eben-

counsel did us all good.
It was delight“hess is? And do you know whose voice it ful and soul-cheering to sit together in a
is thatsays, ‘ Blessed are they which do heavenly place in Christ Jesus, and feel
thirst after righteousness ?”
that, although strangers and foreigners, we
2. The wants which such language de- had been made nigh by the blod of Christ.
scribes are daily recurring wants.
There Outside the mission circle, we had also a
are desires which we experience but seldom. Mr. Martin, with his excellent wife and
. There are those which belong to certain pe- three children. Mr. M. is the Government
riodsf life, to childhood, or to youth, or to School Inspector, and takes a lively interThe Midnapore Police
manhood, or to old age.
But hunger and est in our work.
thirst are peculiar to no period or condi- Superintendent, a Mr. Davis, another betion.
They begin with the life,and end on- nevolent gentleman, was with us one day.
ly at death. . They cannot be gratified In all, our little rural settlement was enonce for all. They .return again and again. livened for a week, by the presence of 24
You may satiate them to-day; but they white visitors,—16 adults and 8 children,—
an event certainly for Santipore. It was
come back, inevitably, to-morrow.
In this particular the figure holds perfect- much the largest gathering we have ever
ly true. Spiritual desires can no more be had at any one of the meetings of our
satiated once for all than can the natural Sabha Association, since the commencedesires for food and drink.
They renew ment of ‘the mission. The session continthemselves day by day. Perhaps you have ued six full days, and the weather was
A daily prayer
met persons who are living on the memory charming throughout.
of a religious experience which they have meeting at8 A. M.,in both Orissa and Engleft ten or twenty years behind them, and lish (as all did not well understand the
are trusting to-what they call ¢ a hope,” former), began the services of the day, and
entertained
long ago.
A hope! An old4 shed a healthful influence over all our
hope! What is that good for ? What is that minds. We had preaching every evening,
religious experience good for, which exists except Monday, and then the time was oconly in memory, and that memory reaching cupied, in accordance with a rule of the
backward over a score of years ? Can aman Association, with a missionary meeting.
live on a feast which he remembers to have After the usual routine of association busieaten ten years ago? Will the recollection ness had been disposed of, we took up
of a fonutain slake his thirst in the desert? what may be called the work of a MinisAnd shall any man dream of satisfying his ters’ Conference. The preachers were exspiritual need with a merely historic piety ? amined on topics previously given out, and

cease

for our sins more

— Lessons of the Sick Room.

What
There are often cases of discipline peculiar- as would prove an encumbrance.
may
seem
to
the
Christian
soldier
as-a
cordially received, and at once entered ly difficult, but none more so than when a
great
loss
or
severe
trial,
may
be,
after
all,’
church
is
obliged
to
deal
with
its
minister.
heart and soul with us into the spirit of the
but a gracious relief from such things as
occasion.
Their
prayers, .exhortations,. It is the worst of all trials, and frequently
results in the destruction of the church, or would hinder his grand march to heaven.
preaching, Christian

living God ?” It is to you thatthe Saviour
offers comfort. Do you know what blessed-

can never

not only. remembered

ezer, a station among the Santals, was
also with us. These visitors were most

water-brooks,/so panteth my soul after thee,

O God!

present.

We

when Christ himself shall come forth and
serve his own redeemed people in his
Father’s kingdom.
Altogether the session has been a very en-

shall tell the story of shame to sll the genof fiendish enemies?’ Such graves
numbered by thousands in our land.

the writer

than 1800 years ago, but were reminded of,
and exhorted to look forward to, the time

enough to die beneath the shadow of home?

famished hearts qhiver ‘With fierce hungercomforted,

Bro. H. speaks

administration of the holy
ordinance.
was Christian communion.
Sectariand nationalities were lost sight of,
we all felt that we were one in

the great sacrifice made

laid the
poor
wasted
form
down
in
the
grave,
and
too vile for an immortal spirit; you who
look longingly toward the realms of liber- wrote on the stone above him, what all
true hearts shall weep to read, and: what
tyand the stores of plenty; you whose:

from the sky,—be

to the occasion.

Christ Jesus.

he offers you is a portion too meager and Can you imagine his grief, as he

manna

4: 6, and was well

sermon we gathered around the table of our
common Lord, and a precious season was
enjoyed as we partook of the memorials of
his broken body and spilt blood. Bro.

What deeps of misery does he foresee, what
horrors of -approaching death! Can you
imagine the sorrow of that father whose noheld;
you who
are
awakening to the
knowledge that satan’s prison-house is but ble son came from long captivity,only soon

a dreary cell, and that the sustenance which

and

the Oriya beautifully, and is blessed with
an excellent preaching talent. After the

famishing souls does the eye of God behold!

heaven is more desired by you than food
. by the starving captive.” You who grow
weary of the bondage in which you are

~ pangs and pine for the

Nehemiah,

neglects ? The starvation of the body is Shem, from Cuttack, united witl/

er who says, ‘‘ Blessed are ye whose souls
have grown so vividly conscious of spiritual destitution and want, that

from

adapted

quantity of nourishment which the soul recame forth, lean and ghastly skeletons,
ceives and the. condition ‘of the spiritual
from the dungeons of southern barbarians? life? Whole nations dwindle into dwarfage
Did you ever sit down by the sideof one of
and deformity through insufficient nutrithem, look into his sallow, haggard face,
tion. But whatis that in comparison with
and hear that story "of systematic starvathe loss of spiritual comeliness and strength
tion, of hunger whose pangs - were greater
which results from these more unnatural

than those of death?

take fresh courage

address ourselves anew to our arduous yet
delightful work of giving the gospel of
Christ to those sitting in the region and
iE
shadow of death.
The Association sermon, in Oriya, was
preached on Sabbath A. M., by Bro. Hal-

stand the connection between the kind and

peace,

and

Scriptures,

in the

mighty

and

12,

-
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4. Hunger and thirst are wants which
hold the closest relation to the existence of
the man himself. No man dares to disregard them. They hold his life as perpet-

man

= ie

°
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She stands upon the border-land

‘Where heaven and earth unite,
Be soul Projects fiself beyond

=

She seems already crowneda saint,
"At three-score years and ten.
Her motherhood is written o’er
Her face in fairest lines ;

Her tender heart asserts itself
ent i
steps,
throug thorny ways y
Be auiont
and through strife,
h pi
Thro
. She reached the Pisgah-hight of time,—
The boundary of life.
:
Far down the valley of the past,

She sees where fond hopes bloomed,
And marks the many monuments
‘Wherein they li: entombed.
But o'er the graves the grass has grown,
-And Love its balm has given,
Since every step the wanderer took
“But led her nearer heaven.

fell asleep. Isabella was at the ball, but,
the words of the little questioner sounded
without ceasing
in her ears. Every time
of inspiration for every man, just according that, passing
before the mirrors, she saw
to whathe is and the uses he will make of her diamonds sparkle, she thought, ‘Shall
‘| him ; for the tradesman Bezaleel, as lg
1 have any stars in. my crewn ic heaven ?
for Moses. . . + +++. .We have no
sp Shall Ihave a crownat all? No, certainly,
of authority for assuming that he never ifI thus trifle‘ away my life.” She danced
wants another book of Scripture written, two or three times; then, bidding adieu to
though probably enough he does not. He the lady of the house, she quickly returned
will take care of that; only let us set no ‘home. “There,” placing aside her jewels
limits
to the Holy
One- of Israel, and be and her white robe, it is done,” she said.
ready to Simi his guidance, and wait to be “I will not put them on Sgaln; my first
his qualified instruments, whetherin ‘work thought, my first care shall be to obtaina
or suffering, whether as tradesmen, or mer heavenly crown and a robe of righteouscha'its, or teachers, or ministers, or prison ness.”
She then went to Jane's room, and
ers, or domestics, or slaves.—Dr. Bushnell kissed tenderly the little sleeping form, saying, “Dear

She has no selfish thoughts or aims,
No sorrows of her own.
0 golden chain, that binds so close

Two noted Greek pirates were once captured and condemned to death at Malta.
It was observed that the beef and anchovies
among the stores of a captured Folin

hese human hearts, when riven,
The shortened links but draw us up

To happiness and heaven!

Three-score and ten! Oh, failing feet
That spurn the dust of time,
How bright the radiance that illumes
The pathway that ye climb!
How dark the shadow that invades
The quiet home and hearth,
‘When through the gateway ye have passed,
And are no more of earth!
:
Dear mother, when I think of thee

And thy declining Lous,

I have no songs to offer thee,
No tribute but my tears.
But though my harp to minor strains
Of melody is strung,

This heart of mine knows nought of time,
young,

—Josephine Pollard.

:

~ Faith’s. Touch of Jesus.
; Tat—
That was a sweet little sermon which was
conveyed in one sentence from the lips of
the poor woman who crept through the
crowd to touch the hem of our Saviour’s garment. She despaired of help from any othShe ‘‘ gave itup.”

Her money

was gone; her health was gone; her hope
was gone. . All this was needful to send her
to the Divine Healer. So doth God strip
away all vain hopes from many a sin-sick
soul and

show them

how their bootless

at-

tempts only beggar them and make them
the worse.
The guilty prodigal had to go
down from his dandy-raiment to dirty rags
—down from sumptuous tables to the swine
and the swill, before his good old father’s
face could be soughtin penitent humility.
Faith is often

born of despair,—as

starlight

is born of darkness.
:
There was something in Jesus which drew
that woman. She obeyed this inward yearning, and pushed straight through the crowd
to get close enough to touch Him. As Jesus attracted that forlorn sufferer who had
almost bled away her life,so has He attracted every believer who ever came ,to Him.
He

Bh |

offered

to do for you, fellow-Christian,

all you wanted.
He had in Himself, a sufficiency for you. He seemed to you more
like the friend you needed than:you ‘had
found any where else. He drew you as the
sunlight draws out the blossoms. Before
ou

loved Him,

He loved you,

and

really

ed you by His spirit up to touch Him with
the hand of faith.
;So
This

Galilean

woman

only

aimed

to

touch the Saviour's garment. So prodigious
was her confidence that she believed that a
single contact with this over-charged reservoir of healing power was enough.
*“IfI
may but touch His garment I shall be whole.”
And that trembling, eager, outstretched fingér was a prayer of faith. It wasanswered
on

the

spot.

‘‘ The

woman

was

made

whole from that hour.”
A single touch of Jesus has made many a

man a Christian.
The first approach
to
Him, the first outreach of the soul after Him,
the first honest prayer for
pardon, the first
act that was done to please Him—these were

the touchings that brought healing to the
soul. Conversion takes place in that moment when & soul begins to trust'in Jesus.
That is the turning-point. The very essence of conversion is the quitting of everything else in the world and laying hold on a
rsonal Savior. = Not on a system of truth,
ut on the Saviour. Faithin a system of
sound doctrine can no more save a soul than
that poor woman could be cured of her hemorrhage by listening to the Sermon on the
Mount.
Her faith was in the PERsoN, and
its expression was the creeping up to reach

out her fingerto his garment's hem. The
Bible no where declares saving faith to be
an intellectual assent to truth, but simply
the trusting of one'ssoul to Jesus. A single
Phe suffices to prove the existence of such
aith.

One difference between that woman's case
and our own must not be forgotten. She
needed only one touch. That healed her
entirely, and forever.

Butoh,

how

often

we need to come up close to the Healer, the
Pardoner,

the

Giver

of

strength!

Not

once only in a lifetime, but again and again.
Our touch of Him in prayer isto be ** without

ceasing.”

Our

hand

must

reach

out

after Him as often as help is required. Methinks the blessed Jesus stands ever beside

His followers,and

ship had alone remained untouched.
They
were asked the cause of this singular pro-

A

Parlor

CERTAIN

Shining

Service

3

Bp

Rainy

when they are

too

nice for such uses?
In a late number of your paper you ask
‘why Christians do not open their parlors
and have

Sunday

schools in

them,”

and I

write you of ours, not to boast of our efferts,
but'that other Christians ‘‘may go and do
likewise.”
We

live in the

and in the
dren in the
ragged to
nearly two

outskirts of a little

city,

early Spring, finding many chilneighborhood too young and too
appear in the Mission school,
miles away, we gathered them

into our parlors,

commencing

with

seven,

and now our numbers are from twenty-five
to thirty. Occasionally the parents, who
seldom

attend church, are drawn

into

the

school, and, pleased to see the improvement
of their little ones, are, we trust, being

led

to think of their own salvation.
. Of course they bring in mud, but in no
instance have they been rude or disorderly,
and teachers and pupils

are drawn nearer,

and an influence gained greater than in an
ordinary school.
:
And this has not been done by people of
leisure; one—a cripple—weary with suffering

has

taught

the

songs, and brought

children

their

our own hearts

sweet

nearer

the Saviour.” The other two teachers when
the Sabbath came were worn and longing
for rest after the week’s labor, yet when the

fulness.

is

to

in a picture;

it

merit,

gives

what

shades

strength

and

est

heavens,

and

the

lowest

MEDICINE

feeling that we had made

it for them

the

very brightest hours of their lives.Oh, Christians! ‘Why stand ye here all
the day idle,” when millions of starving
souls are waiting for your efforts?
“Souls perishing in sin,
Few hands to bring them in,
The hungry to be fed,
The naked to be clothed,
The outcast and the poor,
Gathering about thy door—"

G—

A Starry Crown.

that

we have brought down the word inspiration

Isabella

was

dressing

was very beautiful
satin and her

monds.

- Thus

for the ball:

in her

robe

she

of. white

headdress of péarls and dia-

she thought,

no

she surveyed herself in the
thought, certainly, her little

doubt,

as

glass; thus
sister Jane,

who, standing behind her, made her fingers
glide sweetly, almost lovingly, over the
shining pearls. “Take care, little sister,

bottle.

dare to claim affinity; and so we become
a class unprivileged, shutdown to a kind
of second-hand life, feeding on their words,
The result is that we are occupied almost

you

wholly with second-hand relations to God.
Our views of life are low and earthly, because our possibilities are low.
And then

doesysnch

disarrange

doing?

my

hair.

What

are

vou

«0, nothing; only, I was looking

at the pretty stars in your crown, and I was

thinking of something.”
a child

**Of what?

as you

think

What

about?”

“Oh, I was thinking of what our teacher
told us yesterday morning—that all those

power

could

remain,

when

no

faith or grace is left us; when, in

apostolic

fact,

the

apostles and all Scripture writers are really

setbetween us and God to fence us away,
not

said that if we tried to bring another

IN Wnooring CovaH it acts
never failing to relieve and

cure. It ispurely vegetable, and may be
taken with perfect safety by the most deliPrice 85

n
.

drog-
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their
them

$2000 A YEARJAND EXPENSES
No.

656 Washington

ATE

For an order of $30, from a club of

street,
1y48

we will pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
yard wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case watch,
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«
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184 Washington St., New York,

«For Incipient Consumption,
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1y39
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Drug3md2
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s. ¥ITCH,
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New

ments, found in no other Organs, $125.
n proportion.

Any one having aly idea of buying an instrument of
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will cost him nothing and contain much useful information.
Address THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN
CO., 151 Tremont 8t., BOSTON, er 596 Broadway,

NEW YORK.
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:
<
offer immediate and permanent

York,
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:
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other books
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American writers, in the following departments :

Religions

inthe

Street, Boston.
canvassing for
Directory and
S., D., & CO.

by the dozen ; also Postage

do
Christian Papiiem, Bound,
do
‘do
do
do
do Paper Covers,
nina
Jo
of
Marks

HOME, JANUARY, 1870.
Religious

January 1,

canvassers

dozen,
single,

NURSERY, 181

Illustrated

no

¢
0
History,

NOW READY.

The best

have

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
gle,
dozen,
single,

& your in advice,
Sum le number, 10 cents.
Sub
scribe now, and
ge
© lagt number of 1869 FRE
Address JOHN" L. SHOREY,
S
Then
13 Washington
St.,
Boston.
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as

edition until

Posi ody, 15me, 1a Sheep,
0
0
do Embossed Morocco,
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do
do
. do
82meo.
do
do
Butlers Theology,

The best,cheapest and most richly ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY
MAGAZINE FOR CHILDREN.
£1.50

SABBATHAT

as

Directory,

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,
Single and

1y2(

THE

consequently

person.

themselves

Business

CO., Directory Publishers,47 Congress
P. 8.—We have at present no agents
any work except the New York State
the Lowell Directory.
7th1

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,—
old by all Druzgists and Perfumers
and properly
street, New York.

time represent

England

field on that work, and shall have none till nearly
year from this-time. SAMPSON,
DAVENPORT,

no ridiculous tints
invigoratés

present

we shall not. issue another

world;

he ony true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable,

at the

agents for the New

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil)
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
til
Gas Works.
(ch. to Sep, 12, %69)

at

4wh0

Directories or advertisements in them to any

@®ortable Stem Engines,

applied

of worship

Boston, Nov. 20, 1869,
The public are cautioned against giving orders for

AND

dyes;

place

- DIRECTORY CAUTION.

STATIONARY

emedies the ill effects of bad

families

retary.

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

or with

information, address J. W. HARRIS, President’s Sec-

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

best

their families,

ship at least once on Sunday, the

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s

This

of the second year

being selected by the student or his parents.
The
College provides seats for its students 1a all the neighboring Cambridge churches, including ehurches of
the following denomimations,—Roman Catholle, Or
thodox Congregationalist, Baptist, Methodist, and
Episcopal.
“The College respects, and “does not seek
to influence, the religious convictions of its students.
NECESSARY EXPENSES for room, board, tujtion,
fuel, lights and books, are about $330 a year,
MN oney
-i8 treely given and lent to promising students. There
are, besides. seventy poll ier uo with a total disposable income of more than $15,000 a year.
. For Catalogues or other documents, and any nceded

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

for Print

From the beginning

designated by their parents.
Those who do not thus
pass Sundays with families must attend ‘public wor-

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,

:

BAPTIST MINISTERS can

in all departments,

MASS.

each student chooses his own studies in the main.
RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES.—Undergraduates must
attend daily prayers in the College Chapel. They may

Compary,

Religious Bearing of Natural Science,

to Sunday schools.
;

Machine

instructors.

T

SWAMSOCO

American

DISCOUNT

College.

of students at entrance is 18.
The examinations for admission begin this year on
June 30 and September 8, each occupying three days.
INSTRUCTION is given in the undergraduate depart.
ment by twenty professors and thirteen tutors and

Illustration of Scripture,
Christinn Biography,

ces we make

H.

Lists of the public and private sehools from which
young men have entered the Coilege during the last
three years will be sent on demand. The average age

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled

N.

year, are stated in the Catalogue.
Teachers may
obtain recent examination papers on application.—

See

given by us for any case in which we do not afford positive
benefit, All who would be

Maas.

ADMISSION.—~The requisites for admission

$1,000 will

=

CO.,
St., Boston,

NEWMARKET,

vard College, which have been

in full

lar, with correct drawings, descriptions and prices
will be sent free of all expense to every applicant.—

&

Summer

CAMBRIDGE,

Other styles

A TESTIMONY-CIRCULAR, with the testimony

100

‘Harvard

to the superiority of these Organs, fiom a majority of
the most eminent musicians in this country and many
in Europe; also an Illustrated and Deseriptlve Circu-

testimonials !

&

Office and residence on Main gree,
The same as formerly occupied hy Dr. Wm. Fo
som. His long experience Win prompt attention t
business will entitle him tq g share of pubiic patron:
age.
4t51

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr. 8S. B,
FITCH’S “DOMESTIC® YAMILY
PHYSICIAN?
describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free,

98

CHASE MOULTON, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Narrew Chest, use DR. J. M. Howr’S INHALING
TUBE for common air, the best of all remedies. Send
three. cent stamp for circular, to 227 Gr:
-st., N.Y.
Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop J. ameB and Harpér'&

Can be

Sheeting, One

ete., etg., or $5,00 in cash.
For an order of $100, from a club ef One Hundred

0. R. BRIGGS & CO.,

Brothers, New York.
gists.
:
:

Mer-

air heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern,
an
wool Square Shawl, Silver-case Watch

BROWN’S PATENT DOUBLE CONE YENILATIRG
[J
ives the most heat with the least fuel.
DAMPER
express charges. No risk. Send for €irculars to
3m4e

or

Thirty, we will

pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds.

isrsimple cheap reliables Knits Qeryihisg:

WANTED

Cash

pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
leached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couuterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in eash.
For an order of $50, from a club of Fifty, we will

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON
SEWING
"MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further
particulars address THE WILSON SEW-

facilities for manufacture that they now offer
at prices of inferior work.
FIVE OCTAVE

Is curable!

COMMISSIONS.

chandise, when they fill up their éntire club, for which
below we give a partial list of Commissions :

LA

THE MASON & HAMLIN

CHARGES.

Agents will be paid ten per cent. in

WEAKNESS,

pi

EXPRESS

Western and Southern States, but is open to all cus-

tomers.

1y24

list, and rétail prices.

And Religious Publications,
" Priees.

PAY THE

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the

if you want permanent, profitable

CO.,

ex-

order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to

3mé4

MACHINE

and

In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied
by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00,
and in every

G. C. Goodwin & Co., 38 Hanover Street,
Mass., and by all Druggists. Price, $1 per

of their class.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES

The most Complete

FOR

York.

schools at as low rates as they

per bottle.

Sold wholesale by John F. Henry, successor to Demas Barnes & Co. New York ;Good-

to Jesus, we should have a star in our ‘gists and medicine dealers generally.
crown, Tell me, dear sister, would vou
not like to bave as many stars in your
FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE
crown in heaven as you have in that onef”
IN BOSTON,
=
“Hush, Jane, hereis he carriage.” And
after a sweet kiss hastily given to her little

before, as examples to help us on; for ‘sister, Isabella departed for the ball. Jane
"they, w are told, were inspired, which we, went to her chamber.
There, before retir:
inno sense, can be, And 80, heing shut ing to rest, she asked her Saviour to fill her
down to: a meaner existence, there is
no crown with stars; she thought of some one
Yelieffor us but in a recoil against inspirawhom she wished to bring to Jesus on the
: on itself, even thatof the Holy Scriptures following day, and she asked Jesus to help
or, who will beliévé, (how many are be-; her. “I pray thee, dear Saviour, make Is-

NIRA

CLASS.—Wearenow prepared tofur-

Work, add-ess E. C. ALLEN &'CO., Augusta, Maine.

«

cheaply

ness can eompete with us in any way whatever.
As this free ticket is only oe
the Holidays,you
Joust send in your orders before the 20th of Jamuary

business, we make this unparalleled offer: To such as are not
well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing.
Full particulars, a valuable gamle, which will do to commence
work on, and a copy of The
People's Literary Companion—
one of the largest and best family newspapers published—ail

ORGANS with FIVE STOPS, TREMULANT
and
KNEE SWELL, and the Mason & Hamlin Improve-

have been cured by from one to half a doz-

by.

remedy,

Prices Reduced.

en bottles of the European Cough Remedy,
everywhere establishing the belief that it is
the greatest remedy in the world for coughs
of every description, and for consumption in

H. Hay, Portland, Me.,and retail

indiscre-

advertized

The great demand for these celebrated instruments
has enabled their manufacture: s to so greatly increase

BY

We complain that Christian character grows! who went to heaven had a crown and a win & Co., Boston; J. Balch & Sn, and
worldly and loses depth and tone, as if it ‘white robe, and I was wondering
if they
were finally going to quite vanish out of the wonld be like you, Isabella.” «Qh, mv Chambers & Calder, Providence, R. I,
Burnhams and Van Shaack, Chicago,
Ill. ; H.
world ; that religious convictions grow fee- child, certainly not!
What
an idea!”
“She

every

miums at Industrial Exhibitions, including the PARIS
EXPOSITION, and a demand for them far exceeding
that for any other instruments of the clase.

cqually successful, effecting everywhere the
most extraordinary cures. Many persons
whose lungs had, by physicians, been pronounced, hopelessly diseased, emaciated by
coughing, night sweats and raising of blood,

cents ‘and $1

in vain

to enable them to procure them

That ell who see this notice ina send their address, and testthe

ING

as represented,

you to understand that not any other firm in the busi.

gu all classes with constant employment at home, the wholeof
e time or for the spare moments.
Business new, light and
profitable. Persons of either sex easily earr from 50c. to fper
evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting their whole time
to the
business.
Boys and girls earn nearly as much as men.

As proved by the almost universal preference of
musicians; the uniform award to them of highest pre-

tion, and since its introduction into this
couuiry some 12 or 14 years ago, it has been

cate person or the youngest child.

victim of early

nervous debility, premature decay,

CABINET ORGANS
ARE THE BEST.

ANY MEDICINEKNOWN.
The proprietor became acquainted with the ingredients of
which it is composed while conducting an
apothecary establishmentin England nearly
thirty years ago. In that country its success was almost incredible, many persons
being restored to health by its use who
were supposed to be in incurable consump-

all its stages.
like a charm,

QUACKSS-A

CURE

FOR

UNEQALLED

Yom

Sold by
Boston,

ary diseases in

is

Address

CO , HOLLISTON, MASS.

78 Nassau St., New

All Diseases of the the Throat and Lungs

general,

Cest

free.

and

This wonderful medicine, made from an Indian rectipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure with
out supporters.
By enclosing a three cent postage
stamp, I will send you my circular which will give
testimonials.
Manufactured and sold by MRS. LINUS
BELCHER, Randolph, Mass.

bright with flowers, let

a their

CON-3

sent by us will be

peditiously, we will give to any one who will become
our Agent, One Hundred Free Tickets, enume
erating some of the many different articles from which
you can make your selection of Holiday Jreeonte,
For returning full clubs from these
Free Tickcts,
accompanied by the cash, we will give the same extra
premiums that we now give, just the.some as if you had
paid 10 cents for each one of your Tickets.
e wish

hag discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on Toles of
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H. REEVF

EUROPEAN
COUGH REMEDY.
BEST

of money for our publica-

Reader,

any

we
guarantee satisfaction to” every one dealing with
our house.
Asthe Holidays are coming, we are making special
arrangements to supply every one who reads our ade
vertisement, with the most handsome and usefui Holiday presents that can be thought of or wished for,

Moneys thus sent will be at eur risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them. :

Fo Famil

H. H. RICHARDS
& CO.
413 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

tion, causing

CLARKE’S

THE

Samples mailed

CLARK &

&c., having tried

mark.”

We claim for the European Cough Remeedy that its power to relieve and cure obstinate and long standing coughs, and pulmon-

and at the judgment hourthe® Saviour’s
words; “Ye did it not to me.”— Advance.

ble; that the ministry and the preached
word produce no longer the true apostolic effects. As if “anything apostolic in

A

that

of his glory; this, of his

is a comfort in being able to brighten the
little hearts whose lives have not been cast
in pleasant places, and which grim poverty
has so darkly shadowed.
One sunny afternoon we gave them a simple supper on the lawn, made the table
them romp

PROFITABLE.

and

dress
4tewlOteow38

happy faces disappeared from the door, we
felt fully repaid for our efforts. It is not alone,

own free will, and dismissed them with jhe

VENIENT

and all goods

Dover, N, H.

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

sentfree by mail,

them in

One-Half the Regular Rates.

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office

TO THE WORKING

obtain

We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Country. By employing
your spare time to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, either in Cash or Horehind ise

ABENTS WANTED,
ircular and sale stocking FREE.
- Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.

find

very

sell them cheaper than you can

L..BR. BURLINGAME,

TILER

ARTICLE.

other way,~—while the greater part of our goods are
sold at about

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

4

EACH

We do not offer a single article of merchandi
that can be sold by regular dealers at our price.
[J
do not ask you to buy goods from us unléss we can

1 ge Cita

ALESMEN.—Wanted, a few reliable,
energetic
salesmen, to sell by sample standard
goods.

Every real Christian is an advancing
Christian. Like Paul he willbe able to say,
“ This one thing I do, I press toward the.

that, like the loving Mary, we are doing
what we can ; feeble as our labors are, there

&c.,

CHECKS

fteowd

high-

hearts;

FAIRS,

our CLOTHING
J.C.

isthe habitation
grace,

holding

ONE DOLLAR

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

Boston, Mass.

eow6m30

SOCIETIES

:

FOR

our own publications, or will be filled with the

orl76 Broadway, New York.

Tang,

God hath two dwelling places—the

ers.

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
each; on the 756 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
| their orders which will be immediately filled with

Remittances

this immense business

These and everything else for

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

Address,

were

to

ull Ge and Ototh Bindings,—and hundreds of

Heaven,cececeecsccssscscsccsasnas

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.esececesscesel,25

er in luxuries. ‘I have trebled my sales with them
Grocers and Druggists treble their sales with them

We suffer more from anger and- grief
than from the very things for which we anger and grieve.

cesses’ ID

wenssens J
sesescccnces IB

Bright Days,eeessecescessceesasvescesessl2
Bunny SKieS,ceeccececessseascssoscrancssl2B

Dr. J. G. Holland (Timothy Titcomb), Spring
fleld, “They are the standard in all this vicinity.”
Julius Sayer, Newport,R. I.,the well known dea’

lief.

’

Bright Day Series.

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fruits,

re-

cccccececcsccssececane

Christ Child,scsseecesssocscsscccases

Boy’s

8149

are

Present

Making Something...
Jamie and Jeannie,....

lants and vines to every subscriber; inducements Pianos,
$1,000 Life Insurances, Grand
unsurpassed.
or
Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, &c.,
Mowing ein
a Doland lists free. Send
ong the premiums. Specimens
New York.
fic and try it. I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher,

i:

vesneslB0

Series.

Good Little Mittie,.....

NEWS
WEEKLY, #2: and WrerLy, 81 ayear. ALL THEJ armers'
at half-price. Full renorts of markets, agriculture, in gver
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story valuable
Weekly and S8emi-Weekly number. A present of to can-

The living Rt righteously, soberly and
godly,” are the effects of divine and gracious teaching.
Modesty

The

newspaper.
York
New
Dairy, %6; Semi-

est
The cheapest, smartest, an
Everybody likes it. Three editions:

sesevescceccns

JMrs. Child's Series.

TALIS, otten effecting a perfect cure in a single day.—
isease fails to yield to its wonNo form of Nervous
derful power. Even in the severest-cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use fora
few days affords the most astonishing reliefand rarel
fails to produce a complete and permanent cure.
It
contains no materials in the Elighieet degree injurious,
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.
Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.
.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
. . $1.00
.
+» Postage 6 cents.
(Rs,
8.7
5.00"
©,
Six packa,

She was
in Jesus
thought
who had

AY

Y.

art of

Shawls, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons. gingy Dress Goods, Table
en Tow
S
Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &e., &c.
SILVER: PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICK.
EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLK PLATED
'| CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY Goons)
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest
choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.
MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
GLOVE BOXES, &c.
D AND PLATED JEWELRY, of the newest styles,
W# have also made arrangements with some of ins
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to
3
standard and latest works of popular authors at
about one-half the regular prices :—such -as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON’S WORKS

Day at Scho0l,cecccceccisccsace

A
Birth

GOODS

Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods

sisssssedesecensl,BO

Day

—]
——

OF

One

in ev

Our facilities for trans

Hackett, cceeeseeesecsssccceascssl,B0

Mattie,eesosees

and merchants,

CASES

are better than ever before.
We have agents in all
the principal @ities to purchase goods
the
ue
facturers, Importers, aml others, for Cash, and often
ah al imméiise 8
ce from the original cost of pro.
uction.
X
:

HOUrS,eeeeccesseacscaccaseacsesel,bl

Aunt

.

Old Betty was a match-seller.
brought in her old ageto believe
as her Saviour, and from that time
she never could do enongh for him

just

Series.

Luttrellysecccccces

Sabrina

of Patience.

—

Books

THOUSAND

lube, nd merchants,in cverypart. of She:countzy.
ONE MILLION DOLLARS,

Master and Pupil,ceeccesccesccosecsseces1,bl
May Bell.oleesconocesancecscsscsnacanesnsl

had a

i

clubs,

TO

Sunday School

Prize
Andy

Aim to do some permanent good, that
your existence may be crowned with use-

lieving.”— Evangelist.

to a use so narrow and technical ; asserting
it only of prophecy
and other Scripture
writings, and carefully excluding from it
all participation,
by ourselves, in whatever
sense it might be taken.
We out ourselves
off, in this manner, from any common terms
with the anointed men of Scripture and the
Scripture times.
They belong to another
tier of existence, with which we cannot

heard, the little girl

CHURCHES

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.
>

A SAFE,

Christian

it into my side, and be not faithless,
but be

It is a great misfortune, as I view it,

star in her crown.

of .New

—

—

Jory

Superintendents.

Catalogue

Gratitude is the music of the heart when
its chords are swept by the breezes of kindness.

homes at all,

S.” 8.

Boston, Mass,

mb0

There is no sin we can be tempted to.
commit, but ‘we shall find a greater satisfaction in resisting than in committing. .

School..

AND

D. LOTHROP & C0., Publishers,

This little record of good work done
ought to start into life many other such
schools. Are not. parlors ‘‘too nice” for

“Reach hither thy finger “and behold my
hands, ; and reach hither thy Rand and thrust

Inspired Men,

‘postpaid on receipt of price.

little sister, it is you who have

er of Jane was

The

TO PASTORS OF

Sent by mail

cedure, and replied that it was the time of
Itis i
08 all dealers in drugs and medicines,
the great fast of their church. They would washed her from her sins in his own blood.
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
Ever
ready
to
speak
of
her
Master
to
all
not commit such asin as tasting of fish or
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass,
flesh. They were plundering and murder- she met, and of unwearied kindness, she [Mlyeow48
ing men, women and helpless children,but was one ‘‘ who went about doing good,”
BEAUTIFUL MASK.
they would not transgress the canons of “always abounding in the work of the
their church by eating meat upon fast day. Lord.” But in the midst of her labors she
Nature's Crown
They looked to their strict observance of caught cold, with rheumatism, and was |’
You
Must Cultivate it
confined to herbed for daysand weeks.
these things as a merit, for which God would
One day a minister called on her.
He
grant them success in their infamous work.
GRAY HAIR
A man came down from the hills toa was surprised to see his old, active friend
Is a certain indication
and
Belzhbor
so
happy
in
her
bed;
and
Neapolitan priest to confess a sin which
of decay at the roota
lay heavy upon kis conscience. In the busy said, *‘I little expected to find you so pas
season of Lent, while engaged” in making tient in bed,” when you have always led
New Siyle.
Ympeortant Change.
cheese, some of the whey had fallen upon such an active life. It must be a trial to
A REAL HAIR RESTORER ARD DRESSING
i
his lips, and, miserable man that he was, lie there so long.”
‘Combined in One Bottle,
‘« Not at all, sir, not at all sir,” said Bethe had swallowed it.
¢ Free my distressed conscience,” he be- ty; “when I was well I used to hear the*Lord
s, A. ALLENS
RS.
M
sought, ** from its agonies, by absolving me say to me daily, Betty, go here; Betty, go
R
HAI
RESTORER
etty,
do
that;
ard
there;
Betty,
do
this;
from my guilt.”
Will Kestore Gray Hair te ite
Now I hear
“ Have you no othet sins to confess?” I did it as well as I could.
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.
dim say daily, Betty, lie still and cough.”
asked the priest.
«No, I do not know that I have commit- | The poor woman had not only ¢ learned At is. a most delightful Hair Dressing.
in whatsoever state she was, therewith to be
ted any other.”
:
It will promote luxuriant growth.
“We often hear of robberies and mur- content”—her homely words showed that
FALLING HAIRis immediately checked,
ders committed in your mountains.
Have she understood the service of patience.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
preparation Jor the Haiv ; clear and iransparew,
you never been concerned in these ?”
without sediment.
[i is very simple and often produces
‘Yes, but all of us do these things. We
wonderful results.
lis great superiority and economy
Varieties.
never account them as crimes needing conas a Hoir Dressing over high cost French Pomades u
—
Pe
acknow’edyed
by
ai
not only in this courry but in
fession and absolution.”
The Restrrer and Zylocbalsamurs should wet
Good temper is like a sunny day ; it sheds beEurop
We may smile at sucha type of conused one with the other.
BOLD 8Y ail DRUGGISTA
scientiousness, but if we search strictly our its brightness on every thing.
Prepiierors, 5. ® Van Duzer & Co. Whoteseic Drupgivia,
36
Barclay
8%.
sad
40
Park
Pisce, Naw. Vack
own hearts, may we not find there some
The Christian, says Cecil, will find his
1v9
.similar ‘* straining at a gnat,” which, with parenthesis for prayer even in his busiest
our greater light, is far more inexcusable? hours.
.
Are we not all tempted to think more of a
strict outward observance of our religious
The only rule of life to the Christian,
duties, than of deep, inward, hourly comand the only safety to the sinner, is in lookmunion with Jedus P—8. 8. Tvmes.
ing unto Jesus.
DANS, FpIoR. x
CHA

says to each one of them,

—

Sh

“ Ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and
have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judg.
ment, mercy, and faith.”—Matthew 23: 23.

She: lives for them alone;

er quarter.

ob
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Original and Selected Poems, price $1.50, by the Rev,
8. F. Smith, D, D,, author of the hymn America, &o.

brought me to Jesus.”
The day. had
dawned when Isabella lay down to rest; a
new day had risen upon her soul ; the pray-

‘ Straining at a Gnat.”
e

Her children fill life’s vacancies;

¢

OF GREAT MERIT ‘AND ELEGANCE,

ot that we are to assert or
claim the same inspiration with the writers
of Scripture. God has a particular kind

mortal ken,
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abella a Christian, $0 that there may be one
person more who loves thee, and that I
*is incredible
;
i |
may have a star in my crown'to east at thy
"There is yet to be a revision of this whole
eet.” Then, on the bosom of Jesus, she

a

a

i
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Forming

will interfere with the open heart that waits

Star.

enlarging our operations according to a
plan which they approved, and provided

for the teachings of the Holy Spirit,no devo-

"to a mere ecclesiastical form or fabric
will forbid it to work simply for the triumph of the truth, the universal supremacy
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Large

>

Premium.

To any person who

willsend us

subscription in advance for his

a year’s

own

paper,

together with a year’s. subscription in /ad' vance from a new subscriber,
or. open

we will send

Communion?

Experience and an Argument,”—

also send
a copy of the
new subscriber.

same

An

and

work

erance and

will

The

postage,—which

Great Protestant

among

and

meantime,

our

brethren

the parable teaches.

Itshows us that Chris-

tian labor is really rewarded.
over,

we are promised

And, more-

for reward notsim-

‘must
not overlook the necessities of our
Home Mission work, as they were recently

Ply what we merit.

set forthin the statement of Bro. Curtis.
It is a day-for careful plans, broad aims and

right,” will he give us.

Not as we estimate

the right, but

love

earnest Christian effort.

These cannot fail,

if God's blessing is sought and accepted and

properly used.

or

Our

:

Work,

———

Whitefield

was

the

‘

father

man of our early churches.

.

and

model

They

were

the fraitage of his ministry, and the only
organic heirs to his spirit and style of effort. He wasan evangelist, a flaming heraldof salvation, and his mantle fell upon
Randall, Culby, Marks and their compeers.

real be-

inconsistent

the

it is- most needed.
But there is a better lesson than this that

un-

We could well despair

if that was the condition.
as

‘‘Whatsoever

God's

measures

is
it.

TLat is full and free, and our acceptance of
it is all that he requires. But we cannot
experience its fullness until we labor and
-sacrifice'according to its teachings. There

is nothing else that brings so many and such
great rewards. It strengthens our faculties
for enjoyment ; gives us ‘larger and better
views of life and its duties, and prepares us,

as nothing else can, for the abundant entrance. The more we do for the Master
the better we love his service, amd the
more love we have, the better do we appreciate our blessings. There is really something in a long walk to a mission prayer
meeting that will make the heart glow with

lovely, and aid both to interpret and an- He organized no churches, paid no attenswer the prayer of our Lord for that unity tion to ecclesiastical polity, but preached
of his people which is at once the cure of ‘Jesusas the all and in all to the sinner. love, and show us a glory where we had
With him form was nothing to the subskepticism and the prophecy of victory.
*
stance, the way of doing, nothing compar- “never seen it before.
It is not so much the great things that we
ed to the Spirit. His ministry was in.dem-

we

is twelve

River and Wave Life.

cents,—must be paid by those who order the
books.

The

exclusiveness

lievers seem more

to the

Or, if it is preferred,

things are imperfect; and so |

large hope and interpret charity. It will
intensify Christian fellowship, make intol-

will send any unbound volume
of the
Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second
to the fifteenth inclusive, on the same

terms.

both.—In

:

we do not look for results wholly above the
level where mortal frailty walksand works,
when we anticipate the issue of this pro‘jected meeting.
Such assemblies are unable to do many things that need to be
done, for the simiple reason that they are
what they are.
But we believe -such a
meeting desirable and likely to be of service. It will provide a channel in which
|
the spirit of unity may flow, and the current will gather volume and momentum as
it rolls on. It will strengthen faith, en-

a copy of Mr. Kennedy's volume,—** Close
Communion,

of mankind.

All human

' on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

A

of the Master, and the spiritual redemption

week, and deserves careful attention and a
prompt response. We trust it may secure

$ EDITORS.

2 All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
addressed to the

for sending a statement and an appeal to our
readers. The document will appear next

and truly, satisfied that a wise hand adjusts | ence, and the facts that have compelled this the way. He has no lack of brain, and
the results and bestows the reward where inquiry are stirring not a little feeling even dearly as he loves power, and anxious as he

onstration of the Spirit and with power, and
our people cherished the same enthusiasm.

—--—

For ourselves and

others,

how

often

Our more recent attention to organization, education and order, has somewhat

we

have to lament neglected duty and lost
blessings! Our Father in heaven also la-

Council.

ments.

What tenderness,

feeling there are

—

what depth

in his

words!

cooled our ardor.
There have also been
some attemps to imitate others, to work in

of

¢¢ O that’

their style, use their machinery,

and

there

angered

as joys; not shallow,

the Pontiff and made his

dirt” are stirred

shrewdest cardinals anxiouS.;, To pronounce the pretended suocessoriof Peter in-

en

and make the

dure ; not given

and

worldly

trials,

to

introverted

Romish church the

penetrates beneath the surface, that moment

beneath the Mpples

the veneration begins to lessen, and the
pompous runs off into the pitiable. It has
. already moved from the basilica of St.

but

influence men, and

rushing

schools, nor even

current,

like

rocks

Peter to the Quirinal palace, because it from the mountain side; then there is a
could not talk to its own satisfaction in the sudden commotion, a break in the -current,
former place; if it were to move else- waves and swirls of anguish, but the great
where as soon as it had showed itself un- peace closes the breach, rolls over and
able to act for the profit of truereligion, its around the grief, only sobered and made
new quarters would soon be waiting for oc- more earnest by the sudden intrusion.
cupants.
It is not the peace of 'quietude, inaction,
Next September the Protestants are to like the stagnant pond, but active, progather for mutual conference and the pro- gressive, earnest peace, ‘‘like a river,”
motion of Christian unity in the vast work where the swift currents seem to say, * onassigned to the church by its great Head. ward, onward, there is no time to lose ; we
The Evangelical Alliance is to meet in the have work to do; our mission ‘is earnest;
city of New York.
The arrangements haste, haste.” Yes, there are sioners permade are such as already inspire confidence ishing in the deserts of sin ; there are Christhat the meeting is to be largely attended, tians dying of thirst ; churches which need a
both by the most eminent men who repre- new inspiration, and souls that have this
sent

the

Protestant

faith in America, and

nearly

every

country

in

Earope.

Dr.

selves, as if

reputation and pleaded for it with his own
peculiar persuasiveness ; he has visited personally most of the leading men of the various religious circles of Europe, resolved
their doubts, answered their objections,
overcome their reluctance to take an ocean

strike them,

yoyage, magnetized them into vital sympa-

hope,

thy -with

strength,

and

in several

in love with

the

their

for

the

in-

waves

of emotion,

often rise
but

high

there

desire,”

and roll

is no

Review, he

tells the story of.|

pulsea prayer,

an

outcry

for

tinent.

in great
no

What precious

words!

life!

a precious

"and

growing unity, forget its petty differ-

. ences, ‘bear

testimony to its oneness

of

heart in spite of its diversities in form, en-

large and render more definite its pro-

Mission CIRCULAR.

has just issued a circular,

Mission

helped.

He

will

do nothing

Batthose who will
should

be

work,

help

The

chief

aided.

:

that

their burdens and the poor to supply their
wants, enlightening the ignorant, guiding

lost ones to their Father’s house and filling
up our time with good and generous deeds,
sothat

afterwards

Jess reward
could.

of

we can receive the price-

having

done

what

average

only

what

we

earn.

We

some

one

else

Scheme

has

toiled

as best

we

that ac-

—
Science is very much inclined to be audacious.
It often seems
to forget the
claims of modesty. It is apt to ridicule, or
patronize, or pity, or sneer at theologians.
It brags over its facts and demonstrations,
its principles and

proofs.

~ A

sentence

of

Scripture is pushed aside as though it were
not worth a moment's attention. Itclaims
that the processes in the laboratory are
more significant than the breath of the
Spirit which makes a man an accepted
prophet of the Lord, and that the fossils in
both

plainer

and truer

than anything found in the earlier chapters
of the peutateuch. And among all the devotees of science, there are none that have
assumed so much for themselves or flung

such severe epithets at the Mosaic record
as the geologists. Some of them have indeed been reverent scholars, keeping their
Christian faith, but more of them have been

ready to put Moses under ban as a misleader of thought, and to fling sarcasms at
the clergy as promoters of mischievous and

Its collected

facts are many, curious,suggestive,sublime

and quickening.
It has made the earth
appear more wonderful, and God’s ministry
upon it hag risen into something more impressive in human view in the light of geological inquiry.
It is like a voice out of
the distant past, rehearsing
creation and providence, and

the story of
unfolding the

devotees have aspired to be teachers rather

patient labor never goes unrewarded. Even
though it comes not to us, it may make our
brother's burden lighter, and this should

than learners.
Hastening
to construct
their story of the world's life, they have
left out items of testi

We

are

80

closely

for brilliant and sweeping

a8 heard,

theories.

which,

ie

Its

as soon

of

, enter upon the broader work to the appeal for funds. Quite a number | bound together here, the success of this one ‘the dogma of yesterday for the sake ofa
~~ grammeand
+ ke which Providence is assigning it. It will of our churches have ‘generously and depends so much on that one’s achievement, less absurd one to-day. The great age of
oh
i be worth
not & little to witness such an ex- promptly responded, but many others re- it takes so many single efforts to secure the the earth,the order in which the rocks have
hy
{

© pressionof unity as this, that is born of lib“erty

‘Lord,

and fostered by love to a common

The very spontaneity of the gath- Bro. Bacheler, who never overstates anyimpressive.

amiga ite topics,no cons
Pit

main to be stirred by his fresh appeal made
to and through the pastors.—A note from

hy

tha

No edict thing, says: *‘ Never, since the commence-

determine
its

sported in this wee

ma.

struggles
for expression, no

oath of allegiance
to any

ment of the mission, has the work seemed
80 prosperous as now.”—At the meeting of

human diguitary

ssionaries agreed to urge

9

84

R

upon our

Churches the opportunity and the need of

grand result, and so many sinkiag hearts
may be upheld by another's faithfulness,

The

very

containing certain rude fossils, to the next

less distant ages, when all life was of a low
type; and others still, inclosing still other
more perfect fossils, to later times; the
date and order—from the azoic formations,
affording no vestiges of animated matter,
to the latest tertiary, like our own Gay Head’
with its petrified quahogs—being more securely noted in this rock-record than was
the order of the Egyptian kings in the
“Dynasties” ‘of Manetho, Destroy the
uarantee of this due order and succession ;
emonstrate that “Silurian limestone and
Devonian sand-stone, and Kaingzoic chalkbeds, may coexistin both time and space;

ut making any fuss about it,are at the pres-

ent time calmly going

on together in the

been formed, and the successive steps by
which the higher planes of vegetable and

fight the inevitable,
defying the popular
The immediate fate
empire is not very

knows better than to
and risk his throne by
protest and demand.
of imperialism in that

its .

The throne tarries through

concessions, in spite of the impatience of
many of the French people, and the growing influence of the liberal party. When Napoleon dies, the present regime may continue undisturbed, or there may be either
a revolution like that of '48, or fresh demands and concessions that will liken the
government “ of France to that of Great

its

is sure‘to end

Imperialism

Britain,

days at the Tuileries, and the world will
shed few tears when its funeral is appoint:
ed.
——Is ENGLAND DECLINING? So say the
papers. What is the proof? They point
to waning military prestige. Bat there is
a higher-power than that, surer tokens of
To our mind, Engstrength and vitality.

She

landis growing young, elastic, vital.

making

prestige,

moral

aceumulating

is

through

herself necessaryto the world,

industry, enterprise and
her ingenuity,
thrift. She is passing through a revolution
without bloodshed ; is prompting all people

to improvement by her example ; developing the resources of earth with her wealth;

grandly leading the old world to a. higher
that of death

than

better emulation

and

No, England is not

weapons and carnage.

of Christian

vitality

old and decrepid ; the

civilization is making her youthful and
same localities, and in the friendliest and progressive, and promises her a more glomatter-of-fact simultaneity. By the aid of
rious historyin the future than she has
some new
contrivance, these gentlemen
have succeeded in bringing up several tons
of silt from sea-depths varying from two to
three miles. Not to dwell upon several other wonderful things which have thus been
brought
to their cognizance, they have
caught the ocean in the act of depositing in

known in the past.

one place sand-stone

faith and order,” are irregular Baptists,

debris, with creatures

of various sorts in it corresponding to those
which it has been usual to call fossils of the
sandstone epoch; and the same ocean, at

the same time, a few miles

away,

deposit-

ing limestone debris, with creatures of various sorts in it correspondingto what it has
been the fashion to referto an epoch of “the
earth's remoter history, thousands or millions of ages ago. Here is richness to be

restrict the Lord's Supper

and Kennedy,
same

with regard to geological times.
There ought to be no such

thing

as an-

tagonism, jealousy and partisanship among

those who are engaged in the study of the
divine character and procedure in the different spheres of inquiry.
Scientists and
theologians are busied in different portions
of the same great field, and should account
themselves mutual helpers.
God cannot
contradict himself.
His most ancient and
his latest words must harmonize when
really understood,
The silent speech of
the strata and the ringing word of the human prophet whose lips He has touched,
bear witness to the same truth, and the
teachable explorer and the reverent listener will yet find themselves taught by the
same infinite wisdom.
Let the geologist

push his inquiries, and the biblical student
devote himself to the record;

neither

need

fear the results of the other’s fidelity; and
if the study is what it should be, the truth
will be vindicated and all 4ts friends made
one.

honored

or

and many others, for the

cause.

‘Yet the most

tists known in

ancient Bap-

history were open:

commun-

ionists. So were Bunyan, and Milton, and
Hall, and Carson; and so are Spurgeon,
and Noel, and Brock, and thousands of
others. But we are shut out of the Bap-

-tist family so far as these ‘* Regulars’s
can
exclude us, and denied the privileges of a
home in the church of Christ. Well, if they
persist in being ‘‘ Regular Baptists,” we
will be simply *‘ Baptists” without the pre&

:

fix.

——ARE

THEY

ALL

KNAVES?

imputation of venality

to.our

The

ready

public

men

is notorious. Are they really as bad as
represented? Or are these charges
the
outgush of envy, orthe vdice of a morbid
relish for scandal ? Undoubtedly a bad spirit
prompts much that is said. Many of our
public men are wicked and

all.

Indeed there

in their general
timate
for

but

not

worth of character.

acquaintance

years,

mean;

is a great improvment

gives

with

many

us confidence

In-

of them
to

assert

that, as a class, they are fully equal to men
in

private

life,

in

integrity,

honor

and

generosity. Accuser and accused are not
made better by this custom of indiscriminate
accusation. It is well to be severe against
, crime, but slow to utter a word of slander.

The custom

of

in

the breach than

in the observ-

Oar

Washington

correspondent

spoke of the great number

of intoxicated

people seen in the street of the National
capital on Christmas day.
The New York
Tribune speaks of the state of things in that

city on the 1st of January as a ‘‘ Carnival
of Drunkenness.” That is a strong phrase,
and doubtless somewhat exaggerates the
truth.

the ‘same

Wr

making calls, as it has been and still is
kept up in our leading cities, would be more
ance.

to

not Baptists at all. When Randall and his
companions united with all Christians in
celebrating the Lord's death, they were
excluded from the Baptist family, called
by ¢ nick-names,” and denied even ,the.
name of Baptist. Thus they excluded Copp,
and Landon, and Sawtelle, and Beugless,

Well may amazed Dr. Carpenter remark
that the discovery that these processes and
these fossils may coexist upon adjacent
surfaces, does nothing less than strike at
the very root of the customary assumptions

:

——*“REGULAR BAPT18TS.” Many delight in
this term, implying that those who do not

sure!

— NEW YEAR'S Carts.

Call to Scientific Modesty.

fruits of our t»il, still we may be sure that

enough.

should say, of at least six feet.

A-b-abs of their doctrine have taken for
granted that certain formations containing
no fossils are assignable to a period so remote as to antedate all life; certain others

—

plans and processes of the Deity.
But it
has often been too hasty in its inferences
and generalizations. It has had a passion

reward

obvious.

It says:

Something seemsto have lately happened,—we are bound to mention it with
all
due grief and demanded sympathy—which
bids fair to gravel the most Orthodox theory
of our geological brethren, toa depth, we

Current Topics.

counts are closed, and the industrious hand
and steady purpose are sure to be the winpers then. Though we may wait long for
the results and despair of gathering the

returns | be

tions have lifted into prominence.

we

jon.
.'
Geology is a noble science.

may, it is not until life is ended

his

guidance

we may afford them; for the sake of him
who has done all for us; as we shall prize
the * Well done” when life is gone; so let
us be faithful and earnest, humbly ‘working
for our Master, helping the weak to bear

peurile superstitionsih the name of relig-

and struggled for it.

it

us; because of the help and

want and suffering.
Now aswell as then, it is true that we
are offered pay for our work, but reward
follows labor. In this working world our

ed fortune, but

Let

will seem a burden, and the strength

of his presence will be so complete that no
task will be unwelcome.
As the fruits of
industrious youtk supply the wants of enfeebled age, so by and by we shall all need
the share of God's grace that faithful service brings. In view of lost ones all around

the rock tell a story

sometimes find a favored one who has sat
with folded hands and received an unearn-

Society,

expressing
favorable

Itis

duty

hired us.” They had no farther apology for

gains

Rev. C. O. Libby,

Secretary of the Foreign

sense of relief over the

How
it!

pastorate.

afford relief, and spending their time idly
and foolishly. For their service he offered
them fitting returns, and thereby opened to
them the way to a useful and happy life.
They could no longer say, ‘‘ no man hath

fu-

a8 the waves of the sea,”
What

the

his vineyard, he told them that whatsoever
was right he would
pay them.
He may
have found them in poverty and wretchedness, careless with regard to the future,
making no use of opportunities which might

deliverance.

It is well that Protestantiem lift up comforts the soul to meditate-upon
“its voice at such a time as this, exhibit its it be our portion forever,
spirit, rally its forces, assert its substantial

in

3

his effort up to the presenttime, and in his} Blessed righteousness! It is inspired from
own modest ‘but quietly enthusiastic way, on high, and lifts us upwards to its
points eut the indications that the meeting | source.
“ Peace like a river and righteousness
is to be one of the most significant and im

portant that has ever been held on this con-

com-

When the husbandman sent laborers into

sorrow,

retroaction,

great

Reward of Labor.

ture, reach out in longings tothe Redeemef.
The

him

borers.

past and re-

souls reach

afford

purpose of the society should be to fill the
land with evangelists. It is better to send
a revivalist toa weak church than to give
it money. = Convert the men, and money
will come freely. Let us all-pray for a restoration of the revival spirit and frevivalla-

stances changed their negative answer to looking back, no recoil, but infinite longhis petition into an emphatic promise to at- ings for the higher, better life beyond;
tend. In the last number of the American strétching outto God for help, every im"Presbyterian

be

or no help,

coiling from the future; but the waves of
the sea always break forward, as if aspiring to the future, reaching forward in desire and hope, stretching out their hands to
a deliverer. Such is the righteousness of the
saints. As the cold blasts of the world

with his well-known zeal and skill; he has
lent to it the weight of his own eminent

project,

to

any way.

cease their efforts to bless.
s
And their righteousness is peculiar, ‘like
the waves of the sea.” Waves of the rivers always break backwards upon them-

Schaff has been devoting himself to the
work of preparation for this great gathering; he has entered into the movement

the

not

great peace can do them good, and will not

by a very considerable body of distinguished scholars and divines hailing from

pastor should

of great importance to young men, that
they delay marriage and a settlement until they have traveled and labored as evangelists for a year or two.
Many men fail
as pastors from lack of justthe experience
which such labors give them.
The Home Mission society should foster
this style of labor. Thereis danger of using the funds ofthat society so as to encourage indolence, inaction.
A man who
will do nothing without such help ought

which carnal things

into its

each

fort.
Our young men ought to give themselves.
to this work. ‘They need the discipline.
They will learn lessons of great value; lessons necessary to success in the ministry;
lessons which cannot be learned in the

luxury, re-

produce on its surface and along its borders. Sorrows and disappointments often
come

Then

hold at least one meeting every season with
a sister church, or ina new field.
It will
do him good, give him tact and courage to

ceiving all and giving none; but like a
river,” eager to impart verdure, -beauty,
peace and joy on every hand. Its supply
is from the river which proceedeth from the
throne of God, its spirit is love, its courage
strong, its comforts infinife.
‘Peace like a river.” Itson-flow is deep
and strong, with great wealth of quietness

laughing-stock of the whole thinking world.
The scarlet and gold are about the only
imposing features which this Papal Council is able to exhibit. The moment one

Ea

sorrows

ed meetings.

lad-

having depth and volume ¢ like a river,”
able to bear and forbear and patiently en-

fallible is obviously the main thing which
the dignitaries have been summoned to
do; and yet the very moment they affirm
_it,they will vote themselves a supernuemrary body, lift Pius IX. into the position of
dictator,

with

so that ¢ mire and

by deep-sailing ships

is to share the adulation of France, yet he

and geology
may as well sponge off its old
do, asit is the zeal and faithfulness with slate, and begin to cipher de novo.
which we do the little things. We appreciNow it seems to be the awkward fact
ate his sacrifice who crosses the ocean to —it surely must be referable to what a brilbear the word of truth to those sitting in liant female ‘writer has called ‘‘the total
depravity of things"—that Professor Thompdarkness; but he often does as great a serv- son and Dr. Carpenter, who have undertakice who simply crosses the street to tell his) en to enlarge—or more exactly, to deepen—
‘neighbor of the better lifg..
Geodtis
the domain of science by oceanic dredging,
the motive, and if thatis pe 6 the rewardis | give discovered that all these ** zoics,” with-

Rome has gathered her dignitaries, and thou hadsthearkened to my commandments ! we have lost power. We are Christ’s chosen
sure and complete.
A
along the path of
. © they are now consulting together in the then had thy peace been as a river, and thy infanury, flying artillery, advance brigade,
the faithful work |
3 are pouring in
Our
success
depends
on
celerity
of
action,
eternal city. Nearly a thousand men join righteousness as the waves of the sea.”
abundantly. Bj
wandepfive ourselves of
enthusiasm,
tender
entreaty,
weeping
over
in the deliberations. ' They gather from He knows our sin and sorrow, and pities
numberless ble8si ngs though inactivity and
sinners, and revival efforts.
.The quick,
near and far. Some of them are men of us.
ithough our ‘best service has noth-|
ease.
mark. Scholarship and character are both
The sinful are ¢¢ as the troubled sea,” but sharp stroke of a switch is more effectual than ing in it to merit God's gifts, still, we: reThe rifle
represented. They make up an imposing “ great peace have they that love thy law.” the slow swing of an iron bar.
ceive only what we work for. Just as the
‘My peace I give is a splendid weapon, but not suitable for
spectacle. They who are caught by. sur- This peace is peculiar.
limbs become weak and palsied by inactivity,
We should carefully cultiface show and revere pretension will find unto you, not as the world giveth.” Itis siege works.
80 does the heart become cold and thankless
enough in the assembly to beget wonder different in kind, different in manner of ] ' vate the lively, earnest, spiritual, enthysi- by selfishness. It is only by doing good
and prompt to confidence. But they who gift and of operation, from the peace the astic habits of former days. Improvedby that our sympathies can be kept warm and
ask for reasons before conceding authority, world gives. It is deep, conbtant, joyous, discipline, organization and education, they tender, and ready to go out after every one
are foreed to hesitate before endorsing the satisfying, eternal. ‘¢ Peace which passeth will increase in effectiveness.
It is a great mistgke to allow the spirit of that wanders. Weary with the day’s labors,
extravagant claims that are set up, ortak- understanding ;” ¢‘ peace like a river.”
an additional task for our Master acts like a
evangelism
todecline among us.
Pastors
This
is
what
we
all
need,
and,
thank
God,
ing it for granted that the dicta of such a
refreshjng draught, and gives a new vitality
body will bear to be looked upon as the all can have. In sinthere is weariness and we must have, but evangelists, to go up to the whole being. There is a conciousness
and down in the land, heralds of life, are
no rest; desire, but no sufficient response;
vocalized thoughts of God.
of doing our Father’s will, and the simple
‘The very idea underlying the assembly hope, but ever deferred and doomed to per- indispensable. They are needed to break satisfaction of itis worth icfinitely more
makes it half a farce. It assumes to repre- ish. We need something more and better, new ground, revive weak churches, re-en- than the sacrifice that it costs. It brings us
force the pastors in’ time of need, to sti;
sent Christendom; and yet those portions and here it is proffered to us.
and quicken ministers and churches: to ac- within the shadow of the great Rock, and
‘Peace
like
a
river.”
Not
fitful
like
the
of the earth where evangelical religion is
we feel that nothing can harm us there.
doing the highest work,h#ive no repfesenta- mountain brook, whichis exhausted by. the tion, courage, aggressive efforts. Without
To do right and trust God for the consethem
tlie
churches
introvert
their
energies,
tives. It claims the old authority over summer’s heat ; not chacgeful and impeded
quences, besides being the truest type of
gall
in
their.
forces,
contract
their
plans,
in
its
course
by
every
roek,
or
bar,
or
foot
temporal princes; but it has not power
bravery and the highest kind ofwisdom,
enough to make its decrees respected in a of beast or man, but steady in its course, a study self-preservation, assume the defen- brings also the richest rewards.
Go and
sive.
This
is
the
road
to
death.
Expansingle cabinet outside the little stripof ter- perpetual volume of healthful, joyous life;
sion is the only law of Christian life, growth: prove it, Christian ;—you who have done
not
weak
and
timid,
recoiling
from
heavy
Titory which the Pope holds by the capriis absolutely necessary to continued exist- so little for God that you have almost forcious favor of Louis Napoleon. It boasts tasks, but like a river welcoming the wheels
ence.
Inevery Y. M. we should have at gotten what a blessing is. Werk for him,
of
industry,
stretching
its
arms
for
work,
of the unity of the Catholic church; and yet
least
one
man devoted to holding protract-. and your soul will be full of gladness, no
the numerous and intriguing factions have with power, and a relish for deeds as well
already

in the highest circles of thinking men.
The Congregationalist & Recorder thus pre-sents the case. The tone of the article is
not the best, but it brings out clearly the
main point which the most recent observa-

Bat it is notorious and

——CHEAP

BREAD.

Mr. Bennett,

of

New

York, is asking Congress to enlarge the
Erie Canal so as to pass vessels of six hundred tons. This would cheapen transportation from Chicago to Boston one half, and
make a better market for the west and
cheapen bread for the east, and make a
better market for the manufacturer at the
east and a cheaper fabric for the purchaser
ut the west.
It will cost $12,000,000 to do

it, and it will save that sum to the
in three years.

people
:

disgraceful,

that so many families, belonging to the ——CHURCHES IN BROOKLYN. Since 1854
highest social and the most reputable re- the Presbyterians have gained 10; the Bapligious circles, lend their active support to tists, 18; Congregationalists, 6; Dateh,
customs that they must know operate to Reformed, 3; Episcopalian, 7; Methodists,
give an air of respectability to wine-drink- 30; Unitarians, 2, There are now, in all,
ing,—induce an appetite for stronger liq- 318 Protestant churches in the city.
uors,—drag back those that are struggling |
to escape the grasp of a terrible and fatal
The citizens of Britpassion,—thwart the efforts of philanthro- ——ANNEXATION.
ish
Columbia
petition
for union with the
pists and magistrates to suppress intemperance, and fearfully swell the

army

of ine-

briates that desolates wherever it moves,
and perishes amid its own shame and the
unutterable grief of ten thousand family
circles. Prohibitory laws will do comparatively little while the evilis entrenched behind the customs of aristocratic circles, fostered in the freestone mansions ‘of the Fifth
Avenue, connived at by the religious public, and finds constant and effective allies in

the beauty and fashion of the metropolis.
It is time that the clerical temperance lecturers dealt plainly with their own church
members,

and

Susan

Anthony

may

very

properly harangue young women on the
subject of their moral duties instead of
their political rights,

and teach them how to

respect a conscience before urging them
clamor for a ballot.
:

to

—

Thy, BEST OF IT. Louis Na
——MAKING
poleon’s shrewdness does not forsake him,
however his projects may miscarry,his prestige suffer, and his anxieties become a buyden. Compelled to share his authority
with his legislators, forced by opposition
and the temper of the people to provide for
the formation of % new and more liberal

States.

Sensible.

If England

consents,

it

will not on y be sensible, but noble, generous. The isolated position of the co onies
istheir ruin. They cannot surmount the
dfficulties which environ them. Nature is
against them. The norrow strip of habitablecountry on our northern border can never
make a nation. The people must always be
poor and embarrassed. The necessities of
Columbia pertain also to all the other col-

onies, though to a less degree.
their union with the States

We desire

for their

good.

The States don’t need them, but they need
fellowship
and friends
hope that
union, and

with the bulk of their kindred
Hence, we
on this continent.
Columbia will come into the
that all the other colonies will

soon follow, and grow rich and

populous.

SR

——No REASON TO GRUMBLE, Of twentynine large manufacturing companies which
pay dividends in Boston, all but six recently,
declared a semi-annual dividend of from
five to twelve per cent, Krom ten to twenty-

four per cent.income ought to satisfy men of
ordinary cupidity. Iron makers in Pennsyl:

vania and other states,

even better than this.
for grumbling, then ?

have

been

doing

Where is the reason

animal life have beem reached, are points ministry, he says in his speech that he
——
‘on which there has been a substantial agree- shares his power with others for their enN WILL BE PICKED.
CoTTO
tae
w
——Ho
be in the service that is given, and not in ment. But later discoveries are shaking richment, without making himself at all
Farmers can raise much more cotton per
the returns that it brings. Perceiving the this fundamental conviction. Eminent ge- poorer in prerogative, and that he is like a
hand than they can pick. The great po A
lays
gladly
who
load,
a
carrying
traveler
ologists
are
raising
the
query,
whether
too
| many wretched lots that are cast all about
s
r
us, and knowing that ery generous effort much has not been assumed in respect even down a par of it That
the difficulty. The
solves
travel
of
‘means
more
speed
and
comfort
ov
r
the
rest
of
10
these
so-called
first
principles
of
the
soi:
improves them, we should labor steadily
that a Ty selfish motive should never
urge us to a single deed. Our pay sheuld

THE MORNING STAR:

JANUARY

12, 1870.

of hands can go south and work at harvest she
Free labor abounds

out the cotton planter.

is

extending

her

boundaries

and

strengthening her cords, we ‘will give God
all the praise.
J.

help
prices, make well for themselves, and
ern
in resources,and will yet enrich the south

farmer, build railroads, and fill the whole

WATERBURY CENTER, VT. Our school
‘men prospers finely. We had 113 pupils last
south with enterprise. Hundreds of
went south last fall, and worked in the cot- fall. Thisterm we have 62. There is conton harvest, and proved the advantage of siderable feeling in our Students’ Prayer
such a movement to laborer and employer. meetings. Two pupils last week manifested their desire to become Christians, and

‘Denominational News aud Notes.

others

I trust

heaven.

are

near

the

kingdom

Bro. E. B. Fuller is now sick with

fever, and we

are without a

preacher,

we trust God will soon raise him

Storer College— Dedication.

of

to health and strength.

a

ey

After a little delay in New York, which,

but

up again

A. J. SANBORN.

from the state of .my health, I could not

STARKSBORO, VT. I have had the pleasavoid, I reached Harper's Ferry on the
ure
of spending eight days in this town.
- evening of the 22d of Dec., just in time to
attend the dedication services of Storer We held meetings every evening in the new
house of worship ; they were fully attended,
College on the following day.
some
of the people coming as far as four
Two of the buildings have recently been
repaired at a cost of some five thousand dol- miles, thus giving evidence of their interlars. The one located on the hight of land est in the good work. I have never met a
at the west end of the row, contains the more united and consistent band of workschool room, adapted also to chapel ser- ers. Many of our Methodist and Baptist

vices: This building is most delightfully brethren labored, as I thought, with one
situated, the scenery comprising rugged heart and one mind. Rev. R. M. Minard
mountains,

fruitful

valleys

and

is the pastor. He is doing a good work.
His people are well united in his support;

majestic

.

good reason to believe that he has entered into a
eons

ig

to

destroy

the

Greenfield

Freewill

Baptist church and turn it overge the so-called

and

Meetings.of worship

interesting.

the new “meeting
church, Dixmont.

Next

were

session,

house

Letters

with the Mountain
- Beny. Foga, Clerk.

church.

were generally represented.

The

Coombs—T Caswell-J W Carr—s Coakley—Mrs
B
Crittenden—C Chaffee—C Cole—N Cate—R E Cornwall—
Mary Chapin—~T H Crowell-P Clongh—8 W Cowell—L
Colburn—S8M Clark—S Dwinnell—D Jackson—L Dewey
F Darte—J Dessance—L Dewey—J Dix—dJ Danielson—
Mys A W Dutton—J LDudley—J
Erskine—F E-Eddy—Ira
Emery Jr—M Folsom--Ch Freeman—J W Farnsworth—G
W Furgerson—A Flood—E 8 Foster—J
Goodwia—W
Greene—A L Gerrish—H Gould—N Gammon—J E Heath

The business of the

ship deeply interesting. The following are some
of the resolutions passed :
:
to make

That it is the duty of every church

at least one special effort each

year

for

| the conversion of sinners and the quickening

I.Page.

Special

of

7

‘

man at the helm. They have too much
good sense and Christian consistency to do
so wicked a thing. God poured out his
Spirit, just as we expected; sinners came
students.
The outside of the building is to Jesus; old men and young men, parents
seat,
painted on the brick walls, a dark red ; the and children drew near the mercy
portico,

trimmings

and

owe

there.
rooms
L part
use of

One man, who came near losing his natural

are white.

life in the erection of the church, was among

A bell, presented by the President, Rev. N.

C. Brackett, sends out its welcome call to the. first to corne there to seek life everlast-

those who thirst
this fountain and
ple to assemble
vine service. It
this

ing. The last evening I was with them, 29
came forward for prayers. It was a season
I shall never forget. When a little boy down
in Maine, I was asked by my teacher,
‘“ Where are the Green Mountains?” and

for knowledge to come to
drink, and to all the peoon the Lord's day for diis an interesting fact, that

bell is heard

on

Maryland,

Loudon,

when

I gave

the

answer,

how

little I

ON

FARMING.

Mr.

bears

in

behalf of freedom, education and

My visit

Waterbury
note is, the meeting an
students here and to be here during the fair number
next term, are more numerous and of a of the best
religion for the colored race.
One thing more of special

:

higher grade of talent than at any previous

"time.
ifying
white
school,

And, what is also exceedingly gratis the fact, thatthe prejudices of the
people of the town, against the
are fast passing away.

BAILEY'S'

at

the Seminary at

DEDICATION.

THE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM for Coughs,

Colds and Consumption. As good as ever—as ever:
the best. Get the genuine. Prices, $1 and 50 eents.
CURE FOR COUGH OR COLD. As soon as there
is the slightest uneasiness of the Chest, with
difficulty of breathing, or indications ok Conga, take
during the day a few ‘“Brown’s Bronchial Troches.”
Containing demulcent ingredients, they allay Pulmo-

,WORTHY

OF

NOTE.

An

exchange

upon

says

success.

conver-

er.

6. Dedicatory Pray- | the first of April.

of N. Y.

7. Music.

8. Speeches

Morrill of Maine,
Winchester, Va.,

Rev.
Rev.

by Hon. S. P. |

Correspondence
tute churches is invited.
Rev. P. 8. Burbank

with desti-

persons coming into our office orin some

of Mar |

tinsburg, W. Va., and familiar remarks by |
the writer, he having had previous personal acquaintance with nearly all the col-

:

His appeal to the freedmen, to prove
themselves worthy of their privileges, for
physical, mental and religious advancement, was listened to with thrilling interest, and hearty, audible responses came
forth from his colored auditors.

It must be conceded that this day was one
of the richest and most hopeful ever enjoyed by the freedmen of this valley. It
was, indeed, a day of gladness and thanks-

giving with us all. Bro. Brackett is hard
at work, and deserves much praise.
Iwas delighted last night, in being permitted to listen to the testimony of many
for Jesus, who began
when I was connected

the Christian life
with this mission,

and who are going forward in the good
way.
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va.

Revivals,
PawTtuckeT, R. I.

&c.

There isan

increase

of religious interest at the Pawtucket, R. I,
charch,

in

which

several

have

declared

their purpose to live godly lives, and others
are icquiring the way. At a recent covenant meeting five were reeeived into the
church by letter, and they promise to become active laborers. The members of the
church are praying for more power and

blessings, and are hoping to witness still
' larger results,

I. Hyatt.

MANCHESTER, N. H. The Pine St. church,

Manchester, is still enjoying God's special
blessing.

Christians are growing in grace,

b acksliders are returning and many bave,

of late,

put

on

___ While the storm

Christ.

On

the 2d inst.

was raging, we gathered

around bp is mal waters,
and felt to rejoice]
I

0

»

issue large eight paged Catalogues of all the newest
Velvet Bindings, real Morocco

Shopping Bags, Fur

nished Reticules, Silver Plated Ware and Cutlery of
all descriptions, the latest styles of Jewelry in Gold,
Cornelian, Jet, Shell, Etruscan, Carbuncle and Hair,
Dry Goods, &c., &e., &c., and hundreds of the latest
and best
published Books.
They are giving ONE
HUNDRED
TICKKTS to every one who will become their
Agent, without charging themlv cts.each asheretofore.

Read the change in their Advertisement
olumu, and send for Catalogue,
THE

UNIVERSAL

CRY, *“ What

-Co., 98 & 100 Summer

mense variety

St.,

Boston, who

Jewelry imitations of the latest styles

services.

He

can

be ad-

Donations,

Rev. J. L. Phenix
and wife gratefully acknowledge a donation of $37.70 from friends at
East Troy, Pa.,and a donation of $51,40 from
the society at Bailey’s Corners.
Rev. Wm. Walker and wife acknowledge a
donation of $268.74, from the church and society
in North Parma. N. Y.
Rev. A. Tyler and wife gratefully acknowledge
a donation of $35,00 from their friends at Strong’s
Prairie, Adams Co., Wis., on the evening of
Dec. 27th.
Rev. and Mrs. S. B. Andrews gratefully acknowledge the receipt of a donation, Dec. 9th,
from the Dale church and society, amounting to
$202,65; also of many valuable presents received
through the season.
Ordination,

A council convened with the Free Baptist
church in Bellevernon, Pa., Dec. 25, and on the
following Sabbath ordained to the work of the
gospel ministry, Rev. W. Joy. Ordination sermon by Rev. A. H. Chase, of Harrisburg, Pa.
Bro. Joy enters the pastoral office with much
encouragement.
On the same day he baptized

two converts to the Saviour.
Church Fellowship.

and received 7 into
B.H. F.

)

HURON

Q. M.—Held

and handreds

of the

:

Ji

Whereas, The Rev. B. E. Baker, who hav been

employed for the last two years as pastor of the
New Haven and Greenfield churches, has within

gold

ties for buying these goods enables them to sell at
very much under the regular prices paid for such
articles.
They want "Agents everywhere, to whom
they offer most liberal inducements.
We call attention to their advertisement in another column.

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

of

dollars

in

Mission

Society,

incorporated

Requires immediate attention, as neg
lect often results in an incurable Lung

BRONCHIAL

BROWN’S

(4

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

will most invariably give instant relief.

For BRONCHITIS,

ASTHMA, CATARRH,

DISEASES,

SINGERS

and

they have

PUBLIC

CONSUMPTIVE

a soothing effect

SPEAKERS

use them to

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offéred, which are good for nothing. Be sure te
BRONCHIAL
SOLD

TROCHES.

EVERYWHERE.

6md4

Noticesand Appointments.

ecutive Committee

and purposes.”

of that

A’ County Convention

of the evangelical

Notice.

pay

Sunday

\

Notice.
The Trustees of the Lyndon Literary and Biblical
Institution are hereby notified to meet at the F.
Bap
tist meeting house at Lyndon Center, Vt., on Friday,
Jan, 28, 1870, at 10 o’clock, A. M.
Business of impor-

tance will come before the meeting.

L. B. TASKER,

Lyndon, Vt., Jan. 5, 1870.

Sec.

days

by the

Legislature

of New

direction of the Kx-

to

its

charitable

uses

should be inserted in the place

of

Home

Mission

8. CURTIS,

Peru,

Me. per A

New

Sharon,

F Hutchinson

Boothbay.

oston.

WINTHROP

ANDREWS.

Ordination.
’
The Connecil appointed at the last session of the
Montville Q. M., to ordain Bro, Herbert R. Howes,
will meet at North Vassalboro,to attend to that duty,
on Thu sday,
Jan. 13, at 1 o’clock, P.M. Ordaining
services in the evening,
d

SCOTIA

W.

H. LITTLEFIELD,
Chairman of Council,

CONFERENCE.

Committee appointed at the last session

of the

Free Baptist Conference of Nova Scotia, to locate said
Conference for the year 1870, hereby give

notice that

it will be held at Port Medway, Queens County.
J. M. LOWDEN. Chairman of Com.

20, 1870, for the

BRADFORD & TI0GA Q. M, will hold its next

ses-

sion with the Columbia church at the Wolf Settlement

Colombia, Bradford Co. Penn., commencing

Feb. 4,

C nference,Friday at 3 o'clock.
Brethren, come with
an earnest, working, praying spirit, anxious for the

cause of God, and we shall no longer have to mourn
over the waste places of Zion.

+ W. INGERICK, Clerk.

Q. M. will hold its next

10,15

*

2,00

Mich

1,00

Me

Charleston, Vi. per

Waterville

N H. per

D

H Ellis

Chambers,
Chambers

session with

the Otselic church. commencing Saturday before the
first Sabbath in February, at 10 o'clock, A.M. °
8. Nicnows, Clerk.

Q. M. will hold its next session with the

Manchester church, commencing Jan. 25, at 2 o'clock,

H. 8. KIMBALL, Clerk.

A Chambers,

Ella Swinerton $1,00 each;

.25, Grand

Prairie, per S D

14,

4

Mrs

2.

50.
RJ

Bates

OC. 0. LIBBY,

GREEN

Meservey,

There are three

struction.

.

Send for a Circular.

+

Married
Rolland, both of Boston, Mass,
Nov. 18, Mr. Willis
Westcott and Miss Sarah Abby Morse, both of G. F,
Dec. 9, Mr. Calvin H. Hubbard of Lebanon. and Miss
G. Spinney of

AUSTIN

Porte-

month, and Miss Mary F. Whitehouse,
Dec. 29, Mr.
Winfield Scott Stephenson of Portland, Me, and Miss

Julia 8. Whitehouse,
In Moredith Village, Nov. 17, by
Mr. John C, Frost and Mins Lizzie

Mr

Rev. J Erskine,
V. Burke.
Also,

James 0. Gerry and Miss Fanny 8. Burke, all of
adison,
In Wakefield, Dec. 25, by Rev. H. P. Mansur, Mr,
Edward B, Farnham of W. and Miss Maria B. Estes
of Wolfborongh.
In Bowdoin, Dee. 29, by Rev. E. Purinton, Mr, Sidney A Snow of Brunswick, and Miss Mary E, Purin-

CENTER

is A. Schellinger and Miss Haridet Knight, both of
A.

.
Redlon,

Mr. Ezra K. Wingate and Miss Emma F. Gile, both |
of Corinth

In Farmington,
Me., Dec, 20, by Rev. F. Reed,
Leonard H.
Wright. M. D,, and Mrs. 8 N. Pottle,
both of F'. Dec. 28, James Weleh, Jr., of F', and Miss
Mary W. Howard of Hartford, Vt.
In Newfleld, Dee, 23, by Rev. F. W, Towne, Mr.
Leonard C. Moore ot N. and Misa Jennie C. Morri<on

‘of Parsonsfield.
Dee. 28, Mr. Orlando T. Parks and
Miss Susie G3.
[Lougee, #11 of South Parsonsfield —

1.Jnn.
1, at South Pursonsfleld, Mr. Lyford M. Wiggin |
LJ

Mr. dN,

sistants.

Primary,
Higher English,
BOARD

English,

by those

Miss

It is most

effective

for animals

in

Not

a person that has tried

has expressed

the least dissatisfaction.

come

second

for

the

box.

Read

Many have

it

the advertisement

service, is a preparation of real merit. Ne such demand as exists for this could be created for an inferior article. It is, in fact, what every family wants,
We,

Jan.

the undersigned,

have been

acquainted with

Mis» Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Chrietian lady and a skiliful nurse, and having used
her Salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure

in say ing it is the best general medicine we have ever
used :
Hon N A Burpee,
Rev E F Cutter,
Rev W O Holman,

H.

Rev Joseph Kallock,
Rev George

Pratt

Gen J P Cilley and wife,
Capt J Crocker and wife,

Capt PD Ames and wife,

!

Wm Wilson and wife

E R Spear,

as

Francis Cobb,

John T Berry,
Wm H Titcomb,
Mrs Chas Snow,
Mrs Alex Snow,

Dr E P Chase and wife,
Wakefield and wife,

Wm Beattie and wife,

A 8 Rice,
.
Geo W Kimball,

Jacob Shaw and wife,
John 8 Case and wife,

Ephraim Butteit,

Yo Fuller

C R Mallard,

eander
Weeks,
.
Dea Henry Ingraham

who wish to board
.

HW Night and wife,

and wife,

omas Colson
and wife,
nd Wile,

Joseph Farwell (Mayor of Rockland)

and

M C Andrews (Postmaster of RookInpt) and wits,

*

I'K Kimball and wife,

William McLowt

Pat up in Boxes at 25 etn, 50 ovs.,,

READ THIS |

BE WILL PA
AGENTS A SALARY OF
$30 per week and expenses, or allow a large
commission, to se'l our now wonderful inventions.
Address,
M. on
& CO., Marshall, Mich
8m2

used

M188 SAWYER’S SALVE, so largely advertised im our
columns the present and past weeks, by L. M. Robbins, Rockland, Me,, is no quack nostrum, but, made
by an excellent Christian lady well quabfied for the

.
on MON-

GRORGE C. PEAVEY, President,
WARREN Foss, Segretarys
Ceuter Strafford, Jan. 4, 1870.

AGENTS!

and perhaps it will be

to say that I have

and you will know what it claims to do. One of our
neighbors would add to the list ot cures, ‘Neural.
a.” she tried it on her head and face when suffer.
ng greatly from Neuralgia, and was relieved by one
alblication,
re
[From the Watchman and Reflector of Jan, 28, 1869. ]

TUITION.
$3,50.
Common English, 4,00
4 50,
Languages,
* 5,00

be had

act of justice

Miss Sawyer’s Salve.

A

from 2,25 to 3,00.

Rooms can
themselves.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.]

As we said last month, cases are coming to our
knowledge every few days of cures performed b

J. FULLONTON,

MARSTON,

box the tumor entirely disap
JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

[From the Patten Voice, Jan. 1869.]

from Bates College, as Pringipal, with competent

In Casco, Nov. 27, by Rev..John Pinkham, Mr. LewRev.

x

on 0

Salve.

Sawyer’s Salve for ten. years. and belleve itto bea
most valuable remedy for the
purposes for which it is

THE
SPRING TERM
of 11 weeks will comR,
Mence TUESDAY, Feb. 1,1870, under the instruc:

ton, danghter of the ofMiciating clergyman.
Raymond
Me.
In East Corinth, Me., Dec. 80, by

>

It is simply an

a favor to the public

32

N.

:

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.]

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD,

R. KENDALL.

This 18 to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
Salve for more thin five years, and of its having been
successfully used in many cases. I consider it a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of those
requiring such aremedy.
‘
R. RICHARD
CLAY, M.D.
Boston, Dec. 10,1867.

SCHOOL,

.

WM.

Camden, Me., Nov. 15, i867,

INSTITUTE.

27. 1869.

We

cases where a salve is ever used for them.
It has
proved an almost certain gure for ST imary scratches
in horses.
NATH’L
BUTLER,

19, and continue 13 weeks.
Dec

&c., &e.

to try Miss Sawyer’s

and before I used one
peared.

Lewis, Sec’y Trustees.

THEOLOGICAL

advised

recommended.

The next term will commence WEDNESDAY,

Lizzie A. Farnham of G. P. Dec. 24," Mr. Willard S.
Knox and Miss Josephine A. Burrows, both of Leba20, Mr. Chesley

size, till I was

!

will commence

Swelled Joints,

[From John G. Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.]
This is to certify thav I had a tumor on my face. It
was there about three years.
It kept increasing in

G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, RB. L, Jan,5, 1870.

In Great Falls, Nov.6, by R v. A. Lovejoy, Mr.
Orin _L. Farnham and. Miss Nettie Moore, both of G.
¥. Nov. 18, Mr Orin H. Emery and Miss Adaline A.

Salt Rheum,

MR. -& MRS.

Sec.
6m2

New Hampton, N. H,, Jan. 4, 1870.

HESPKRING TERM
DAY, Feb. 7, 1870,

HELMERSHAUSEN,

Freeport, March 17, 1865.

Aply early to the Principal.

E. C.

A.

25, 1867.

cheerfully recommend 1t to the public as being perfectly safe, and good for many more aches than we
have mentioned.

large patronage constantly increasing berpeaks the
well earned popularity of the present board of in-

LAPHAM

Dec

Throat,

will

and Commercial, all in most successful operation,

. 819,05
Treasurer.

large ones,
COOMBS.

[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stand» pre eminent for almost all the aches and pains
the human fawily are afllicted with.
For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, 1t gives instant relief,
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailing remedy for Burns, Scalds, Sore

i. M., Prindipal,

departments—Classical,

it for

I got a box and carried it with me, and every time I
thought of it I would rub the tumor with the Salve,

Institution

WITH EIGHT ASSISTANTS.

I can do better with the
Yours, &c., ELIZABETH

E.

January

under the direction of
Rev. dB.

recommend

Mr. Helmershausen, now of Bucks
port, Maine.
This certifies that I have used
Miss Sawyer’s Salve,
and consider it superior to any other.
I cheerfully
recommend it to all in want of a good Salve.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
SeriNG TERM begins Feb. 8, 1870,

10,00
24,00
2,00
15,00
1,00
13,70
1,00
10,0
13,30
71,25

I can

[From the Rev.

SEMINARY.

of this

he had not found a rem-

all that he can ask.

ew small ones.

it.— Farming-

D. H. ADAMS,
Waterbury Center, Vt., Jan. 1870.

5,00
3,50

of
of

TERM

to-day, if

a good many things that you have not, for I use it for
everything. I consider it invaluable in a family. If
you can put this testimony together, and it can be of
any service to yeu, you are welcome.
You can send me large boxes if you Jleaze, and a

begin Feb
16. Board $3,650
per week, including
everything.
For Rooms or Board,address O. I. Daniels or A. J. Sanborn, the Principal.

6,25

The dollar credited to Rev, M. Folsom in the Star
Dec. 29, should have been credited to Joshua Brooks
East Wakefield,

non, Me.

for him

Postage paid.

MOUNTAIN

HE SPRING

R J

Union ch. R L per D Greene
Manilla Fogg, Maln St. Lewiston, Me.per WHBowen
Hanson Cook
“
"
"
towards con himself I. M
Wao
g M. N H. per J Chick
A friend,
Westport, Me
:
Park St ch. Provid- nce, R I. per ¢ 8 Perkins
C Hodgdon, Westport, Me
a
*
Union Q M. P Q. per J Brick
.
.
Amanda Marshall, Compton, PQ
Conneaut, O. per A F Bryant
West Bethany, N Y. per D Jackson
Estate of Dyer Woodworth, per J Day

Dover,N. H.

wou/d be a cripple

edy in your Salve, It keeps it healed, and takes out
the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelliag, and does

Address *'THE PEABODY MEDIQAL INSTITUTE,” or
DR. HAYKS, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N. B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence on ail diseases requiring skill and experience.
1y48

1 25
4. 5

April 4, 1867.

6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly
say we have never found its equal, I use it for a
weak back and it acts like a charm
Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his leg for thirty years, and

Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

[

p

Woodman

M J Hoard,J

10,00
6. 00

per M M R Gott

No Tunbridge, Vt. per C C Foster
Ohlo Northern Y M. balance, per J Leonard
Rev 8 D Bates and wife $25 each, Marion, O
J Bryant, A Hoard,

5,00
Low

No

E C Smalley

Q M. Me. per W

No Sandwich,

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00.

with

his leg as that Salve of yours,
and we
have
both found it to be all and even more than you reeommmend it to be. We have had it it the family 5 or

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.10. ‘PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. ‘In Tar-

1.68

Fem Miss So. Ellsworth Q M. Me.
Rome, Me, per 8 Bowden
Phenix, N Y. per 8 Aldrich
Ea

ENGRAV-

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes, one of the most learned anfl popular physicians
of the day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July,

2,32

Me. per C Campbell

“

Brunswiek,

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

3,00

directions

Miss SAWYER :—I received your letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me take your
Salve. I think I can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot
get along without it. He has tried Sveryil
else. and has never found anything that
heal

869.

AH Young $1; Mrs A Wade ,75; S Sweet, Mrs C
Hopkins ,50 each; Miss M A Wade ,25, Foster, R
I. per A H Young

Full

[From Mrs, Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick, Me.]

PHYSIO-

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

Treas.

contents, and

wlll be refunded.

The following are a few selected from the multitude

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable

Society.

invited to return the box, with half the

RECOMMENDATIONS.

medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.
Thése books
are of atual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family,
They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tasies, but are writ.
ten by a responsible professional gentleman of emineace, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists.
The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful
prescriptions for prevailing complaints are addedi—
Coos Republican, Lancaster, N, H., Sept. T,1869.

he tells them just how and When to do

merits of the

of recommendations in the possession of the Agent.

such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any

as witnesses,”

agent is so well satisfied with the

the money

from INFANCY

ILLUSTRATIVE

labels or

received or

each box.

and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
language. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author,

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
Concord, N. H.
P. 8. Bequests to the F. W. Baptist Education Society
should be made in the same form, only Education Society

Dedication.
The Dixmont Mountain meeting house will be dedicated Thursday, Jan 20, Services commence halfPast ten, A. M. Sermon by Rev. T. D. Clements of

WEARE

MISSION

in

Rev J. McFadden, Georgetown, Me
Mrs Caroline McFadden
**
Edgecomb Q M, Me. 7,73; Rev L. Given2,27,

All communications to the Bradford & Tioga Q. M

MCDONOUGH

HOME

the same

Society

L 8 Stanford, Middleville,

should be addressed to J. W. Ingerick, Stony Fork’
Tioga Co., Penn., instead ofto Rev. J, W. Ingerick as
formerly.
. PER ORDER.

The

B.

should write against their names. their places of residence (ifin cities, the street and number). The following
form of attestation will answer for every state in the uufon: “Signed, sealed, published and declared by the said
(A. B.),as his last will and testament, iu the presence of
us, who at the request of the sald A.B, and in Js presence, and in’ the presence of each other, have hereunto
subscribed our names

The

others ever published.

Hampshire, to be applied under the

No

Schools of Oxford Co., Me., will be held at So. Paris,
Jan. 26 and 27. Every school in the County is requested to be represented by its Pastor, Superintendent, and two additional delegates.
G. W. HOWE, Sec.

NOVA

W.

after my decease t» the person who,when the same is payable, shall act as Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Home

Temple, Me

M. will hold its winter session
LAKE GEORGE
with the chureh in Hadley, commencing Friday, Jun
oh
—————————
PER ORDER.

1,

to

elégant

OF

in old mustard boxes, without

Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is reeommended, and any one who gives it-a
trial according to directions, and is not satisfled, is

whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitude—

Treasurer.

Ea Livermore, Me

its faith and

~~

10,00

32,12

SOCIETY.

trust,

TREATED

So popular did it become that while it was

ders for it from nearly or quite every State in the In-

EITHER SEX car require to knew, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important

Foreign Missions,

P.M.

practice, and

5,70
16.42

F.

or WOMAN

AND PATHOLOGICALLY,

she

ion. The demand finally became s0 extensive that
she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of Rockland,
to take charge of the business and supply the trade.

A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of

DISEASES;

compounds

e help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

All Legacies to this Society should be made in the following form;
“1 BEQUEATH to my Executor (or Executors) the sum

OBTAIN the true

BROWN’S

THE

of Maine.

only put up

INGS.

The Will should be attested by three witnesses, (in
some states three are required, in others only two), who

disease.

&

TO

TION.

TO OLD AGE, with

Concord,N, H.
BEQUESTS

Boston,

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

SILAS CURTIS,

OF

Street,

other

the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning lime, and also among the seamen along the coast

EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS

LOGICALLY

126,50
Treasurer.

N H

FORM

4 Bulfinch

Among

hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and vicinity in

INSTITUTE,

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

BENEFICIARIES.

Silas Curtis, Concord,

MEDICAL

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST yaad
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA.-

HER

2,00

Ch in-Pawtucket, R 1, per I Hyatt

Books. Their stock contains almost everything necessary to supply the wants and gratity the tastes of

everybody, and they claim that their superior facili-

the last year been teaching doctrines contrary to
the spirit and teachings of the Bible, and has

within the lust few weeks publicly denounced
| the
will Baptist, church as unscriptural in

:

6,70

Rev J B Higgins, Northfield, on note
:

in her own practice.

This is indeed a book for: every
5,25 :| ES of mature years.
JI5
man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
4,05
cloth. DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.
71,25
1,00
A Book for Every Woman.
5,00

BUILDING FUND.

entertaining

purpose of torming a Ministers’ Conference,
JouN TILLINGHAST.

New Huven church, Jan. 1st, 1870.
The Green:
field church reported a division growing out of the
teachings and practice of their late pastor, Rev.
B. E. Baker,
He has carried away a minority of
the church with him, and is trying to break up
their church organization, After due consideration and quite a lengthy discussion, the following Jresmble and resolution were passed unani-

mously

of solid

latest and most

at 7 o'clock, Pr. M., on Thursday, Jan

its last session with the

15,00
6,25
2.00
1,00

Education Society.

im

OWEGO Q. M.
The Ministers of this Q. M. are re:
quested to meet at Warner Center, Bradford Co , Pa.,

Quarterly Meetings.

6,25

MISSION.

CURTIS,

Persons

have.been_relieved

has fur many years made a Salve, which soon obtain.
ed an extensive: sale, and i8 now in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among the

(Opposite Revere House,)

which ¢ann st be distinguished {rom the real, &c.,&c.,

clear and strengthen the voice.

his

an

all kinds of Faucy Boxes, Writing Desks, Glove Boxes, Albums in Morocco and Gilt and Velvet bindings,
real Morocco Shbpping Bags, Furnished Reticules,
Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery of all descriptions,

Rev. G. H. Chappell closes his labors with
the Caroline Center church, N. Y., on the first of
April néxt., He leaves a large and important
field of labor.
He is ready to confer with any of

require

No.

Susan B Hanson, No Conway, N H

PARKER &

have

AND WOMANHOOD,

PEABODY

Col Huntington Q M. Vt. per H F Smith
SILAS

A. WILSON,

PUBLISHED BY THE

Mission.

FREEDMEN’S

For Piles,

any other person in New England, professional or
otherwise.
She has competed successfully with the
most able physicians in the States, as well as with
nnrses and Indian doctors.
From time to time she
has compounded remedies for use in certain diseases

REv. EDWARD

- Williamsburg, Kings County, New York,

MANHOOD

Concord, N. H.

best by

in several cases it has cured palsied limbs.

it has been discovered to be a sure remedy.

dress

3m42

Westmore ch, Vt. per G W Page
Rev J Reeves. Wilton, Iowa, pledged at the last
Gen Conference
West Derby ch. Vt. per C B Peckham
Mrs A Swith, New Lane, NY
John Dolly, Gray. Me ~
Mrs P Wood, 2.25; Mrs T L Wood; Mrs M MBangs
Mrs M E Moulton, $1 each, Stanstead, P Q. per
A Moulton
No New Sharon, Me. per C Campbell |
Phenix, N Y per 8 Aldrich
:
Estate of Dyer Woodworth, per J Day
Little Falls Miss Assn, per W F Eaton
Otis C Howe, No Dixmont, Me

in another

of Holiday and useful arti. les, such as

close his labors with the Danville,N. H., church,
This church will then be in need of a pastor.

dressed at Fairfield, Lewanee Co.. Mich.

-

shall I buy for Hol-

iday Presents” can be answered

and THROAT

that may

Home
-|

HOLIDAY PRESENTS FOR ALL,~can be found at
Parker & Co’s, 98 & 100 Summer St.. Boston, Mass.

informs us that he expects

ored persons present.
The proceeds of the dinner were approour churches that may be in need ofa pastor.
priated for the purchase of an instrument | He may be addressed at Caroline Center, New
to be used in the chapel.
| York.
¢
Itis but just to say, that the address of
Rev. J. Thomas is about to leave the Dover &
Bro. Ball was an eloquent and impressive Madison church, of whichhe has been pastor for
array of facts and lessons, drawn from the the past 8 years, and heartily recommends it to
history of the past, with the happiest appli-| any F. B. minister desirous of a good location.
cations to the white and colored people of | He also invites correspondence from any church

this land.

anti-bilious medicine 1n the country, we are willing
to do so. We have had about as good a chance to

:

t never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times a day.

CARPETS.—A few Axminster, Velvet and English
Brussels in our Sloging oat sale at much under price:
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., Boston,
a
SHEET O1L CLOTH for Sovering floors, in one entire
Digee: at reduced prices in our closing out sale. N.
:NGLAND CARPET CO., Boston.
415

D L Guernsey, Concord, N H
Rev G M Park, Gilford Vi'lage,
NH
* J M Kayser, Atkinson, Ill
“0 Blake, Mantua Center, Ohio
¢ E P Ladd, Limerick, Me. via Saco
D Lothrop, Boston, Mass
pi

any by
the best

know as any ore.

Chapped Hands, Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked

that have been afflicted for Jeara

EXPRESS.

other way,

ofthe Buccess of Juhnson’s Anodyne Liniment in the
cure of coughs and colds, so prevalent about town
just now.
»

%)

J. W. Dunjee of |
to reach his sixtieth birthday on the 13th of
D. Ames of Har- March ensuing, and on the 1st of April he will:

per's Ferry, W. H. Mathews, Esq;

is

scarcely a day passes that we do not hear,either from

and best novelties in such goods as Fancy Boxes,
Desks, Glove Boxes, Albums in Morocco,
Gilt. and

At 11 o'clock in the morning of Dec. 23, ted or reclaimed. Five were added to the
the “Union Leagues” of the colored people ‘church at the last convenant meeting, and
of Martinsburg, Charlestown and Harper's other additions are expected at the next
Ferry, gathered at the Lockwood House, meeting. Brethren and others interested
and, led by colored officers on- horseback, contemplate building a meeting house here
and marching to the music of fife and drum, soon.
proceeded to the college buildings. On en‘Meetings have also been held at Alba, Pa.
tering the hall, the companies were as- Here also the blessing of God attended the
signed separate positions. Two verses of efforts of his people. = Five united with the
a wellknown hymn were sung, as a volun- C. Baptists, and others will unite with us,
tary, by the Leagues, and one of their to form a F. W. Baptist Society.
number offered a brief and appropriate
J. L. PHOENIX. JR.
prayer.
Bradford Co., Pa., Jan. 3d., 1870.
The supervision of the occasion now devolved upon the President, and the followMinisters and Churches.
Bho!
ERA
ing order of exercises was observed:
1. Music. 2. Reading of the Scriptures.
Rev. N. C. Lothrop has resigned the pastorate
3. Prayer. 4. Music.
5. Oration by Rev. | of the Pelham, N. H., church, to take effect on
G. H. Ball,

the

there

BY MAIL.
Macon, Mich.

J W Burgin, Washington, Vt
Rev J Coffran, Franklin, Vt
C H Nichols, Gaines, Gen Co. Mich
Rev 8 B Andrews, Dale,
Wyo Co. NY
+ J D Waldron, So Strafford, Vi
* .Q Pitts, Wiscasset, Me
“ Geo M Park, Gilford Village, N H
D 8 Lee. Kenny's Corners, Yates Co. NY
'W Parker, Wayne,.Erie Co Pa
Rev H Whitcher, New Gloucester, Me
8 8 Priest, Brownington, Vt
‘Wm Bodine, Durand, Ill
James Hartley, Nelsonville, Athens Co. O
A Hicks, New Ca lisle, 8t Joseph Co. Ind
Rev 8 8 Cady, So Edmeston, Otsego Co. NY
Mrs M D Page, Brooks, Me
‘Wm White, Waits River, Vt
Daniel Osborn, Paw Paw, Mich
Asa Pierce, Ridgeville, Ind
G T Jaquith, Wr ghts Corner, Ind
Luther Ellis, Waterloo, Iowa
C L Bigelow, Red Creek, NY
Rev D Greene, Windsor, Broom Co,
NY
E H Fernald, (‘amd-n, Me
B F Parker, Whitefield, N H

for guidance to the future farmers of our country.

CORNERS, PA. A branch of West

Some 10 or 12 profess to have been

|.

and Weekly editions of THE TRIBUNE.
He means to
demonstrate that Agriculture in the future is certain
to be very different from what it has been in the past,
and hopes to embody words of cheer as well as hints

nary Irritation. Have them in readiness
first appearance of a Cold or Cough.

Books Forwarded.

Rev J C heron Hamiet. Chaut Co. N'Y

urposes to write a series of Essays on Farming, to
published each week during 1870, in THE TRIBUNE.

To enable every person to provide themselves with
handsome and nseful Holiday Presents, from now
until the 20th of January, 1870, these gentlemen will

have been held there of late, with

w
J B Pennington,

The essays will all appear in t e Daily, Semi-W¢ekty,

Center was made pleasant by
able and devoted faculty and a
of promising students, in one
buildings in the land.
J. MARINER.

Granville
church was organized at the
above place some time since. Meetings

¢

Greeley

and Bolivar Hights; so that three states,
Maryland, Old Virginia and West Virginia thought that at some future day I should
If we can benefit the readers of this paper
all listen at once to the testimony which it find in their valleys ¢¢ December as pleasant. |. recommending
Parson’s Purgative Pills to be

as May.”

Woodworth—A G
—J Young.

[=]

voices in vocal music, both in the school terfere in any way with the plans of the

and in the religious services held
Ample ‘recitation, music and library
are located on the first floor. The
contains convenient rooms for the

GREELEY

Lips, and Sores on Children.

for $1.75; 2-Ply Carpets
Venetiens, 50 cents.
Stair

by a few applications, For Erysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation and quieting
the patient. For
Chapped Hands it produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
It is good in cases of Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers
have been cured with it. The best Salve ever inven’
ed for Swollen Breast and Sore Nipples. No way *
jurious
but sure to afford relief. Sore or Weak F es
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
—Rub it on the lids gently, once or twice a dv y.—
THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a piece of
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having cotton. For Felons this 18 superior to anything
known. For Pimples this acts like a charm. For
suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
Burns and Scalde—apply the Salve at once and it
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to gives immediate relief.
For Old Sores, apply once a
a
make knownto his fellow-sufferers the means of cure.
Yor
HORSES
AND
CATTLE.—For
Sores or Bruises
To all who desire 1t, he will send a copy -of the pre- on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable,
and has
scription uged (free of charge), with the directions for astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
| preparing and using the same, which they will find a Salve has worked it8 own way into notoriety, and is a
safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments,
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI0
pL
T18, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
WHO IS MISS SAWYER?
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread inMiss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
formation which he conceives to be invaluable ; and
County, Maine. Shehas devot: d the best years of her
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience
in the cures of obstinate diseases—old Sores and Ulcost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
cers,—and has also been consulted in more cases of
Parties wishing the prescription will please ad- accidents, such as Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than

for the future.

HORACE

ster for $1.25; $2.25 3-Plys
50 oentsto $1. Dundee

Hanover street, Boston,

ES Re 283

desire on their part to be pastor, orto in-

CARPETS.—Closing Out S8ale.—Two dollar English
Tapestries for a dollar and a half; $1,756 Kiddermin-

2mb50

Carpets in large variety. Floor Oil Cloths at threequagters value. 1000 remnants at low prices. Clos:
ing out sale. NEW ENGLAND C
ET CO., 5

It is an encouraging indication to witness the rise
of such an institution. Our civilisation has hitherto
' been too material and our educational schemes pracI also met several local preachers,—Bros. tical and barren. An institution like this, based on
Sargent and Tucker, F. W. Baptists, and a the plan of European Conservatories, where theory
local Methodist preacher. I think these and practice are blénded,willdo a great work toward
refining American society and rendering it more
locals are a blessing. I did not discover a nearly what it should be.

you have

ent.

Mailed for

60 cents.

THE OBERLIN CONSERVATORY OF ‘MUSIC whichis
advertised elsewhere, is an institution which presents
unusual advantages for thorough musical instrpetion.
1t has been in operation about five years, and the
success that has attended it thus far, promises well

Hi==

easily applied than many other remedies, never producing a bad effect but always relieving pain however severe.
4
It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it in
her own extensive treatment of the sick, for nearly
twenty years with
t success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is reoommended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Pues, Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns, Fever
Sores, Felons, Pimples, Erysipelas, Sore Eyes, Barber’s Ten, Deafness, Boils, Ring- Worms, Corns, Bites
of Insects, Cancers, Toothache,
Earache, Sore Fringes,
aldness, Swollen Breasts Itch, Scald Head, Teething

CO., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.

rivers. It is charming enough to inspire
the most stupid with thoughts of the beau- long may he break to them the bread of life.
tiful, and stimulate ‘the desire for improvement in knowledge and virtue. The seats
and desks of the school room are of the
latest and best styles, and the room is to
be farnished with an instrument to aid the

Notices.

WHAT BEVERY PERSON NEEDS is some
remedy for habitual Costiveness. ‘I would advise
all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form of
Indigestion,to use DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.”—-ELISHA HNNTINGTON, M. D., ExLieut. Governor of Massachusetts. For sale at No, 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON &

N Herrick—S R
Hersey—L Hall-I J Hubbard—J Rigginasy
Resolved, That we reccommend our Sabbath ‘A Howe—A Hastings—Wm Jenkins—Mrs W
8 James—C Jenkins—N Judkins—Mary J Joiner—J Knox
schools to continue their schools during the win—E Knowlton—J R Krapen—C H Kimball—8 Kennett—R
ter months.
H Kline—Almira Krum—M Kimball<L 'W Keene—N C
Resolved, ‘That each church pay into the
Lothrop—H D Lincoln—A Langley—J Lewis—I 8 Lord—
A Libby—Mrs O H Lighthall—D Lothrop—G PLinderman
treasury one dollar annually. at the
May session,
N'P Lyon—A A Laughton—S8 Lent—Mrs E Locke—
. —Mrs
to defray the expenses of the Q. M.
A 8 Mintonge—R B Morton—Kezia Morrison—8 McKeNext session with the Chester church, cemown—B K
Moody—I McOann—H M¢Cormic—J H Mason
mencing Friday, Feb. 4th, at 2, P. M.
—H P Mallett—C
P Mitchell-Martha B_Marshall-G A
Moss—O0 C Manley—J J Merrill—Nancy
Norfon—T NewR. R. WALTERS, Clerk.
eyr
| ell & Co—E H Noyes—J C Osgood—A
ham—W Plerce—C 8 Perkins—J Pizer—Dr Pugsley—W

Christians.

y

In Rutland Ohio, Dec. 3, by Rev. 8 H. Barrett, Mr.
John M. Taylor and Miss Mary E. Lining. Dec. 28,
ur Josephus Bellows and Miss Julia#A, Stansbury,
of
R.
og
mE

ker—L F Breed—P Chesley—8 W. Curtis—Mrs J Cary—E

ses-

churches

Q. M, was harmonious, and the. meetings of worResolved,

Received.

D Alten—J Ashley—K Andrews—MH Abbey—M Burlingame—~W H Bowen—8 Brown—¥ Bates—S Blaisdell—
T Bickford—C E Bean—J Burrill—J J Banks—W W Bean
—8 W Brown—8 H Barrett—J Browne—J Blake—J H
Brown—Sarah Beecham—G Batchelder—J Batchelder—H
Belden—G Berry—A Balley—T P Barber—Mrs M O Ba-

4—6, at

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its November

sion with the Liverpool

In Carolina Mills; R. I., Sept. 11, by Rev. J. N.Rich,

Post Office Addresses.

spiritual

March

1. Boule of Woblwioh, and Miss Kya Bb. Kobiason oof

Mr. George R. Miller and Miss Hattie W. Tanner.—
Nov, 18, Mr. John F. Kenyon and Miss Mattie
2% See. 25, Mr, Fri
E. Brown and Miss Sarah
‘ncker.
In Arcad , Ne Y..by Rev. L. Dewey,at the residence
'| of the bride s mother, Mr. W. Harrison Kéney of
Castile, and Miss Alice P. Welles of A.
In Dale, N. Y., June 30, by Rev. 8. B, Andrews
Mr,
Wm. Higgins and Miss Helen Whitlock, both of
Middlebury. July 3, Mr, A.J. Howard and Miss Emma

Rev. J. Rand, Blackstone, Mass.

UNITY
Q. M.—Held its last session at Dixmont
Corner,
December 3—5.
On accountof the
rough traveling but very few churches.were rep-

SAWYER'S SALVE.

MISS

In Wiscassett, Déc. 12, by Rev.
O. Pitts, Mr.

York COUNTY 'Q. M, will hold its next session with

- THOMAS DIMM, Clerk.

resented.

Ho INMAN,; Clerk.

the church in Wells, Feb. 2 and 3.
:
2
.
#3.
i
P. SMITH, Clerk,

church of the Disciples, therefore
Resolved, That we have lost all confidence iu
said Baker as a Christian, and consider him unworthy to occupy a place in the Christian minis-

try.

TH

op

E Emma K. Suett of Par ;
of Woltboro, N. Hy H., and Miss
Mis
sonsfleld.

Whereas, His teachings have resulted in the
CEDAR VALLEY ‘Q. M. will hold its next session
| with the Mitchell church, Feb. 4-6.
division of the Green:
and a8 have
we
i

harvesting at the north is finished before over God’s work. The church is enjoying
the cotton picking begins, so that thousands Christian umon and harmony, and while

.

I

YY

_—

Ni

ld by all bruggiats ia Daven,

+4

‘

LAMA

ERI

nd, yesch.

JANUARY
nut mare, ndw thoroughly 'sobered, meek-

done before him, with his roll under his: week, a man throwed
away.
the ascent of what “was arm, he sought and obtaine
d employment. but it was good.”
thereabouts as the Long
Hill. | Perhaps the happies

ly commenced
known

t time of Tom's life
‘She was evidently accustomed to having her was
when he found himself in the antiqua~
own way, for she availed herself of every rian booksto
re, with plenty of leisure, plenty
little hollow to rest, and did not allow her- of books, and
nothing to fear from friend or
self to be pressed forward until the whip foe. It
was wonderful how he read and
was applied.
;
read. The parched earth does not more
Tom wondered what had possessed the greedil
y take in the summer rain.
creature a few minutes before. He scratchWhen his intellectual thirst was partially
ed his head on the right side and then on satisfie
d, he began to work. He saw the
the left; and finally, his Yankee curiosity ladder up which
he must climb, and seiz-

© Watching the Snow.
Over the frozen marshes,

Over the meadows low,
Over the ridge of cedars,

'* Wavereth down the snow.
Over the naked bushes,
‘Where the roses used to blow,
Over the dead brown stubble,

getting the better of his diffidence, he ven- ing the
tured to ask:
steadily
“If you please, sir, what was it that steps an
made the mare. run?”
B
patient

Pitying, falls the snow.

Over the lonely hill-tops,
;
Where the wind-rack’d pine trees grow,
Over the ice-bound rivers,
oe
Softly drifteth the snow.

Over the mounds so lightly,

her master.”

Ever floating and falling,
‘Wavering to and fro—
Noiselessly, softly, purely,
"Cometh from God the snow.

¢« How

‘“ My lad,” answered the stranger,

His love to me below—
Mercy, to hide my losses,

Falling like the snow?

school.

to know,

Fallifig like the snow.

Love that shall fold and cherish,
Rest from all toil and longing,
Falling like the snow.

'{

Under the drifted snow.

Times.

~ Three Companions.
I,—

bleak; -

Sometimes two streams of water

“Rush down the muddy lane,

Then Dog leaps backwards and forwards,
Barking with might and main.
Baby’s a little lady;
Dog is a gentleman brave;
Ifhe had two legs, as you have,
He’d kneel to her like a slave.
As itis, he loves and protects her,
As dog and gentleman can;
I'd rather be a kind doggie,
I think, than a cruel man.

Young Folks,

The Family Circle,
Tom.
MEMBER

OF CONGRESS.

There was alittle fellow among the New
England hills, years ago, as there are many
now, whose parents were poor. He could
not remember the time when he wore shoes
and stockings in the summer.
Sometimes
in the winter, when he was obliged to walk

three miles to school, and wade through
snow-drifts that did not melt until the last
of May, he did wear such as his father

had rejected, and a pair of shoes that slipped

up and down every step he took. Nevertheless, they were shoes and stockings; and
he was infinitely prouder of them than any
king living is of his crown.
One day, as Tom was plodding along
- with his slipshod shoes, "puffing from exertion and blowing: his ‘blue fingers to keep
them warm, there came

dashing

down

the

hill a sleigh such as the youngster had never

seen befores-no, indeed, nor even dreamed

of. And the horse! Tom stopped blowing,
80 intense was his admiration of the elegant
creature that came

foaming and

tossing its

daintily-arched neck right and left.
Tom sprang aside at the very last mo-

ment, and as he sank up to his chin in the
light snow, tore off his old cloth cap from
his head, and hopped up and down as if he

was in the presence of the President.
“Jump on behind, my lad,” shouted the

driver; ‘ju
on mp
behind.”

And Tom did

jump on, at the peril of his life, and
away

they went, tearing along with great speed
until over went the sleigh, and out went the

ridersand buffaloes, and -things
Tom sprang to the horse's

The last - announcement

almost

took | the right, and to wish him God-speed.

Tom's breath away. He had heard orthe|
‘‘ If” said Tom, with his old modesty
members of Congsess, but he had an idea |‘ it has been mv ood fortune to do anythey were myths, whom nobody ever saw. | 0g for our c_untry mn the hour of her
peril,

generally.
head, and

You

know,

in America,

“to me!

Ido not recollect ever hay-

ing had the pleasure of meeting you before

was

not only a Latin grammar,

worn copy of Virgil, Esop’s

in my life.”

:

sundry

other

saw before.
Pine knots
lived,

volumes

were

and He sat

such as

plentiful

but a well-, ways a sure test.”

Fables,

and

Tom

never

where

Tom

up until midnight all the

rest of the winter, pondering over the mysteries of those books.
As luck would have it, the schoolmaster,
who boarded around with his pupils, had
not eaten the rations due him at Tom’s
father’s.

When

he

arrived,

he

entered

warmly into the boy's ambitious projects,
and as he hada smattering of Latin himself, was qualified toaid his pupil.
Although the schoolmaster was allowed
the use of a tallow candle, hevastly pre-

ferred the more brilliant light of Tom's pitch
knot;

sothat, as often

as the

long

winter

evening set in, the master and
pupil
might be seen (and were seen) sitting
before the large fireplace with their heads
buried

in the

pages

of the * books, along

which they” plodded slowly, but to such
purpese that at the end of the winter,
Tong .could read his fable and solve his
problem in a manner very creditable to

himself and master.

shoes,” thought Tom, | nor candle.
y to himself, giving his shoes a shove | Six months the poor fellow. tried to be|
forward to

-

Dr. Barton was a worldly man, who
sometimes scoffed at the simple confidence
of pious souls; but no such feeling tempted him mow, and silently kissing the fair

Uttered in weakness as it was, Bessie's
lesson of trust proved the * word fitly spoken;” and not many months passed before

he, too, claimed this test as his rule in life’s

duties and trials.
When our journey through life seemsa
tangled pathway, have we as sure
a rule
to guide our weak steps? Not all the wisdom of philosophy can yield so perfect a
test. Do nothing but what you can ask
God's blessing to rest upon. What a safeguard against the wiles of the tempter, be
the lure ever so seductive! What a beacon

in the darkest hour of doubt!
God will bless our

To feel that

efforts, is a stronger staff

to uphold our trembling steps than the
most powerful of earthly helpers.
‘Nothing but what God will bless!”
Write it on your heart; have it graven as

a breast-plate ; it will never fail you.

«I

will strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee ;
yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand
of my righteousness.” So He has promis.
ed, and he never fails to fulfill.— Christian

n

his way,

barefooted

as he was,

Hemade|

over bogs|

then kindly pull
theed
warm fars around and briars, until he ventured into the main
the
boy, and pulling his cap over his eyes, road, and by begging aride now
and then,|
4 shouted,
“ Go along,
4

i

and the chest

“Why

don’t you

reached

the city.

3

As

Ben Franklin

had]

‘Have you a mother p

your

father for

.

:

“Yes, butshe’s sick, and she 'an't got any

869.

ot

“How do you feel now?” we anxiously

inquired, as the last peach disappeared, and
the last stone was carefully deposited in the

pocket of his raged trowsers.

“Pretty good; but I wish I hadn't eaten
them all.”
>

“Why

carry

some

home

She ha'n’t had any this year.

to

in’ small oe

New

York:

1870. “Octavo. pp. 652.

The work of all the parties

my

But

I was so hungry, and they tasted so good I

ing the paper bag which contained his second quart, we thought with a pang of the

huridreds of others in our city, with palates

just as longing, but who ‘‘ha'n't got any
money."—~Providence Journal. .

“The Old Woman.”
ee

Once she was" « Mother,” and it was
‘Mother, I'm very hungry,” ¢ Mother,
mend my jacket,” and, ‘ Mother put up my
dinner;” and ‘‘ Mother,” with her loving

ma,

and

in doubtful

versions,~really

tion of Mother Goose as this had been hitched to

concerned in mak-

ing this book has been done with ability, care

and good taste. The paper, type,
and binding are excellent, and the
both a beautiful and solid aspect.

Henry L. Ste-

Publishers, &e.

sort of comparison,—~we say we do not know
what spasms of enthusiasm and prolonged fits of
delight we should have gone into, if such a fairy tale as Ting-a-Ling, or such a magnificent edi-

our stocking on a-holiday morning.
We are sure
we would have given the Bodleian library in exchange for the treasure and bragged over the
trade; and should have cared little for the burn-

illustrations
volume has
The author

ing of the famous Alexandrian collection, if such

has availed himself of the results of much study

Mm

“So I could

mother.

Engraved by G. Pearson.

C. Scribner & Co.

by

seemed t
most wonderful of poetry, fo which
Isaac Watts’s “ Divine and Moral Songs” bore no

designs by W. F. Keyl, T. W. Wood, and E. A.
Smith.

Same

pp. 186.

We hardly know what we should have done at
that poetic and credulous and appreciative period of life, when fairy stories were like the open
ing of the gates of a more glorious world, and
Mother Goose’s Melodies,—even when doled out

from the ape to the coral. By the Rev.d. G.
Wood, M. A., F. L. 8,. etc., author of “Homes
without Hands,” etc. With one hundred new

in

Large quarto.

a Phenix as this Mother Goose might have
sprung from the ashes.
Suffice it to say of these
volumes, that they are put up in a style of sumptuous beauty that will almost excite wonder in
those who well know the enterprise of this publishing House, and who have frequently admir-

in exegesis and Natural History which other
men have brought out, and he has puta large
amount of classified information into the numerous articles which the book containg. It is, of
course, impossible to know whether all the animals mentioned in Scripture by Hebrew names
are really identified, but there are always strong

ed the best products of the Riverside Press.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
a

2,

crocodile reThe Magazines increase in number beyond the
spectively, and the unicorn he regards,
not as the
necessities of the public,~beyond the probability
rhinoceros, but as an extinet animal
known
of a support also; and so some of them will
among paleontologists as the Urus. His accounts
probably run a brief, and it may be not a very
are in themselves interesting, and they throw no brilliant,
career. The law of supply and demand
little light upon many passages of Scripture, and | will
operate right along, here bringing a new ininvest metaphors and allusions with fresh and
flux of life and there digging a grave.
There are
higher meaning.
The volume belongs both to | some of our Magazin
es, however, that are worth
the ornamental and useful classes;.and will be | too much
and loved too well to be displaced.
very acceptable as an addition to the center-table
HoURs AT Home, (C. Scribner & Co., New
of the Christian family and to'the library of the: York) keeps
its excellent characfer, gains in vabiblical student.

2[ riety and ability, and has now added excellent

illustrations to the attractive qualities that have
made it a favorite.
The issue for Jan. speaks
strongly for itself.—The SUNDAY MAGAZINE, (J,
B. Lippincott & Co., Phila.) goes right on its
way, and reaches its American subscribers almost as early as ‘its compeers; and it never

THE LIFE OF JOSEPH ADDISON ALEXANDER,
D. D., Professor in the Theologi cal Seminary
at Princeton, New Jersey. By H enry Carrington Alexander. In two volumes. Octavo. pp.
921. Same Publishers, etc. 1870.
The eminence of Dr. Alexander as a scholar,
teacher and preacher,—his rare worth as a man
and a Christian,~his geniality as a friend,—the
large circle of acquaintance which he had among
the best. men of the Christian church,~his rank
as an author in the department of biblical exegesis,—the esteem in which he was held by a great
number of clergymen who had sat before him as
students in the class room or been thrilled by his
lectures, as well as the fact that this biography
has been prepared by his hear relatives,—all this
forbids surprise or-eomplaint that we have a memoir covering nearly one thousand pages, when

childhood, but in return
of tenderness, has only

for-all this wealth

given back reproach. Reader,
guilty of like ingratitude ?

are

you

Boys in Clover.
That must be a popular school—with the
youngsters—which a correspondent of the
N. Y. Post describes as located in a hill-girt
Connecticut town. It makes one half wish
to be back in boyhood again :
The moral tone of the school is its distinguished feature. Any one guilty of deceit
or fraud is warned by his companions to report himself to the head-master; if he neglects to do so he'is at once informed upon

by his companions. . Instead of its being

considered mean to report a misdemeanor,
it is here regarded as an offense against the
whole boy community to permit a misdeed
to go unpunished. The methods of punishment pursued at the school are entirely
original, and generally arise on the spur of
the moment.
A little boy makes too much
noise; he is ordered to take a horn to’ the
village green, and to blow a blast at the
four corners of the church;

or he

is sent a

mile over the hill to the Moody barn ; or he
helps rake hay for half an hour in the fields,
or cleans some bricks that are required for
building. One day a boy stole some apples
from a poor - widow ; he was sent the next
day, to pick up stones from her field as a

gem every way, and is
likely to make the “ Youngest Readers” find passey to the death of E lizabeth.
By James Antime in their lessons and forget that they are
thony Froude, M. A., Late Fellow of Exeter
hungry. —T, 8. Arthur #% Sons, Phila., net only
College, Oxford. Vols. III. and IV.
Same |
Publishers.
keep their publications up to the old standard of
1870. 12mo. Pp. 480, 508
This cheap and popular edition of Froude is excellence, but steadily elevate them.
THE
HOME MAGAZINE comes out in a greatly improvan admirable one. There is nothing slovenly
or
ed dress, that at first almost destroys the identity
poverty-struck about its appearance.
A letterof what has always been a good monthly for the
press that would have been especially noticeable
family, and yet which is now, even better than
for its excellence ten years ago, and a binding
good. ONCE A MONTH is enlarged to a goodthat is really attractive, hold a piece of historical
sized octavo, and the matter is more choice than
writing that puts Mr. Froude among the very
usual. THE CHILDREN’S HOUR always deservforemost of the brilliant authors in this departed to be described by superlatives, and it seems
ment that have almost inaugurated a new literary era.
These two volumes give prominence to somehow brighter, cheerier and sunnier than ever,as we run over its pagesand linger
the events that sprang from or aided to carry forat its
speaking illustrations.
They are three choice
ward that somewhat singular and many-sided
monthlies. |
iL
movement known as the Reformation in Eng;
land; and the fourth closes with an account of
the death of that royal puritan and polygamist,
Henry VIIL, and a brief but fair critical estimate of his character and work.
These volumes
—Yr W—
of history are too valuable and peculiar to be
Messrs. Roberts Bros. issue,the coming month,
omitted from any library that aims at the possession of anything like an adequate collection of “Autumn Period,” the second part of
Earthly
Paradise, by Wm. Morris; and a “Day by the
the English historians.
Fire,” and other stories, by Leigh Hunt.
This
er —

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

From the fall of Wol-

Literary Notes.

THE HOLY GRAIL, and other Poems. By Alfred
Tennyson, D
L., Poet Laureate. Boston
Fields, Os good & Co. 18 70. 12mo. pp. 202.:
Sold by E. J. Lane.
.
This new product of Mr. Tennyson’s muse has

been eagerly waited for, and its coming will re-

ward delay and fulfill expectation. Itis in precisely the same vein as his *¢ Idylls of the King”;
indeed, it is proper to regard it as a part of
that admirable metrical romance, that has been
dovetailed into the earlier installments 80 as to
preserve the unity and afford completeness.
There
is no falling off in Mr. Tennyson’ 8 poetic vigor,
or subtilty, or fineness of conception; and
his
verse gains in melody and mastery as
his powers

punishment, but the widow's heart softened,
.and she made him come in to dinner,
and | mature, as the cool judgment
stuffed him with good
things

home.
“ha

and

sent him | the strong imagination, and
the

A little boy was caught ducking-a fi
§

br
Thibe

allies itself with
clear

simplicity

dotulte Jrojortions of vis
8 0!
ng Arthur

cat in the rain-water hogshead ; up 8teps
| ang his Knights of the Round Table have
been
the teacher behind him, and, seizing him by
here crystallized into a shape that will hencethe seat of his breeches and the nape
of ‘the | forth keep them among the most sugges
tive and
cat to show | fascinating of all the legacie
s left us by the writ-

neck, plunges him in after the

him how it feels.

Such things as bullying rs who speak from out the twiligh
t of English

and fagging are net tolerated.
Those who are old
enough

have breech:

tO130Uh
Tholmey wane sdaBTeAYpWIL venture o
| qleq with such exquisite art
vel
hus, hans

loading rifles, and they are taught how
to|
The Holy Grail is the name given to the cup
use them, as the master is one of the best | that
Christ used at the Inst Supper, which,as
shots

in the country.

The older boys learn She legend hae I, go brought by Joseph
of Ariof animal

all about
the haunts
¥riow
the track
of the woo dchars s, the The
ey

A

’

last will constitute another volume of the Handy

Volume series, and report has it, the best. They
will also soon publish some half a dozen other
books, among the number, “Roman Imperiale
ism,” by Professor J. H. Seeley, (author of “Ecce
Homo”); “Wenderholme,” by P. G. Hameston;

Mrs. Oliphant’s “Historical Sketches of the reign
of George the Second”;

Rossetti’s

Life

of Shel -

ley, and the ‘Vothskalender Stories” by Berthold Auerbach, This firm has disposed of 35,

000 of Miss Alcott’s ‘ ‘Little Women” since
its
publication; and the demand is still for
more.

—Oliver Ditson & Co. have just issued *“The
New Congregational Harp and Chapel,” by
Loring Barnes, the well known secretary of the
Handel and Hayden Society. The volume embraces a good collection of hymns, Tunes, An.
thetns and Chants, and is arranged for congregational uses, social religious meetings, and for the

Sabbath
book

school.

“The

Sabbath

Guest,” a new

of Anthems, Choruses, Sentences,

&c., for

the opening and closing of Public Worship, by L.
O. Emerson and J. A. Morey,is in active prepara.

'

tion by the Messrs, Ditson,and will be issued earearly in February,—Mr. Hoyt has also a number
of religious books nearly ready for the press, and

has just issued “Alone in London,” “The Yachtville Boys,” *“The Mountain Patriots,” and a new

edition of “Under the Cross.”
popular

past

books

issued by

One

Mr, Hoyt

of the most
during the

year is ‘““He that Overcometh,” which is

dioneed who
ustonbtouche
quite an extensive sale. Mr. Hoyt has
ury, dworkin
g a when
the0 diseas
cure sin
for had
all | having
it; but
also offered the liberal premium of $600,
for the
come to abound,

.

it was caught away to heaven, | pest Sunday School Book that
can be written, the
saintship and the bravest | same to be free
from all denominational bias,
bird from its song, its nest, or egg +. They | knightly virtue could
a view of it. These | pq yet of a decidedly evangelical charac
roam the forests on Saturday, and fish and |1dylls relate how the gain
ter and
Knight
coon,

the fox, and can

hunt, and

bathe

tell

the

name

ofa

in the mountain streams ;

and only

the

[.

purest

in quest of it, as well

s of Arthur went

spirit. Manuscripts to be received until March

as deal with the -genealo- | 15, 1870.—Messrs,

Lee & Shepard publish in
money, either.”
some trusty big boy accompaiies the smal).
King, with vari- | January “Alaska”
| 87’ ¢*Pe Fence and death of
its resources, by W. H.
‘Have you had any peaches this year p” | er ones, and no party goes away
ous Spisodes that are full of interest. Nothing | Dall, director of theandRussian
telegraph expediwithout
21"|

‘No.
.

I picked one up in the street

.

last | the knowledge of the teachers,

J
a
~~

Nell;”

fl

«|

“Why don't you buy some P
«Cos I hat got any money.”

ask
master had thrown his grammar into the | some$”
a
fire, and Jathered him for disobedience,|
*Hwn't got none.”

. An spite of himself, as he glanced back to | Tom took leave of the workshop
.
He

time than'it took to

We might say the same

With Illustrations

Phens and Gaston Fay.

Literary Review.

this case, for the boy’s powers of deglutition
were little short of miraculous, -

forehead of his niece, he left the room.

-

3

make certain that they shouldbe | faithfulto his
duty ; but one night when his

seen.
The gentleman did see them, and smiled

~

Family.

Let the soul be virtuous

“¢“ Ah, sir, have you forgotten, then, the hands, would spread the bread and butter,
success is to the determined and brave. If
little
scheol-boy among the hills of New and stow away the luncheon, and sew on
you study asI did, you may possibly rise
Hampshire, to whom you so kindly sold a the great patch, her heart brimming with
as high—jyes, perhaps higher!”
comes empty or with a load of chaf.—THE Na.
affection for the impetuous little curly pate
‘“ But I haven’t-any Latin grammar, sir,” Latin grammar ?”
TIONAL SUNDAY SCHOO! TEACHER
(Adams,
Blackmer & Lyon, Chicago) begins the new year
The gentleman mused.
said Tom.
that made her so many steps, and nearly
with
fresh vigor, adding illustrative cuts, nfore
“Sold a Latin grammar! Now that you distracted her with his boisterous mirth.
“No? Well, would you like one ?”
carefully prepared lesson exercises, and, if that
“Yes, sir,” cried Tom, with flashing recall the incident, I do recollect a little
Now, she is the ‘“ old woman,” but she
is possible, wiser suggestions touching the
refellow who interested me, and to whom I did not think then it would éver come to
eyes.
ligious training of children and the management
that. She looked on through the future
“ Well, my lad, I shall come this way gave some school-books.”
of Sunday Schools. The Teacher has become a
‘“ Well, sir, I am that boy.
power in the land, and its forces are of: the best
again, and I will leave one atthe schoolYou told me years, and saw her boy to manhood grown ;
kind: —=THE AM. SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKER, (J.
that
I
might
pay
for
them when I got to and he stood transfigured in the light of her
house for you.”
.
W. McIntyre, St. Louis) is a work of nearly
Congress. If you will honor me "by meet- own beautiful love. Never was, there a
the
‘“ But I haven't any money.”
same aim as the Teacher,and opens well. Whething
a
few
more
friends
noble son than he—honored of the it might
at dinner, I will settle the
‘‘ Never mind, you can pay me when you
have been made more valuable to the er it is really needed remains to be seen.
A unbill.”— Vermont Chronicle.
world, and staff of her declining years.
get to Congress.”
general reading public by compressing it into
ion with the Chicago publication would seem a
Aye, he was her support even then, but half the space. And yet we do not at all intend natural thing to do;—perhaps,
“Thank you,”said Tom; ‘I won’t forhowever, there
she did not know it. She never realized to intimate that there is anything uninteresting may be a generous and Christian’ rivalry
get it, sir.”
that
- Bessie Barton’s Test.
in
all
this material; nor that the subject did not
will make both works better than either would
that it was her little boy that gave her
The gentleman looked down at him with
strength for daily toil, that his slender form deserve all the deference accorded to him by the be alone, and reach a larger circle of readers.—
a quizzical smile, and the two rode on in
biographer, nor
*I wish I knew just what to do about it,”
(N, E. News Co., Boston) is
was all that upheld her over the brink of a for which some that he has put down anything Goon HeaLTH,
silence until they reached the school-house. were
reader will not be grateful, nor
pithy, scientific, practical and full of
the words that again and again fell
common
dark despair.
*“ Please don’t forget the grammar,” sug- from
that he has not probably omitted much matter
sense.
Its merits entitle it to 100,000 subscribDr. Barton’s lips; for the matter to
She only knew how she loved the child, that seemed well worthy of a place in this rec- ers.—If we knew how to certify,
gested Tom, as he lifted the old cap again. be decided was a
in the use of
weighty one.
and felt that amid the mists,of age his love ord. But the biographer writes for the publie, any fresh and peculiarly forcible terms, to
“Not I,’ returned the gentleman ; ““a man
the |
Each time they were uttered, the soft,
and
it
is
a
busy
and
critical
great and solid value of LITTELL’S LIVING
and practical public,
would bear her gently through its infirmities
who eannot keep a promise should never dark eyes
AGE,
of a young girl, who sat sewing
that asks for the facts in the best form, and with(Littell & Gay, Boston,) our sense of
its high
make one—hey, my lad ?”
out any needless verbiage or detention over de- ‘worth would
near by, were lifted wistfully towards the to the dark hall leading to the life beyond.
prompt us to utter them with emBut the son has forgotten the mother’s tails. This demand, which is just
Nell tossed her head, and the boy soon gentleman, till
phasis,
and general,
It is enough to say that it is as good as
at last he noticed the earn:
tender ministrations now. Adrift from the the biographer has not very fully met. But he ever, and made
lost sight of the rider. Then he looked est express
up about as well asit can be. .
ion, and asked:
¢ What is it, moorings
has
given us a brace of volumes that are full of Subscribers for 1870 will
down at his shoes, at his coat, and his old Passy?
of home, he is cold, selfish, heartreceive as a gift the last
What do you think about it?”
interest; the character
cap, as he hung itonthe peg in the entry,
‘I should go by papa’s rule,” she replied, less. ‘‘Mother” has no sacred meaning to adequately set forth, of the subject is well and four numbers of the preceding ‘volume, so_as to
put them in possession of the first chapfers of
the life that is portrayed
the prodigal. She is ¢ the old woman,”
and silently contrasted them all with the the crimson
richly deserves study and will be found full
creeping into her fair cheek.
Mrs. Oliphant’s serial.—MERRY’S MUSEUM has
of
wrinkled,
fur-trimmed overcoat and outfitof the strangray, lame and blind.
Pity her, stimulus for both mind
‘‘ And what may your papa’s rule be, litO grave, and dry those tears that roll down ery page is fragrant withand heart, and nearly ev- renewed its age, taken on a look of freshness, and
ger.
*‘ Never mind,” said Tom to himself, tle
the influeuce emanating
has become one of the cheapest and best of the
Bessie ?” asked her uncle.
her furrowed cheeks! Have compassion from a spirit that sets forth the noblenes
“I will have them all, too, when I ama
s of a less ambitious juveniles.
“Never to do anything, or to say any- on her
Horace B. Fuller, Bossensitive heart, and offer it thy quiet true man and agnifies the grace of God. The ton, issues it at $1,50.p
member of Congress.”
er year.—THE NURSERY,
thing, orto go anywhere, when we cannot
rest, that it may forget how much it longed printer has hardly done the author or the pub- (J. L. Shorey, Boston) thoroughly outdoes its
At the end of two weeks a bundle of ask God's
blessing to rest upon us. He to be *‘ dear mother”
own beautiful and exquisite little self, in its is.
to the boy it nourished lishers justice.
books was left at the school-house.
There says it saves a world of trouble,
and is al- through a careles
sue for January.
It is a

clinging to the bits, the tips of his great
It was uphill work with poor Tom, but he
cowhide shoes touching the snow, asked if never
lost what he gained, and managed to
the gentleman was hurt.
make what little he accomplished tell on the Treasury.
“Not a bit of it, my lad,” said he, shakfuture.
cid
.
ing himself free of the snow, ‘only warm- |One day his father brought home a stranedup alittle. What's the damage ?
An Incident.
*‘ Nothing, sir, that I see,” returned Tom, "ger, and told Tom that he was apprenticed
during his minority to this man, who would
his handsome face glowing with good humake him a blacksmith.
Walking up street, the other afternoon,
mor, as he yielded the horse to its owner.
“ButI am not goingto be a blacksmith,” we noticed hanging aromd a
“Well, then, my lad, get ia, and we'll
grocery door,
cried Tom, in a Passion; ‘‘I'm going
to where a large quantity of peaches were distry again. You are going to school, I see,” Cong
ress.”
;
played, a ragged little urchin apparently
added the stranger, as he gathered up the
‘The more need you should Jear
eight
or nine years old, whose eyes were
n
to
shoe
reins.
the horse that carries you there,” replied fixed upon the luscious fruit
with much the
© “Yes, sir.”
the father, with a shrug,
:
expression of a famishing cat in sight of a
‘““ How far?”
Tom packed up his worldly goods, not | tempting piece of
meat. After watching
*‘ Guess tis about two miles from here.”
forgetting his books, and trudged away to | bis movements for
a few minutes, we ac.’
The gentleman turned and looked into
a distant village, where he pared horses | costed bim :—
sinicie
his face, and then glanced all over Tom's hoofs by
day, and studied at night
by|
«po you like peaches, sonny ?”
figure, even to his feet.
~ | stealth, for he was allowed neither knot
“Yes, gir.”
“He sees my

Tom's face.

write this.”

regarded

man;

of Congressasl.

Then Baby cries,
Pretty, pretty!”
The only word she can speak;

A

drove his

would be of interest | ©&nize in him the giver of the Latin’ gramto him, and ended by saying he was a mem- | mar. He
had come, he said, to listen to the
ber of Congress.
gentleman who had so mavfally defended

“You are just as likely to be a member

Sometimes the snow lies white

BECAME

Spoke through his nose, ajways
grammar?” | arrow home to the mark.

.| ing:

Neath any sort of a sky;
Blue, as her pretty eyes are,
Gray, like his dear old tail;
Be it windy, cloudy or stormy,
Our courage does never fail.

HE

as imagination had

I owe my ability to do so in a great
him, as he glanced up sideways into his face; measure to yourself.”
“Tome!” echoed the astonished gentleflattered the gentleman, for ‘he said, smil-

Three merry companions

HOW

but dressed something

but I used

Perhaps the awe with which Tom

w

We go on our walks together—

.

was

history as he thought

Rest from the dream of living,
Under a mound so ldw,
Sleep that no trump shall waken,

—Our

cative ; it enriches as it runs, and is harm-

like the ointment upon the beard of Aaron,
‘‘even to the skirts of his garments,” and by
some unknown process it got into his hair.

By Frank R. Stockton. Tlus. Be msell. New York: Hurd&

trated by E.
Houghton, 1870. Octavo. pp. 187. Sold by
J.
e.
;
MOTHER (G0OSE’S MELODIES FOR CHILDREN ;
or, Songs for the Nursery. With Notes, Music,
and an Account of the
se or Vergoose

pure stream from a perpetual fountain ; it is
clear and gentle, and sweet and communi-

less dnd innocent.

for 925 cts., and the

Re

Tia4livg,,

think.”
This last question aroused the gentleman,|
One day there appeared in the ouse the didn't
In all his
hunger
and
dirt he had |reasons for accepting the views which Mr. Wood
and, becoming sensible that the little fel- | Venerable form of an ex-memb
low at his side was thirsting for knowledge, | Present delighted to honor. er, whom all not forgotten that: oo as he sped with rap- | 3dopts. He finds, as most
tneeded but 1d footaters
tors
io
a his h
tightly
grasp. | 7008 description of beliemoth commenta
and leviathan do,
aphe very kindly went over such parts of his | OR glance at the genial face for Tom to recPs toward
his home, tightly grasp- plicable to the hippopotamus
and

_ Peace such as love may know,

Under the hedgerows

and Tom

elected member of Congress from tha very
county where he spent his struggling boyhood. He wentto Washington, notin cowhide Shoes and butternut colored homespun,

mark-

by the light of the fire,

| rance :
:
¢¢ Please, sir, what's a Latin

Faith in a fairer morning,
‘Falling with the snow.
:

—Sunday

slid away,

Then he ‘asked, as if ashamed of his igno- | floor than this Yankee member, who, if he

Quiet hopes for the future,
As the great years come and g0—

and

Well, years

:

pictured, as he looked after his benefactor
and learned the whole of the Latin grammar on the eventful day of the sleigh-ride.
by the light of one pitch knot.”
A nobler-looking man, the ladies in the
For a moment Tom sat perfectly still. | galleries said, never had appeared upon the

Tender comfort to soothe it,

Baby, and Dog,

We worked very hard,

to study evenings

YO

Never

jungles feast with
upon a fresh piece
that boy upon that
fairly reveled in

for $1,00, one

third for 10 cts.
It is a rare purchase when
bought for a dime.

A soul conversant with virtue resembles a

them. The juice oozed out of the corners of and Le willbe happy.
his mouth, it covered his face, it ran down

did so and so ‘‘in less

so had been lost.

ing the white surface of the snow gently
with his whip-lash, *“I was a poor boy, and
my father could not afford to send me to

Ténder mem’ry to soften

’

a

could & stump be the making ofa

man P”

Sendéth
He not from Heaven

Pain that I used

No second invitation was needed.

ed ;—one sells

con-

the stranger. In his timid awkwardness
Tom scratched his head again, and wrig- he had not thought to ask the name of his In fact, he was a peachy boy.
BIBLE ANIMALS; heing a description of every
Novelists have a way of saying he or she
living creature mentioned in
the Scriptures,
'gled all over. Then out came the question: benefactor, and the only opportunity to do

Tenderly folds the'snow,

=

‘“Nellis a little aristocratic, and

berant spirits an shouts of happiness

stantly bubbling up and running oyer as
this school exhibits, it has never been my
lot to witness before.
.

us see what you ean do.”

dids tarving tiger in the
lowest roucd, he made his way’ more
gusto and delight
upward. We all know by what of
missionary than than
ambitious man makes progress, by quart
of peaches. He

shies at all such plebeian things. She does
Years passed by, during all of Svhich
not know thata stump was the making of Tom had looked in vain for his early friend,

Over the Silent City,
.
.
Where the dead lie still and low,

and he drew a long breath.
“I don’t know,” he said at last.
0)
© A quart was measured out.
Eo
“Now sit down on that doorstep and let

toil, by self-denial, by courteous
deportment, by the constant acquisition of
knowledge.
:
-

‘“ A stump,” returned the gentleman, with

a smile.

rir

It was rotten ‘wear good stout woolen clothing, which
send our readersto the volume itse
lf,as the only
necessarily meets with numerous rents and | method
3
of serving them truly or of enabl
~ “How many do you think you could eat tears, but is kept in order .by Aunt
ing
them
Betsey,
to do justice to the
if you had them p”
whose needle and patch-work are in con- poems aid in filling the author. A few briefer
j
;
volume, and Which readThe eyes of the little gamin distended stant demand. Such a beehive, such exu- ers will be glad to get. Three editi
ons are issu-

Seg

Poetry,

12, 1870.

but extended quotations would set forth the high
All the boys| poetic qualities of the work, and we prefer to | tion; also the first volume of the * Speeches (P
Charles Sumner.”
»

i

:
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LITERARY MISCELLANY.

ernment paralyzed.

|

Nothing

Beecher, is the

Mr.

Stanton, given us by

best that has_yet appeared.

Happy is the

man who is exhibited by such a limner.
Happy. is the painter who finds such a man
to portray. ‘Twice happyis the nation that

great man of war, carried in his
the tenderness of a woman's heart.

gitls stand in a row, like so many statues,
raped, indeed, and not only draped, but

office within one
year afterward. in the
cities or suburbs of Boston or New-York, is

dressed in their best, and,
painted too
; for
the young ladies, and the older ones also,

is rightin being

calm

and

strong.

The reins fell into

the chariot: did not

leave

the

road, even for a moment. Europe saw the
great head of the Government fall; and
after one night, his suecessor installed, and

the mighty machine

jar.

This
bosom

of a neighborhood come together, and the

'

He was never so busy that he could not
counts both subject and artist among its listen
to the lowly. He put by Senators
Christian
We copy from the
:
:

possessions.
Union :

It is not too much to say, that from the

iti

hour Mr. Stanton put his shoulder under the
burden of the war, the country had a master. Itis not too much to say, that the
country

would never have had a Lincoln, if

Mr. Lincoln had not had a Stanton. He
ave to his superior the needed qualities.
fir Lincoln was for the time like a staunch
ship driven before the gale. But Stanton’s
influence developed in the President that
wisdom, which, alone, he had not the power,
under the terrible blasts of war, to unfurl

and hold to its place.
In ¢omparing
Mr. Stanton with his compeers, we shall find in others a judgment as
sound

as his; a reason, both perceptive and

reflective, as quick and as piercing; a personal integrity as unsullied : but there is none
that will compare with him in the forward
action of all his faculties, and the plunging
force of his will! Though he was familiar
with history, and though his large experience in legal affaims had stored his mind

and made Generals waif while some unbefriended mother told her tale; and many

But, above
all, his force, or it may betthr
be said, his genius,” was to be found in his

extraordinary

will.

It was

a

versatile,

fruitful and abundant will, which gave intensity to his
conviction, steadfastness

to his Jutposes,
and
overwhelming
power to the execution of his plans.
Mr. Lincoln toothad strength of will, but
it acted only in the line of firmness. It kin-

box of lady's paint ‘is

gentle,

a heart

so loving,

a friendship

known their choice, the

in taking

it—he

has

new luster, and to
that shall not die.

given

history

is now

certain that

the

gence.

His nature was large enough

to enable

companied by a friend, I rode seven miles,

what I have learned from intelligent natives,

I think that IT may safely assert that the chief
sources of the Nile arise between 102 and 120
south latitude, or nearly in the position asSigued to them by Ptolemy, whose River

machine of war, that we

are to find his dis-

tinguishing excellences.
n the sublime task he almost gave
identity, and mingled himself with the
which he served. Or, it may be more
erly said, that he. took up the whole

up his
cause
propcause

of liberty and union into his proper personality, and made the country a part of him-

self. Wrong done to the country was
wrong done to him. He was defeated inj
defeat, and %¢ waa victorious in the nation’s
victories. While it lasted he had no other
life than the life of the war. There was to

and northwest of Tanganyika,
because
these have not yet come under my observation ; but, if your Lordship will read the
following short sketch of my discoveries,
you will perceive that the springsof the Nile
have hitherto been searched for very much
too farto the north. They rise about 400
miles south of the most southerly portion of
of

all the lakes except Bangweolo. .
on the 2d
Liemba.
tous sides
beautiful,
ered with

of the upland, and

of April, 1867, I discovered Lake
It lies in a hollow with precipi2,000 feet down; it is extremely
sides, top and bottom being covtrees and other vegetation. Ele-

phants, buffaloes and antelopes feed

on the

steep slopes, while hippopotami, crocodiles
and fish swarm in the waters. Guns being
unknown,

the elephants, unless sometimes

deeeived into a pitfall, have it all their own
way. It is as perfect a natural paradise as
} Xenophon
could have desired. On two
rocky islands men till the land, rear goats
and catch fish; the villages ashore are embowered in the palm-oil palms of the West
Coast of Africa. Four considerable streams
flow into Liemba, and a number

(Scottice * trout

arrived at the church asthe people

were assembling. Not knowing any one,
I approached a plain looking man, and askedit there was to be a lecture there.
‘ Yaas.”
:
¢¢ Who is the lecturer ?”’
.
6 Gough.”

5

Society?”

.

«I spect I am the President.”
- “Ah! My name is Gough.”

.

So we went, and I sat in a pew till he
came to me, and said, *¢ You'd better go in
the desk.”

‘Is there any one here to offer prayer P”

I asked.
.
‘No; the minister's ‘ away.”
‘‘Is there no deacon?”
“I spect I'm a deacon.”
‘Can't you pray ?”
““ No; I don't speak in meeting.”

of the

Government!

Mercenary

men,

that in the country’s distress hung about the
Government for personal gain, he hated
with a fervent hatred. Mousing and plotting politicians were like loathsome Vermin
to him. Whoever
would honestly and
heartily serve the country, him he would

and is goin to lectur.”
}
I “lectur'd” as well as I was able, and
had no sooner taken my seat than I heard
from below: ‘We'll now proceed to take
up a collection for the benefit of the lecturer.
round with his hat, while

he passed

the people were

going out, and dumping the contents on
the table in front ofthe pulpit, and shaking
the lining of his hat, said: ‘“ There! that’s
all for you, and we shan’t take nothing out
for light.”
The amount did not exceed a dollar and
a half, principally in cents; some of them
the tokens that

were

then in

vogue,

sub-treasury.
I said, “I don’t want it.”
+ *“ Why, there's a lot of it.”

red clay

‘“

serve with all his heart.
Whoever, in the
ho day of her distress, would seek to

ecce the country for his own private interest, he abhorred with a scorn that burnt like
fire. Flippant politicians, pretentious mar© tinets, corru
public men, venal scribblers,
and the whole tribe of apes and peacocks,

he ground beneath his feet with merciless
fury. When, at a safe distance they chattered and vindictively assailed his honor,
he let them snarl, caring no more for them
than does a housewife for the flies which she
has once brushed out of her room. Avarice
baulked, and wounded vanity, make desperate enmities. Ev8n now, in the hour of
death, there may be seen some loathsome
creatures standing in the door of his sepulchre, growling for his corse.
Mr. Stanton seldom spoke of himself and
never vaunted his services. But none knew
80 well as Mr. Lincoln how often he saved
the country at those decisive points which
came so frequently in the two last years of
conflict. To-Mr. Stanton we owe it, in all
likelihood, that the Confederate armies did
not, after Rosecrans’ defeat at Chicamauga,
do by the great Northwest what afterwards
Sherman did by the Southeast.
Mr. Lincoln's advisers urged him to withdraw the army from
East Tennessee, and
to fall back upon Nashville. He requested
"Mr. Stanton to give the rders for such a
movement. Stanton protested. Mr. Lincoln

came to the War Department with an emineat general, to reason the matter.
aye cannot hold the ground, Mr.

Stan-

one was thirty and the other forty yards
broad, crossed by bridges; one had a quarter and the other half a mile of flood on
each

side.

Moreover,

one,

the

Luo,

-

No.”

"

covered a plain abreast of Moero, so that
the water, on a great part, reached from the
knees to the upper part of the chegt. The
plain was of black mud, with grass higher
than

our heads.

which,

in

places,

We had to follow the path
the feet of the passengers

had worn into deep ruts. Into these we,
every now and then, plunged and fell, over
the ankles in soft mud, while hundreds of
bubbles rushed up, and bursting emitted
a frightful odor. We had four hours of this
wading and plunging. The last mile was
the worst; and right glad we were to get
out of it and bathe

in

the clear, tepid

wa-

ters and sandy beach of Moero. In going
up the bank of the lake we first of all forded four torrents, thigh deep; then a river,
eighty yards wide and three hundred yards
of flood on its west bank, so deep we had to

keep to the canoes till within fifty yards of
the higher ground ; then four brooks from
five to fifteen yards broad.
:

A

Russian

Wife
rt

‘“ Waal, yes; I see there was some bungtowns in the heap.”

And without another word he marched
off, leaving me to laugh, which I did most
heartily.— Gough's Autobiography.

had

The
“A wise

Human

man.

can

Face.

read

most

and

yet

the

whole

your

possibility

of

human feeling and purpose resides in it.
There is the brow, sometimes clear and upright, reflecting back heaven's blue gaze,
sometimes lowering and clouded with conscious unrest.

There

is

the

cheek, some-

times tinged and glowing with pleasure,
sometimes
blanched
with indignation.
There is the eye, that chiefest tell-tale of
human feelings veiled with softness and

pity,

sometimes

mirrored

with

hate and malice.

There is every

-

idea ef telling you something of the marriage customs of this strange country.
A
French writer, whose name I forget, has

line

feature clothed with moral expression.

truly said, ¢¢ The Russians are a nation of
polite savages,” a remark that is very apt,
but it helps us toward a proper understanding of the social condition of the people.
The rich are very rich, the poor are very

Ifthe finest genius

at one

seems to his friends and to himself that he
disheartened, and in com-

laining all the rest of his life.

A sturdy

d from New Hampshire or. Vermont, who
in turn tries all the professions, who teams,
farms it, peddles, keeps a school, preaches,
edits
u paper, goes to Congress, buys a
township, and so forth, in successive years,
and always, like
a cat, falls on his feet, is

worth a dozen of these city dolls. He
walks abreast with his days, and feels no
shame in not * saulying 8 Profession 3 for
he does not postpone
‘his life, but lives
already.

He

has

not

hundred chances.

one

chance,

but a

Af the doors

frowning,

some

full of faith, others of doubt and melancholy ; some on which peace lights like
a holy dove, and others scarred and farrowed like the unsteady sea, with the storms of

Dec. 4. 1869, near the age of 75 years,
with her

husband, who

the gospel, she removed from N. H. to Vt., b1
years ago.’ She embraced the religion of Christ
when a young woman, united with
the church
and lived a

Christian more

than 70 years.

She

was devoted and faithful, her piety was constant,
the Bible her chief book and religion her theme.

Friends can but rejoice at her happy exchange.
8.
W. COWELL.
SARAH

FRANCES, only

daughter of Capt. Wil-

God bless the cheerful person!—man,
woman or child, old or young, illiterate or
educated, handsome or homely! Over andfulness. What the sun is to nature; what
God isto the stricken heart which knows how
to lean upon him, are cheerful persons in
the house and by the way-side. They go unobtrusively, unconsciously about their silent
mission, brightening up society around
them with the happiness beaming from
their faces.
We love to sit near them, we
love the glance of their eye, the tone of
their voice. Little children find them out,

oh, so quickly! amid the densest crowd,and,
passing by the knotted brow and compressnear,

and, laying

a confiding

little hand on their knee, lift their clear
young eyes to those loving faces.

Ruins in China.

aged 25 years. By her amiable char:
gentle manners she had endeared herlarge. circle of friends.
Those who
comforted by the assurance that she
in Jesus, and is now among the num-

ber of those whose robes are washed
white in the blood of the Lamb.

and made
S. C. K.

LAVINIA 8., wife of H.:B. Wicom, of Manches-

ter, died of congestion of the

brain,

Nov.

21st,

after a brief illness of two weeks. She died trusting in Christ.
. NANCY 8:, wife of Thom. E. Cressey of Manchesr, died of typhoid and lung fevers, Dec. 4th, aged

recently

formed.

Her life

was

a standing

dured submissively to the last and died in triumph.
Services by the writer.

days. Well-built bridges have been discovered in many patts, and the expedition
conducted by M. de Lagree found remains
of the same and other constructions as far
as the fifteenth degree of north latitude.
So extensive and numerous are these remains that they are considered to prove beyond dispute that at the time when they
were built the country must have been densely populated by people rich and prosperous to a very high degree; indeed, there is
|
possitive evidence of the fact in the writings
of a Chinese traveller, who speaks with
wérm admiration of the lavish manner in
which gold was employed in the decorations
of their monuments.

Life in the Sea.
—

OE

The life of all fishes is one of perpetual
warfare, and the only law that pervades
the great world of waters is that of the
strongest, the swiftest and most voracious.
The carnage of the sea immeasurably exceeds even that which is permitted to .perplex our reason on earth. We know, however, that without it, the population of the
sea would soon become so immense, that,
vast as it is, it would not suffice for its mul-

titudinous

inhabitants.

bly, die of natural

Few fishes, proba-

death, and some seem to

to have been created solely to devour others. There is probably none which does

not feed on some ‘other species, or on its
own.
Many of the monsters that roam the

watery plains are provided with maws, capable of engulfing thousands of their kind
a day. A hogshead of herrings have been
taken out of the belly of a whale. A shark
probably destroys tens of thousands in a
year. Fifteen full sized herrings have been
found in the stomach of a cod. Sea-birds
are scarcely less destructive to fish than fish
are to each other. The solan-goose can
swallow and digestat least six full-sized
herrings per day. It has been calculated
that the Island of St. Kilda, assuming it
to be inhabited

by two

hundred

78

years.

He

wad converted in 1842, in a meeting held by Father 8. Wire, and also baptized by him, and joined

the 1st Potter church, of which he

was

a faith-

ful and worthy member until his death. He was
remarkably even in his temper and Christian

walks; always at his ‘post, earnestly laboring
to
help forward every good cause. He was univers
sally respected and beloved. In his death his
family has lost 8 worthy father, his wife an affectionate and true husband, and the church a
faithful member.
:
L. B. STARR.

ZIPPORAH WIGGIN

died in Amherst, July

3,

1869, aged 61 years. She sought Christ while
Joune, and was baptized by Rev. J. Rowe.
Her

ife was ever 2 prigh light directing the sinner
to the Lamb of
God. But during her latter years

JAMES H., son of Jason
died

years.

and Hannah

of consumptien, in, Candia,

From early childhood, he

Geofry,

Dec. 2, aged 21

was

remark-

able for strict integrity, love to parents, and a
well governed life. No reproach attaches itself
to his memory.
He loved
his meeting, accomattied his
parents tothe house of God on the
abbath, and was a member of the Sab. school u
to the time of his Iast sickness.
Although he h
lived a prayerful life for the past four years, it
was not until a few weeks prior to his exit that
he gave decided evidence of a change of heart.
This change he openly avowed, was very happy,
and longed to depart to be with his dear Saviour.
He left many sayings which his friends have
treasured up, and which will .serve as a precious
legacy to their memory until they are called to
follow him.
His end was peace.
A. C.
DEACON
ROBERT
YORK
died
in Allegan,
Mich., Sept. 26, aged 73 years. Deacon York
.was an honored member of the Freewill Baptist
church.
At the age of 28 he gave his heart to
God, and for 45 years was a most exemplary
Christian.
He was a firm supporter of all the institutions connected with the gospel.
His house
was a& home for the servants of God.
His
last sickness was severe, yet no murmur escaped
his lips. . He died in hope of a blissful immortality where the wicked cease from troubling
and the weary are at rest. He leaves a wife,
children and grandchildren, and a large circle of
friends and acquaintances ‘who deeply mourn
their loss.
+ L. BARCLAY.
MRS. SUSAN FLORIDA died of consumption at
Louisville, N. Y., Nov. 23d, aged 51 years.
During a sickness of several years she was always
cheerful and uncomplaining.
Her life was one of
consistent devotion to the service of Christ, and
as she drew near the time of départure she found
a sure support and strong consolation.
Mrs. Lypra
M. O’DoNNELL, wife of Hon’
John O’Donnell. died at her house in Lowvilles
Dec. bth, aged 42 years. Sister O’Donnell became a Christian when.
about
fifteen years
of age, and was a member of the Presoyterian church until the organization of the Freewill Baptist church in this place, of which she
was one of the first members.
Her life was a
continuous testimony to the excellency of the
Christian
religion.
She was zealous in good
works, fervent in spirit and faithful in the discharge of duty.
Her attachment to the church
and all its, enterprises was strong, and her devotion to its interest untiring. She had been for
many years a resident of this place, and had attract to herself a large circle of sincere friends.
Of her it may be truly said*‘ none knew her but
to love her,” and those who knew her best loved
her most.
In the church, the Sabbath school and
the prayer-meeting her loss will be greatly felt,
but nowhere will she be missed more than in the
family circle,of which she was the Hight aud Jor

thousand

of these birds, feeding for seven months in
the year, and with

an allowance of five her-

rings each per day, the number of fish for
the summer subsistence of this single species of bird

cannot be

under

two

hundred

and fourteen millions. Compared with the
enormous consumption of fish by birds and
each other, the draughts made upon the
population of the sea by man, with all his
ingenious fishing devices, seem to dwin-

dle into absolute insignificance.—Edinburgh
Review.

AND

spent and the day of peace near at hand,

Mr. Stanton foresaw sooner than any other
adviser of Mr. Lincoln, the dangers ‘which

might arise from the military power which
had assumed such gigantic proportions, It

But now that they had a respectable dowry
secured, each girl was speedily engaged,
was largely by his-sagicity and fidelity that
with the husband took the dowry, and
Mr. Lincoln's easy good nature was saved and
paid the rich lady by promising to pray for
from serious error. He administered the the repose of her daughter's soul. Inno
transition from war to peace with a will as ‘country is this arrangement of terms carresolute, a wisdom as patriotic, as that ried on with more caution and completeWhisk had served the country through the ness than in Russia,
The young man goes to the house of his
When Mr. Lincoln, at the hight
his proposed bride and counts over her dresses,
fame, was slain by an assaasinS and of Mr.
and examines the furniture, and sees the
“Seward lay as one dead, and strong
men whole with bis own eyes before he commits
“Were appalled, not for an hour SE
Ben ; himself to the irrevocuble bargain,
In high’
R

sorrow, or triumph, or despair.

these riches, and actually advertized for
them.
A host of applicants came, and she
selected six,
None of them had lovers.

Itexpress-

es what the speech can not. It isthe flower
that blooms on the dry, hard stem of our
social talk. Dull were the life in which
there was no laughter, and as bad, too, I
fear. Men of guilt don’t often laugh, or if
they do ‘tis a laugh that searches and sears
them to the quick. But with most men ‘tis
the childish rompings of the spirit within,
the riotous outbreak of pleasure, delight

with cash

single square can well be afforded to any
obituary. Verses are Ynadmissible.

55

A

After much suffering she has gone to rest.

and sympathy.—Rev.

J. F. M'Clelland.

© CALEB HUNTRFSS died of heart disease. in
Otisfield,Dec.13, 1869,
aged 81 years. The subject
of this notice professed faith in Christ some fifty
years ago, and joined the F. W. Baptist church,
and ever lived an humble Christian life. He was a
man of few words in public, but loved the house
of God and the gospel of Christ, and gave God’s
dear ministers his
hearty support,
It might be

said.of him, as was said of one of old, ‘ But my
with him, and

because

he hath another

hath followed

|.

me

fully, I will

he went, and

his seed shall possess it.” Fle leaves a wife and

Base all your actions upon a principle
of right, preserve your integrity of character,
cost.

and,

doing thie, never
TT

reckon

spirit

bring him into the land whareinto
children to mourn their loss.

the

SoPHRONIA

A.

FrENcH

JOHN -PINKHAM,

died

ALLEN’S

which

LUNG BALSAM

Can be taken as a fact.

Letall afflicted test it at

once.

Sold by all Medicine Dealers.

At5

A HUMBUG.
OW OFTEN WE HEAR THIS EXPRESSION
from persons reading advertisements of Patent
Medicines, and in nine cases out of ten they may be
right. It is over
22 years since Il introdbced
Dr.
Tobia8’ Venitian Liniment to the public. I had no money
to advertise it, so Ileft it for sale with a few
gists
and storekeepers through a small section of the country, many taking it with great reluctance; but I told
them to let any one have it, and if it did not do all I
stated on my pamphlet, no one need pay for it. In
$ome stoees Wo of
y
hordes were alien, Ja trial,
y
persons present.
Iwas, by many,
thought
or:
aad that
t
would be the last they would see ah or 2A]
Iknew my medicine was no humbug. In about two
manths I

began to receive orders for more Diniment,

some calling it my valuable Liniment, who had refused to sign a receipt when I left it at their store.—
Now my sales are millions of bottles yearly,and all
for cash. I warrantit sapérioy to sly other medicine
for the cure of Croup,
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Colid
Vomiting, Spasms and
Sea sicknsss, as an internal
remedy.
It is perfectly innocent to take mternally—

see oath accompanying each bottle—and externall
for Chronic Rheumatism, Headache, Mumps, Fros
ed Feet, Bruises, Sprains, Old Sores, Swellings, Sore
Throats, ete., ete.
;
Price’ 50 cts. Sold by the Druggists.
Depot 10
Park Place, N. Y.
4452

S. S. PAPERS.

Christian Banner!
A paper for the People and

Christian Workers.

It

is suitable for distribution in BIBLE CLASSES and in
the general work of home evangelization.
- TERMS: Five copies, $1; Twenty copies, $3,500;
Forty copies, $6.

.
i

CHILD

AT

HOME!

At Reduced

Rates.

Each number contains four NEW and ORIGINAL en-

gravings, and is full of attractive reading and sound
struction.

TERMS: Eight copies, $1; 100 copies, $12.
Colored Edition,
AT HOME, in colors, is very

THE CHILD

Y
attractive,

and is the only paper of the kind printed in this country. Itis given by many S.S. superintendents and
teachers for rewards.
TERMS: Ten copies, $4;
ies, 30 cents each.

Twenty-five

or more

eop-

A@~ Specimen copies of the above Papers sert free.
Published

Monthly

by

AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY,
164 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.

4152

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
Shrub and Evergreen Seeds, with directions

for Culture,
complete

prepaid

by mail.

and judicious

The most

assortment

in the

country. - Agents wanted.
25 Sorts of either for $1.00;
Small Fruits, Plants,

Prepaid by mail.
or $1.00.

prepaid by mail.

Also

Bulbs, all the new potatoes, &c.,

4Ibs. Early Rose

Potato, prepaid,

Conover’s Colossal ASpATagus, $3 per 100;

$25 per 1000, prepaid.

New

hardy

fragrant ever-

blooming Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cts. each,

prepaid,

True Cafe Cod Cranberry,
for upland or lowland

cul-

ture, $1.00
per 100, prepaid, with directions,
Priced
Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission.
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass,
Established in 1842,
4m52

WATCHES.
$10.

Oroide

and

Alminam.

$15.

Bronze Watches of Genuine Improved Oroide, with
English, Swisc and American movemeuts, in Heavy Double Cases, equal to $100 to $250 Gold Watches,
Price—Horizontal
Watches, $8, equal in ADpearance

and for; time. to Gold Watches worth

Levers, $12xequat” to $150
ers, extra fine and superior
ones.
We have just commenced
‘Watch, full jeweled, lever,
to heat, cold, and position,
in appearance

and

$100; Full

Jewelled

Gold ones; Full Jeweled Levfinish, $15, equal to $200 Gold

making a very fine American
chronometer balance, adjusted
in Heavy Double Cases, equal

for time to a Gold Watch

costing $250.

e charge only $25 for these magnificent watches. = All
our watches in hunting cases, gents’ and ladies’ sizes.—
Chains. $1 to $8. Also, all kinds of jewelry, equal to gold,
at one tenth the
price.
CLUBS.—Where six Watches are ordered at one
time, we will send a seventh Watch free, Goods sent by
to be paid

Boston,

for on delivery.

OROIDE WATCH

CO., 93 Washington

U. S.

452

THE GREATEST

BLESSING
Of

TYPE,

DR,

the

Age!

KENNEDY'S

RHEUMATIC

AND

K. ROGERS,
Water

Street,

eagle heading, but I mean

in Danville,

aged 80. She gave herself to Christ in the morn.
ing of life, and united with thechurch while Rev,
a. Cole was pastor.
Wisdom’s ways t6 her
orepleasantness, and her paths; peace; Many

every

word

of it.

have been there. When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting

Agent,

in a chair, you

Boston.

must

sit and

wishing it was nighteand

I

suffer, in the morning

at night wishing

it was

The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

morning;

FOR

wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison

When youhave the
NEURALGIA,

tf8

single

MARY A., wife of Geo. H. Twombly, died in
this city, Dec. 28th, aged 27 years.
Com.
MARY, wife of Caleb Atwood, died in Salisbury, N. H., November 5th, aged 62 years.

Caleb,

Physicians do not recommend a medicine
has no merits, what they say about

MEDICAL

NEWSPAPER
FACES.
Address orders to

equal to five cent a line, to insure an insertion,
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

servant

the Throat, Bronchial Tubes and the Lungs.”

Price List sent free.

When

SALE.
Grist

(that I have justgot through with,) that most awful,
most heart-withering; most SHengiAdostioying mass

Mill

Stones 30 inches in diameter,

164

SOUTH

manufactured

NEWMARKETN.,

R

For

Sale
MASON

at this
& HAMLIN’S

OfficHFIVE

QC

VE

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.
The retail price of every instrument of this Roatiny

is $125.00.

This excellent Organ

bargain, if it is taken soon.

39

will

be

sold

at a

Address

L.R, BURLINGAME,
Dover N.H.

JOY, COE & 00,, Publishers’ Agemss, Tribun
Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila

delphia, are authorized to contract for advertising
-in-this Jeon EE

spirit-breaking and mind-weakening of all the
diseases that can afflict our poor human mature;
When you have the
J
LUMBAGO,
’
Lyiog and withering in agonv and pain, unable to
turn yourselfin bed, and every movement will go to
vour
heart like a knife; now tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseasesin a few days is not the
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!

DIRECTIONS

TO

USE:

You will take a table-spoonful and three

spoonfuls

of water three times a day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

Manufactured by
DONALD KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass.

Wholsale Agents—Geo. C. Goodwir& Co., M. 8.
Burr & Co.,. Rust Brothers & Bird, Carter & Wiley,
Gilman & Bro.,
Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,

B ston; W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port.

land; Joseph Balch & Son, Providence.
all druggists.
Price $1.60 per bottle.

At retail by
21152
-

NICKS

Floral Guide
HE

FIRST

TWENTY

ch26t

One new

a

When you have the
SCIATICA,

SECOND-HAND

1] N

every nerve in your being is like the sting of

around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
of madness :
;

by HoLmEs & BLANCHARD.
Has been in
passion. Man's face is the bulletin board
N. MORRISON.
of his heart and his life. O, itis a very
use
about
two
months
only.
Also,
:
poor.
The nobles are courtly, polite, and
MARY R. G., wife of M. B. Spinney, of George“‘It is impossible ; we can't reinforce the as refined in manners as those of the same glory to watch this human face—this dial- town,
Me., died in Sidney, Me., at the residence
SECOND-HAND
army. It can’t be done.”
class in Germany ; but the serfs, or those plate of the soul—when men meet to grasp of her father, T. J. Gtant, Dec. 20, aged 31 years.
“It can be done, Mr. President. It must who belonged to the nobles with the soil
ands and interchange thoughts!
Not | Sister 8. professed religion when but 13 years
Boilers
rander is the ever-varying beauty of the of age, was baptized by Rev. D. B. Lewis, T W Ostcam
be done. It shall be done.”
before the emancipation are rude and not
and
united
with
the
F.
W.
B.
church
in
Sidney,
andscape,
with
its
lights
and
shades,
its
So far from fielding to evil counsel, Mr.
cach 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches
half civilized. Almost as soon as a girl is
of which she was a worthy member until called
Stanton prevailed, and instantly there flamed
borp in the better ranks of society her parents bills and fields, its mountains and rivers, to her reward. She had not enjoyed good health
over every wire an order for forwarding hegia to prepare the dowry she must have than are the sublime movings of the soul for a number of years, as she fell a victim to that diameter.
men to the critical point. Hooker and his when she goes to her huspand.
SECOND-HAND
For this on the face of a man—nhovings that are now lingering disease, consumption, which she bore
army corps were taken up from the Potomac is indispensable in the eyes of any Russian joyous, now affiicted, now softened, now with remarkable fortitude and resignation.
Never have I seen a more perfect reconciliation
Boiler
bodily, tent, saddle and wagon, and flung young
gentleman who proposes to be mar- impassioned, now struggling to conceal a to the will of God, than she manifested. She 0 A Estoam
across the mountains, by rail, fifteen hun- ried.
She must furnish everything for an pang or conceal a rapture. ‘Tis a silent, longed for the better land, as by faith she saw it, 81-2 x 20 feet, with two Flues 18 inches
dred miles in seven days! Never before was outfit in life, even to a dozen new shirts for orchestra, thrilling in undertone with the and rejoiced in hope. She was sensible to the
0 large an army moved so far in so short a her coming
husband. I Lave héard ‘of a richest, and fullest, and saddest music of last, and, as she approached the heavenly shore, in diameter.
she said, ““ I have no fears; Jesus is with me.”
me.
lady of rank and wealth, who had prepared the human life.
made all the arrangements for her funeral,
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
The secret
history of the Adminstration a costly dowry of silks, linen, jewels, plate,
Of all the expressions possible to the She
then said—‘‘ My work is all done.”
After taking
teems with like instances of his sagacity, eto., for her beloved daughter who died as countenance we think the most significant her leave of husband, parents, and a brother and ply to
and of his victorious will. When the latter- she came to be twenty years old. The and distinctive is laughter. Laughter can sister, she calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
py
* SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
OM.
day victories gave token that the war was mother resolved to endow six girls with mean pleasure, or mocKery, or applause, or
“Mr. President, it must be held.”

for.

says: “ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM not only sells rapidly
but gives perfect satisfaction in every case
knowledge, Having, condqence , 3 nd knowing
a
possesses valuable medicin:
TO)
es.
freely use it in my daily practice and wih unbounded
success. As an expectorantit is most certainly far
ahead of any preparaticu
have ever yet known.”
NATHANIEL HARRIS,M. D,, of Middlebury,
Ver- mont, says: “I have no doubt it will soon become a
classical remedial agent for the cure of all diseases of

all or address,

METAL,

JOB

say:

1SAACIA. DORAN, M. D., of Logan County, Ohio,

And its large varieties of

BOOK

Doctors

India, £av4} or three Years past I a
EN’S LUNG
BALSAM ex
vi
my
pr.
and I am satisfied there is no better fori De
lung diseases in use.
3

St..

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

JOHN
them

What the

AMOS DOOLLEY, M. D., of Kosciusko County,

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDAI,
HARD AND TOUGH

runswick, Matas.

And lately for its unrivalled

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitusries published the Morning Star, who do not

accompany

RS

“(RE TOR COVSDWPTION

express

First Letter Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817,

®bitwaries.
patronize it, must

Jun. 17,

J.D. ALMA died of neuralgia in the stomach,

‘The ruins which have been discovered in
Cambodia, Cochin China, says the Revue
Coloniale et Maritime, proves that the in-

T Medical School of Maine, will commence Februs

N. L. ROWELL.

in Jerusalem, N. Y., Aug. b, aged

4

in the

ary 17, 1870, and continue sixteen w eeks,
irculars containing full information maybe had
on applying to the Secretary.
C.F. BRAC
M.D.

evi-

dence of the reality of religion. Her last illness
was short and exceedingly painful,’ but_she en-

of continued sickness, the image of Jesus was reflected with increasing brightness, affording a
Jasting consolation to mourning relatives.

—

—

HE Piftieth Annual Course 6f“Lectures,

liam Storer, died in Wells, Me., Dec. 19, of con-

sumption,
acter and
self to a
mourn are
fell asleep

May

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

Together

was once a preacher of

united with the 1st Freewill Baptist church then

BR

glide

Com.

64 years.
In early life she embraced the Saviour
under the labors of Rev. D. P. Cilley, and by
him was baptized. Removing to Manchester she

Cheerful People.

A

both angels and demons.
No concealment
can keep them long out of sight. There
are faces that domineer and faces that
devour—faces that magnetize and faces
that repel. Some are sinister, some trustsome

studies

of qur colleges, and is not ‘installed inan

and

man’s face is the front of his house.
One,
in looking at it, is sure to see the kind of

ful, some pleading,

If the

incarnate

and windows the inmates show themselves,

Sitting up all night with a coupleof Rus
sian ladies might or might not suggest the

ed.

goodness, then kindled with fires of passion, or, sharpened like a dagger, with

inhabitants he keeps within.

Market.

- of

private histoty in your countenance. Only
think of it! Here it is, a little patch of
white surface, nine inches long and six
wide,

all heart.

young merchant fails, men say he is tuin-

and

passing as current coin, stamped .on one
side with a jackass running away with the

““Idon’t want it.”
“Yer don't?”

their

rivaling those produced. in Greece in its best

As I passed into the desk, he stood below,
and announced, ‘* Mr. Gough isin the desk,

of brooks

in a small way, enacts the part of the Nile
lower down, I had to cross two rivulets
which flow into the north end of the Moero;

they lose

°

Mgrs. HANNAH Noves died in Berlin, Vt.,

miscarry

habitants mustatone time have been as
highly civilized as they are now debased.
Remains of sculpture have been discovered

‘ Waal, then, I'll take it.”
schist rocks, and form splendid
cascades,
And sweeping the coin into his hat, and
that ‘made the = dullest of my attendants
pause and remark with wonder. I measur- holding it before him, he dipped his head
htm no world but that of shadows, outside
one of the streams—the Lofu—fifty miles “into it, exclaiming, ¢‘ Waal, I guess I can
of the struggle for national life and unity. - ed
:
2
from its confluence, and found it at a ford carry it.”
His own fate, his fame, his property, his 294 feet, say 100 yards broad, thigh and
1 said “You've got more cents in your
happiness, were trifles. The one great waist deep, and, flowing fast over hardened hat than usual.”
passion of his life, which took into itself the sandstone
‘“ Waal, yes; I don’t generally carry cents
flag
in September.
The last
fire and force of his whole nature, was the
in my hat.”
fallen on the 12th ot May.
crushing of the rebellion, and the reinstat- rainTo had
« But some of it is jackass cents.”
give an idea ofthe inundation which,
ing

first ki

© =<YWaal, it's most time to go in.”

As no one seemed to move,

was prepared for death,

a

' Mr. Emerson says:
If your city young men

ed lip,

‘¢ Can you tell me where I can find th

burns”) from 12 to 15 feet

broad, leap down the steep, Bg

.

On one occasion I had an appointment

President of the

Rl ——

above every other social trait stands cheer-

-in a small town, in Massachusetts, and, ac-

celebrated

indeed, south

——

and

¥

Church, like the Roman,

Gough’s Collector.

name
j

African Explorer, Dr. Livingstone, is alive.

On the northern slope

The Greek

|

A letter from him dated Ujiji, May 13th,
1869, has just reached England, in which
he says:
.
From what I have seen, together with

the Victoria Nyanza, and,

The

permits no divorce ; but the Emperor, like
the Pope, can grant special dispensations.
The Greek priest must marry once, and if
his wife
dies he cannot marry again.

Rhapta is probably the Rovuma, Aware
others have been mistaken, and layin
It spent itself that
no claims to infallibility, I do nq} yet iio
Stanton’s was a propul- very positively, particularly of the parts west

him to comprehend the whole sphere of the
giuntic war, and his will was capacious
and energetic enough to make his influence
felt throughout its bounds.
He had no miliitary training, nor did he evince the native
qualties of a great General. There is little
that would have given him eminence, in
either his plans o campaign or suggestions
of strategy. It was in his administration
of the Government; in bis selection of men,
in the impulse which he gave to them,in the
organization-which he imparted to the whole

settled

which is a round of gayety and dissipation,
only Teguiated by their means of indul-

dled no other man's will.

within him. Mr.
“sive will. It drove other men forward. It
seized all the organs of government and
impelled them. It filled the channels which
legislation had dug, with an irresistible
stream. It was what steam is to the ocean
boat, or what the trade winds are to ships
of war,

are

maternal eye until given up to their husbands, and then they take their own course,

Dr. Livingstone in Africa.
It

terms

ladies in Russia are very anxious to marry,
because they have no liberty before marriage. They are kept constantly under the

to manhood a

another

common

between the parents of the parties.

so

enerous and so magnanimous, as that of
dwin M. Stanton. - If he committed errors
in his impetuosity, no man in his leisure
was more capable of atoning for them. A
hundred times he has said to subordinates
and inferiors, ‘Forgive me—I was wrong.”
A noble heart, untainted with pride or
vanity ; a disinterested patriot, who sacrificed both property and life. for his country ;
a royal soul, that in a stormy and dangerous time rose to the hight of power, wielded it for the salvation of his Government,
and then laid it down unimpaired,
augmented, with more alacrity’than he showed

a very

present for a young man to make the girl
e likes. Behind the row of girls are their
mothers. ‘I'he young
men having made

hundreds there are who daily bless the
name of Mr. Stanton. We have seen in our
day many men of station and of fame, but
among them all not one with a nature so

with precedents, he did not, miser-like, lin-

ger in the knowledge of the past, counting
it over ‘and over. He had sagicity, foresight, an aptitude for seeing things yet to
*be, as if they were realities. His thoughts
lived far along beyond other men’s. - Such
benefit did he derive in practical affairs from
an active imagination.

of this country use cosmetics freely, and a

A

BOWDOIN = COLLEGE.

exoellences endeared her to the church and to
friends. Enemies she had none. We trust she

moving on without a

both

quivered.

hands, and

—m—

Take it all in all, this portraitof Edwin M.

Pluck.

life such things are conducted with more ap-

Mr. Stanton, always

parent delicacy, but the facts are ascertained with accuracy, the business being in the
hands of a brokeror notary. The trousseau
is ud in public before the wedding day.
At
Whitsunday there,is a curious custom,
which is
gradually giving way with the advance of civilization.
The young people

strong, was now

. Beecher on Stanton.
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negro for State Senator.
_

President Grant has intimated

that strict

of the

operators

employed

neu-

summer,

by the

‘Western Union Telegraph Company has extended to all sections of the country.
* The Choctaws protest that the collection of internal revenue in their reservation
of treaty stipulations.

The Shell Mounds in West Florida cover many
acres of ground, in some instances. They were
raised to successive heights by a people who

thus, probably,

is a violation

mittee of Maine for the current: year, the twelfth
of his service in that position.
;
admission

and made

of a mulatto

The English
language is to be
adopted by telegraph companies.
Silver is slowly
western cities.
Forty-two

getting into

persons,

were

Francisco
universally

circulation
murdered

in the

in

New

York in 1869.

J

A Washington special says that all statements
to the effect that a majority of the Reconstruction Committeq are willing to report a bill for
the immediate admission of Virginia are incorrect. There are but five members of the Commitee in favor of such action, while eight in-

sist upon conditions.
The statement of the public debt shows a reduction of $4,812,781,92 during last month, and a
total reduction since March, 1869, of $76,716,306,70.
:
The special
committee of the Congressional
House
of Representatives on the decline of
American shipping will make their report in
about three weeks.
Secretary Belknap has issued an order, by direction of the President, which virtually places
Georgia back under martial law, as she was before the commencement of reconstruction.
When Congress reassembles, a Western Representative will introduce a pew census bill, in
which a section will provide that in no state shall
the number of Representatives be diminished in
the Forty-Second Congress.
It is hoped by this
‘concession that the new apportionment can be
applied to the next Congress.

minister, has been

seized

and detained by the United States authorities.
Some startling developments illustrating the
rottenness of Andrew Johnson’s administration
are anticipated soon.
His revenue officials in N.
Y. are reported to be short on the credit side of
their balance sheet.
Various lines of steamboats on
river are resuming regular trips.
A treaty for the annexation of St.
the United States has been made and
to the Senate by the Presidént this
stipulated conditions are given in our

of

the

Hudson

Domingo to
will be sent
week.
The
despatches.

Our despatches from France indicate that M.
‘OHivier’s administration is makingrapid progTess in the work of revolutionizing the govern““ment.
Several important reforms have already
" been initiated and more are promised.
FOREIGN.

The railroads in Spain have been blocked with
snow for four days.

2

Four prominent English magazines
by women.

are edited

The United States Viee-Consul at Glusgow

has

The Obelisk of Luxor,

the vegetable kingdom have the function of applying themselves directly to the rocks to crumble them down into soil. Lichens, for example,
secrete oxalic acid, and thus corrode the rocks
over which they spread themselves.
There is a
‘microscopically minute fungus, which, in most
places, flourishes in granite, and gradually promotes its disintegration.

The condition of Spanish political affairs is yet
eritieal. Itis now proposed to make somebody
Cietator for four months. Serrano has been twice
shot at without receiving harm. The
report

from this country of the termination of the Cuban
insurrection produced grea} sensation.”
The second public meeting of the Ecumenical

was

present, -but the ceremonies were not specially
imposing.
The
correspondent of the London
Times reports that the Pope will assert his infallibility by a decree not subject to ratification
of the Council.
That Napoleon’s surrender of absolute power
is bona fide, is made pretty clear by the fact that
the new administration has compelled the retire-

ment

of

Baron

the expressed
him in office.

The Berlin

Hausmann,

desire of the

organ

notwithstanding
Emperor to

of Count Bismark

retain

asserts,

that the circumstances under which M, Ollivier’s
cabinet has come into power indicate that the
relations of France
and Prussia will continue
friendly.

A report

comes

from St. Thomas, byway

in La-

cant; such as mosses, lichens, and fungi. So far
from being insignificant, these lower orders of

Ten

Pope

stands

affects the very hardest of building stone, as well
as organic creatures.
Dampness promotes the
growth of plants which we look upon as insignifi-

Panama papers of Dec. 21st say the Central
American republics were quiet. Valparaiso was
visited by a destruetive fire on the 19th of November.
The archives of the Rritish Consulate
were among the property burned. There was
Jqauch agitation in Chili on account of the forthcoming elections for the constituent Assembly.
There was no apprehension of a disturbance of
the public tranquillity.

The

which

has spent in France, while forty centuries in
Egypt had not perceptibly altered it. Climate

persons were killed in Limerick.

Thursday,

side of the

Place
Concorde, Paris, has become blanched
and full of small cracks during the forty years it

News from South America via Portugal is to
the effect that the war in Paraguay is at an end,

place

down one

and the other at Boulak, in an Egyptian tomb,
and was to be seen at the Paris Exhibition in
1867.

Minister Bassett has visited Cape Haytien to
effect the release of President Salnave’s family.
It is said that M. Ollivier’s
administration
will pursue the policy approved by the party
known as the Right Center.
;

took

off the whorls of large

larger than the working

Thereis never more than one queen in a

hive, and if a stranger-queen should happen

by

of

Havana, that Salnave,. having retreated from Port
au Prince to a neighboring fort, blew up the

Most people have a natural horror of snakes,
but these unfortunate reptiles have at last found
a champion.
Mr. Higford Burr, whose park at
Aldermaston, near Reading, England, is one of
the most beautiful bits ef spacious woodland. and
deer-frequented scenery near London, now offers
an asylum to English snakes.
A snake hunting
for frogs along the margin of a still pond in the
hot noonday sun is one of the most interesting
sights that a naturalist can witness, and Mr.
Burr will doubtless ascertain many curious and
interepting points in the natural history ofisnakes
which are allowed to have their own way.
One of the most remarkable races that ever
inhabited the earth is now extinct. They were
known as the Gaunches, and were the aborigines
of the Canary Islands,
In the sixteenth century,
pestilence, slavery, and the cruelty of the Spaniards succeeded intotally exterminating them.
They are described: as having been gigantic in
stature, but of singtduriy mild and gentle nature.”
Their food consisted of barley, wheat, and goat's

milk,

and

their

agriculture was of the

rudest

kind. The bodies of their dead were carefully
embalmed and deposited in catacombs, which
still continue to he yn object of cariosity to those
‘who visit the islands,

Experiments have recently been made

the revolution

sympathizers with

but of every Cuban, is watched

attentively with keen eyes. It is officially stated

that out
of 41 estates

in the Trinidad valley,40

her, they crowd

upon

her so closely that she

cannot escape, and they do not release her until
their own queen arrives to do battle in defence

of her lawful rights.
The

:

)

conduct of the commonality

under such

circumstances is exceedingly remarkable; they
could put the intruder to death if they chose»
without suffering their own queen to run the
risk of being killed, but they do not do so; they
act strictly onthe principle of fair play; at the
same time they will not allow the combatants
to separate until the victory is achieved by one
of them.
The instant their queen makes her appearance, attended by a number of her subjects,
those who hold the stranger in custody draw
back, and leave a clear space for the encounter.
If,as rarely happens, the two sovereigns have
no desire to fight, or if they try to run away, the
workers seize them, and will on no account al’
low them to indulge their cowardice; they are
never allowed to quit the arena, nor to cease
fighting until one is killed.
Huber relates several experiments made by
him with the view of ascertaining if this conduct
of

the

it was;

bees were

invariable, and

whether the

he

combatants

found

were

that

two

|

How

Farmers

Should

——

Build.

Ee.

‘We will suggest to young farmers or new beginners one idea which we wish them to remember, whether they observe it or are governed
by our teachings or not; and that is, before they
commence building, to consult some architect,
as they will find it greatly to their interest in
after life.
;
A large majority, when they first set out, are
short of means, and consequently are compelled
to build small houses of every description, which,
asa matter -of economy, is right, as every man
should build according to his means; but as they
grow old and their business and family increase,
they will then see that the houses they erected

at first are not sufficiently large for their purpose.

Then it is they wild wish that their houses

were built
a little different, in order that they
might add to them, and at the same time have
them more convenient and in Letter style.
By the assistance of an architect, which would
not cost much, all this might be obviated.
We hold it to be to the advantage of every
farmer to have his outbuildings as convenient as
he possibly ean. Therefore we suggest the propriety of having all of them under one roof. For
instance, your horses, cattle; hogs and sheep;
barn and shelter for all farm implements.

Go to some

architect and

tell him how much

money you have to spend for buildings at present, and that you want to build so that when you
have finished, all will be under one covering.
He will be able to give you the plan, and in
the long run it will cost you much less than to
do the same amount of building scattered here
and there, as is the common rule in the south,
while it will be of no inconsiderable amount in a
lifetime, running hereto the lorses, and there
to attend to the hogs, and yonder to the cattle and
sheep.
We know from experience what we write to
to be 80; and if we had possessed the knowledge
twenty-five years ago that we now have, we
would have had all of our stock under one building at night, with grain, forage, and well for wa-

tering

under

the

same

roof.—Reconstructed

Farmer,

in Ger-

Recipes.

discern different colors.
It was found that the
color most easily and quickly distinguished is
bright yellow, while those most difenlt. to recognize are the red and, violet. Bright olive

——

are
at the present time grinding cane.

Several

of these, however, have suffered more or less by

fires kindled by rebel hands. A force of 10,000 .

On the o*her hand, the least

flour; stir the cake in two separate dishes, bake

sensitive eye should be most impressed,as that
of the young child is, by the red, because itis
produced by the longest undulations which are

in two bar tins, putting u layer of the brown

also those of least velocity,
The olive has been

cultivated in Florida, and

on the coast fslands of Georgia, for nearly halfa
century, The oil produced from it is represents

JO)

..
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COTTON.

part in the bottom, next a layer of the white
part, and 80 on uniil the tinis sufficiently full;

bake in 4 moderate oven,
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instantly seize her, and though their respect for
royalty is too great to allow of their ill-treating

many to ascertain the relative time required: to

pression of light.

+

nized, the bees who act as guards-at the entrance

MARBLE CAKE, BROWN PART.~One cup of
brown sugar, one half cup of molasses, one cup
magazine and perished.
?
comes next after yellow in heing readily perceiy- of butter, one spoon of cinnamon, ane. half of a
The parliamentary election in: Longford, Ireed, and green seems to occupy u middle Position, putmeg, one half spoon of spice, one hglf spoon
lafd, was the occasion of a riot, which the troops These experiments may have some weight with of cloves, one quarter spoon of pepper, one.(uar=
were called upon to quell,
those who are devising signal lights to guide Jo. ter cup of sour milk, one half tea-xpoon of soda,
A Havana letter of Dec.
20 says that young | comotion on land and water. Obviously the reas- two cups of flour, yolks of four egg.
on why red and violet are not #0 quickly perceivMarre CAKE, WHITE PArT.~Two cups of
Lamar was executed that morning.
Arrests, exeeations and transportations continue. A univer- ed is that they are at the opposite extremes of white sugar, one cup of butter, one half cup of
the solar spectrum, and ‘extend respectively to sour milk, whites “of four egg+, one tea-spoon of
gal system of general espionage has been indugurated and the slightest action or speech,of not the line where undulatiops cease to give any im. soda; two tea-spoons of cream tartar, two cups of

only those who are known

Panes
RiOieesreennceed)

.accident, or in the indulgence of her curiosity,to
enter a hive in-which her authority is not recog-

others of the kind ; the first was found at Cervetri,

forgery.
‘
:
Portugal and Great Britain having claimed the
Island of Bolamo, on the coast of Africa, President Grant has been chosen umpire to settle the
matter.
a

Council

by grinding

bee.

Meteoric Showers have long baffled the studies
queens, both engaged in laying eggs, or a fertile
of astronomers.
It is claimed now that they
queen and
a virgin queen, or two virgin queens.
are satisfactorily explained by Prof. Adams.
JA very singular circumstance in connection with
This distinguished astronomer, after most elabthese encounters is, that both manifest the greatorate calculations, has determined for meteoric
est horror of using their stings whenever in the
bodies an orbit which reaches beyond Uranus,
course of the fightthey find themselves in a poand around which they travel in.a cycle of thirty- sition to kill each other. In such cases they sep‘three years. This orbit is elliptical, like that of
arate, and show no desire to renew. the fight;
a comet; and while ofie diameter carries it tothe but the spectators lay hold of them, and draw
outer limits of the planetary system, the other them back into the cleared space, and compel
diameter is so much shorter as to bring the me- them to face each other again. Itis not often,
teor track across the earth’s orbit at certain however, that the queen of the hive requires
points and times.
The meteors occupy abelt, any compulsion to fight.. Her jealousy of a rival
and as the earth enters this more or less deeply, is of the most intense character; and if two
there are greater or less displays of shootingemerge from their cells at the same moment,
stars.
a
their first act is to rush at each other and settle
A new work on the Madonnas of Raphael and by a single combat which is to rule; they will
the paintings
of the Virgin in general,by F. A.
no -more consent to a divided jurisdiction than
Gruger, is attracting the attention of eminent
the workers themselves would permit it. In this
French critics.
respect the exampie of the competitors for the
Mercurial Ore, it is said, has been discovered throne might be imitated with advantage to huin the district of Sarawak, Borneo, which
is to manity by human competitors; they do not sufbeat the world for richness.
The percentage of fer or incite their future subjects to engage in a
civil war in support of their respective claims,
metal is 70 to 80, while’ the mines heretofore
but decide the question by the simple process of
worked average from 2 to 20. Californians will
fighting it out in their own persons.
have to look out for some of their most imporThere are occasions, however, when the jealtant interests if this proves true, but the saving
ousy of the queen has to be restrained in the
clause probably covers a sufficient contingency to
interest of the community; this is especially the
warrant its being put in italics!
case when a portion of the hive is about to quit
Every citizen of France,aged twenty-one years, it fora separate habitation, in consequence ‘of
The emigrants
has aright to address petitions to the Senate, the increase of their numbers.
and the average number sent each session is 600. on these occasions are led by the old queen, and
a new queen is liberated to take her place in the
The majority of them are grotesque? There was
Bat if, at the moone last year in favor of a tax on bachelors, and hive as soon as she departs.
another praying that all new-born children might ment the colony is about to emerge, the weather
be tattooed at the Mairie with a serial
number, becomes overcast, and rain either falls or threatso as to facilitate their identification in the ens to fall, the emigration will be delayed, and
the constant watchfulness of the guard appointed
event of their turning out criminals.
to protect the young queen is necessary to preThe treasure just brought to - light at Pompeii
consists
of seven hundred coins, Consular or vent her mother from putting her to death, and
Imperial, some of gold, with a quantity of jew- from tearing open the cells containing the royThe guards
els, among which is a magnificent chain of plaited al brood, and killing the occupants.
do not treat her with .disrespect or unkindness,
gold wire, forming a very thick round cord not
but they are firm. Itis said that she sometimes
less thaneight feet in length; it has a clasp
formed of two thick hooks, ornamented with paralyzes their movements by , mitting a low
humming sound, precisely as if she were addresstwa rings and amulet shaped like a half-moon.
There are, besides bracelets, some of the kind ing thgm, and then tries to take advantage of the’
cslled ophis (serpent) .ear-drops set with pearls, effect she produces to renew her attempt; but
the instant she becomes silent they awake to
rings, &c. Thelarge chain is, however, the most
remarkable of the jewels.
To form an idea of the sense of their duty, if indeed they have ever
its beauty is impossible.
I know of only two forgotten it in listening to her.—Once A Week.

been sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment for

Lopez having been driven into Bolivia.
Ireland has experienced a fearful gale.

themselves

is considerably larger than the, drone, and the
drone is about as much

ert

The steamship
- Anna, which it was reported
had sailed from New York loaded with arms and
fillibusters for the Cuban revolutionists, has put
into Charleston, S. C.,in distress, and, on com-

Plaint of the Spanish

secure

A German paper says that the simplest postoffice in the world is to be found on the southern
extremity of America.
For some years pasta
small barrel has been fastened by an iron chain
to the outermost rock of the mountains overhanging the Straits of Magellan, opposite Terra
del Fuego.
It is opened by every ship which
passes through the Straits, either to place letters
in it or to take letters from it. This post-office,
therefore, takes care of itself, .it is confided to
the protection of seafarers, and there is no example of any breach of this trust having occurred.
Each ship undertakes the voluntary transmission of the contents of the barrelif their destination is within the limits of its voyage. -

from a Washington public school.
from San

to

spiral shells, and planing
handle or axis.

girl, several white children have been withdrawn
The shipments of bullion
in 1869 were $31,000,000.

sfiught

against the sea and inundation. Among other remains of human tools, Dr. Simpson, who has
studied these mounds with care, speaks of some
curious augurs.
They are over a foot in length,

The Hon. James G. Blaine has been chosen
chairman of the Republican Staté"Central Com-

In consequence of the

by some power al-

together unknown, of vast quantities of water,
mud and stones, to the distance of many feet, and
with a furious rushing noise.
This phenomenon
has occurred quite a number of times during the

trality shall be observed by the Administration
in regard to the Red River rebellion.
The strike
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The Democrats of Urbana, Ohio, are running a

Cuba, tartieeiees.

ZEIGE

phenomenon is frequently taking place at Machiasport, Me.,
in the harbor
opposite the
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reports that a curious
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In every hive there aré a queen, male bees
or drones, and workers, which are of no gender,
orrather are undeveloped females. The queen

88a

‘There is a strong

The Boston Advertiser

The Queen of the Bees.
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The colored people generally celebrated the
anniversary of the issuing of the Emancipation

Baral wy Domestic,

£8

passed through Colum-

Proclamation.

fell recently, near Oak Creek, Wis-

consin, and the stone was discovered by a traveler, near whom it struck. It made a hole in the
marshy ground as large as abarrel, and when
taken out was still hot, and emitted a sulphurous
odor. It had the appearance of a cylinder of
lava.
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Qver 35,000 emigrants
bus, Ohio, during 1869.
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_| on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for. two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

The

Reports.

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
are now out of press.
Upon application, they will be sent
to any address on the receipt of four
cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.

